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A b strac t
The role of predictive inference is to provide indicative information about a predictand. Typically, 
this takes the form of a predictor or a prediction region. While the former provides an unambiguous 
point specification for the predictand, the latter can be perceived to be more informative since its 
construction is conjoined with prior probability assignment for the predictand.
This thesis defines and reviews the construction and properties of prediction regions. Paramet­
ric and nonparametric populations are considered. Methods used to construct prediction regions 
with identical canonical form are predominantly assessed via coverage error properties.
For a nonparametric population, methods used to construct prediction intervals are suggested 
for reducing coverage error. The jackknife and smoothed bootstrap are investigated for calibration 
of prediction intervals; the jackknife performs poorly in that it increases coverage error by an order 
of magnitude, while the smoothed bootstrap is successful at further reducing coverage error.
A simulation study is conducted to investigate the small sample properties of the former pre­
diction intervals.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The probability distribution function is a fundamental concept in statistics. If X  is an m- 
dimensional random vector on a probability space (Q ,P, P), its probability distribution function 
F (Chow and Teicher, 1997, Section 6.3) allows probabilities associated with X  to be found from 
the relationship
P ( X £ A) = J l A(x)dF(x)
for any A G Pm, the class of m-dimensional Borel sets, where x G Mm and
I a (z ) =
for x 0  A, 
for x G A.
Therefore knowledge of the function F allows the construction of a region, denoted by P Q, such 
that P{X  G 7Za) — Ol for any a G (0,1). When X  is a random variable the region lZa may reduce 
to an interval Xa which analogously satisfies P(X  G Xa) =  a.
Suppose that the sample X — (Xi, X2 , . . .  , X n)T denotes a sequence of n observed data points 
which are assumed to be drawn from a population which has the predictand X  as an as yet 
unrealised future observation with an unknown probability distribution function F. The prediction 
problem, as discussed in this thesis, is the construction of a region or an interval, denoted by iZa 
or Xa respectively, which depend on the sample X, n, and a  only, such that
P( X  G 77q ) = a or P(X  G Xa) =  a (1 .1 )
for any a  G (0,1). Then lZa and Xa are an exact a-level prediction region and interval, respectively.
Construction of a prediction region or interval can be divided into parametric and nonpara- 
metric approaches. For a parametric approach, the predictand X  is assumed to have a probability 
distribution function from one of the known parametric families of distributions, for example the 
normal distribution with mean /i and variance a2. The sample X  is then used to construct a 
prediction region or interval which does not depend on the unknown parameters of the parametric 
family. The construction occurs via a pivotal transformation, or a predictive likelihood, function 
or density. For a nonparametric approach, less rigid assumptions are made about the distribution 
of the predictand X .  Although in the most severe case it will be assumed that various higher 
order derivatives of F  are bounded in an appropriate neighbourhood and that E(\\X\\l) < oo for 
l sufficiently large, the objectivity of the sample X  alone will be used to conduct predictive infer­
ence (more than would be the case if F  were constrained to lie in a given parametric family of 
distributions).
Construction of a prediction region or interval proceeds by using the sample X  "to estimate 
population quantities. For a parametric population an exact cn-level prediction region or interval 
can be constructed whenever an appropriate pivotal transformation exists. For a nonparametric 
population an exact one-sided a-level prediction interval can be constructed whenever the level 
a = i/ (n  + 1), where the integer 1 < i < n, under appropriate population assumptions. To 
investigate the properties of a proposed prediction region or interval an amenable alternative to 
(1.1) is required.
For a proposed prediction region and interval, 7Za and l a respectively, which depends on the 
sample A, n, and a only, one natural extension of (1.1) is obtained by allowing
P [X  £ TZa) =  öl T  CLn and jP(A  £ I Q) =  o; T
where an and bn are the coverage errors of 7Za and ZQ, respectively, and typically an, bn —> 0 as 
n —> oo. The orders of an and bn then represent bounds on the rate, in an asymptotic sense, at 
which the nominal level a  is attained when the amount of information, in this case the sample size 
n, is large. The nominal cn-level prediction region and interval 1Za and I Q, respectively, may then 
be liberal or conservative for fixed n.
Requirement (1.1) alone will not uniquely determine an exact a-level prediction region even 
when its construction is possible. As for a proposed nominal <a-level prediction region, an exact 
a-level prediction region can be rendered unique by specifying its canonical form. Two uniquely
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identifying canonical forms are, for example, a one-sided prediction interval (assuming the predic- 
tand is a random variable), or a prediction region obtained by profiling a function which depends on 
the sample X  and a. The type of canonical form determines how the probability mass a should be 
shared, in an asymptotic sense for a nominal «-level prediction region, throughout the probability 
space.
An outline of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 defines and reviews the methods used to construct a nominal «-level prediction region 
or interval for a parametric population. One method uses pivotal transformations to construct 
an exact «-level prediction region for a location-scale population. Other methods rely on the 
definition of a predictive likelihood, function or density which are analogous, in certain regards, to 
the conditional probability density function of the predictand given the sample, except that they 
depend on the sample and « only and not on any unknown population parameters.
Chapter 3 defines and reviews the methods used to construct a nominal «-level prediction in­
terval for a nonparametric population. Firstly, methods based on an independent and identically 
distributed sample are discussed. These include a Studentised method and quantile estimation 
methods for a predictand and the percentileT and accelerated bias-correction methods for a pre­
dictand statistic. Secondly, methods are proposed for regression and structural models.
Chapter 4 defines quantile estimation methods used to construct nominal a-level prediction 
intervals for a nonparametric population. The quantile estimates are constructed from interpolation 
among quantiles of the empirical distribution function (or equivalently, interpolation among order 
statistics). Two forms of predictive interval calibration, the jackknife and smoothed bootstrap, are 
investigated.
Chapter 5 investigates, for small sample sizes, the numerical properties of coverage error for 
prediction intervals defined in Chapter 4. The convergence of numerical approximations is also 
considered.
INotes on Notation. The transpose of a vector v and a matrix M  are denoted by vT and M T, 
respectively. The trace, determinant, and inverse of a matrix M  are denoted by trM , det M, and 
M~l , respectively.
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The complement of the set S  is denoted by Sc. For example, if £ C Q then
ec = {u e n : u <££}.
Let {an : n > 1} and {bn : n > 1} denote a real and a positive real sequence, respectively, of 
constants. Then an =  o(l) if an —> 0 as n —> oo, and an =  0(1) if |an | < C whenever n > no for 
some positive real constant C and a fixed integer no greater than one. Additionally, an = o(bn) if 
and only if an/bn = o(l), and an = 0(bn) (an is of order bn) if and only if an/bn = 0(1).
Let {An : n > 1} denote a sequence of random variables. Then An =  op( 1) (An converges in 
probability to zero) if for every e > 0
P(\AnI > e) =  o(l),
and An =  Op( 1) if for every e > 0 there exists S(e) £ (0, oo) such that
P{jAn| > 6(c)) < e
whenever n > no- Additionally, An =  op(bn) if and only if An/bn = op( 1), and An =  Op(bn) (An 
is of order bn in probability) if and only if A n/bn = Op( 1).
If Q denotes a population quantity, then Q denotes the version of Q in which the population 
quantity has been replaced by an estimator determined by the sample X . Following this prescrip­
tion, a generic theoretical (in that it depends on population quantities) a-level probability region 
or interval is denoted by lZa and XQ, respectively, with the corresponding generic nominal (in that 
population quantities have been replaced by sample quantities) cr-level prediction region or interval 
denoted by lZa and Za , respectively.
Note also that no distinction is made between a probability mass function and a probability 
density function; the latter is used throughout.
In Chapter 2 index notation is employed to simplify expressions (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 
1989, Section 5.3). Two conventions are as follows. Firstly, if an index occurs more than once in 
a term, summation over that index will be assumed. Secondly, [m] after a symbol will indicate a 
sum of m similar terms, determined by suitable permutations of the indices. For example, if the
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indices i, j ,  and k run from 1 to n then,
n
aik^kji =  'y  ̂ Q'ikbkjii 
i,k=l 
n
azbl =  Y ^ b \
i=1
&i,jk d~ (kj ik d* Q'k̂ jii
and
n
d- bijk y   ̂ {tti,jk d- Oj,ik d- O'kji d" bijk)• 
i,j,k=l
Additionally, for given m  and with R =  r\r 2 • • • rn denoting an arbitrary index set,
y  H( R i , R2, ■ .. , R m )
R/ m
will indicate the sum of H(R\,  R2 , . . .  ,Rm) over all partitions of R  into m  blocks with order 
carrying no significance.
Following Magnus and Neudecker (1999, pp. 87, 100), if f ( x , y ) G M with x e f f  and 
then V yf(x, y)  and Hyf ( x , y ) denote the fc x 1 gradient vector and the k x k Hessian matrix of 
f {x, y)  with respect to y.
Chapter 2
P a ra m e tr ic  A pproaches
In this chapter, parametric approaches to the problem of constructing a prediction region are de­
fined and reviewed. In a Bayesian framework this construction is via the conditional posterior 
predictive density; in a Frequentist framework this construction is via either a pivotal transforma­
tion or a predictive likelihood, function or density. If in a Bayesian framework the correct prior 
probability distribution is assumed, it is always possible to construct an exact a-level prediction 
region; an exact a-level prediction region is available in a Frequentist framework whenever a piv­
otal transformation exists, while a nominal a-level prediction region is derived when a predictive 
likelihood, function or density is employed.
Let the n x m sample matrix X =  (Xi, X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T denote a sequence of n random vectors 
which are of length m and in general dependent. Denote a realisation of the sample matrix X  by 
j: =  {x\,X2 , • • • , xn)T, where Xi denotes a realisation of the random vector Xi for i =  1,2, . . .  , n, 
and the probability density function of X by /* (? ; 9), where the parameter vector 9 £ 0  is of length 
k and 0  is the parameter space. Let the predictand X  denote an as yet unrealised future random 
vector, not necessarily of the same length as Xi, which is in general dependent on the sample matrix 
X. Denote a realisation of X by x and assume that the joint probability density function of the 
sample matrix X  and the predictand X  is given by f(x,X){hx 5 #) and that the probability density 
function of X  is given by f x (x;0). Additionally, let f x \x(x\9\ i )  =  ; 0 )//*(y ; 0)ls(y)
denote the conditional probability density function of X  given X =  y, where S denotes the support 
of f x (y,o)-
Suppose that the parameter vector 6 has true value 9q. Knowledge of the true population
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probability density function f ( x ,x ) (h x 'i&o) allows the construction of an exact cn-level prediction 
region 7Za , which is derived via the sample matrix X  and a  G (0,1) only, and satisfies
P ( X  e n a) = j j  Ijia(x) f( x ,x)(hx ',Oo)dldx = a. (2.1)
When X  is a random variable and the prediction region lZa reduces to the one-sided prediction 
interval
a — ( OO? Qa\i (2.2)
where it is assumed that qa £ R depends on the sample matrix X  and a  only, requirement (2.1) 
is sufficient to uniquely define Xa. In this case, qQ is given by the conditional a-th quantile of X  
given X  — y and satisfies f x \ x ( x ‘,Oo\X)dx = a. In general, further specification of how the 
probability mass a  is shared throughout the probability space is required for 1Za  to be uniquely 
defined. To illustrate this claim by example, let
lia = {x '■ f x \ x ( x ',do\X) > ca } (2.3)
be defined by profiling the conditional distribution of the predictand X  given the sample matrix X. 
The real number ca should be selected such that 7Za satisfies (2.1). Then 7Za is uniquely defined 
by selecting cQ such that
f  f x \ x ( x ’i^o \X )d x  = a. 
Jna
In general, the prediction interval Xa = (—oo,qa] and the prediction region lZa will depend 
on the true parameter vector 9q. Methods used to construct an <a-level prediction region 1Za in a 
Bayesian and Frequentist framework when the parameter vector 6 is unknown, proceed as follows.
Bayesian Framework. In a fully Bayesian framework, the unknown parameter vector 9 is as­
sumed to be a random vector which is coupled with a prior probability density function. This 
assumption allows the direct evaluation of the conditional posterior predictive density which does 
not depend on the parameter vector 9. Various methods have been proposed which employ the con­
ditional posterior predictive density to construct an appropriate prediction region. In the following 
discussion, attention will be focused on the construction of a prediction region and its coverage 
error properties alone. For a review of various Bayesian approaches used for the construction of
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prediction regions, which are not pertinent to this thesis and rely on the specification of a util­
ity function or on general notions of coverage, the interested reader is referred to Aitchison and 
Dunsmore (1975), Bolfarine and Zacks (1992), and Geisser (1993).
Since the conditional posterior predictive density does not depend on the unknown parameter 
vector 0, the construction of a prediction region in a fully Bayesian framework proceeds in an 
analogous way to the case when the unknown parameter vector 9 is known and given by 9q. 
Details associated with the referred to construction of a prediction region are as follows.
Let the random parameter vector 9 be coupled with the prior probability density function f(9). 
Using a form of Bayes’ Theorem the conditional posterior predictive density of X  given X  =  j, 
f ( x  I y), satisfies
f ( x \ i )  =  j  f {x\ i , 9) f {0\ i )d9,  (2.4)
where
m«)m
f { 9 U ) -  H r )
and
/ ( * M )  =  /x i* ( * ;0 |r ) ,  /(r |0) = /*(?;«),  / ( r ) =  I f(r\e)f(e)d9.  (2.5)
The conditional posterior predictive density can be used to construct an a-level prediction 
region. Two methods are as follows.
Set 7Za = {x : f ( x \ X )  > cQ} where the nonnegative real constant cQ is selected such that 
fj^ f { x \ X ) d x  = a. When X  is a random variable, set Xa = (—00,qa], where qa denotes the 
<a-th quantile of the conditional posterior predictive density of X  given X  — y and satisfies 
f l ao o f ( x \ X ) d x  =  a. Then, setting /(x ,y |0 ) =  /(* ,* )(z, ? 5 0) and f { x , f )  =  f  /(x ,y  | 9)f{9) d9, it 
follows that
P ( X  G Ha) = j j  Ina(x) f (x , t )  dxdi
= J J  l j i a ( x ) f { x \ l ) f ( t )  d x d i
=  a  J  =  a -
Similarly, P ( X  G Xa) — <a- Therefore, in a Bayesian framework, 1Za is an exact a-level prediction 
region and Xa is an exact a-level prediction interval.
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While the prior probability density function for the parameter vector 9 allows the calculation 
of an exact a-level prediction region, it also goads the statistician towards alternative approaches 
which do not require a prior probability density function to be specified. While in some instances 
logical considerations may guide selection of the prior probability density function, there is, in 
general, no agreement on specification of a prior probability density function. It will be seen below 
that the conditional posterior predictive density influences the methods which are proposed in a 
Frequentist framework where it is assumed the parameter vector 9 is an unknown constant vector 
that can be estimated via the sample matrix X.
Frequentist Framework. The remainder of this chapter will concentrate on various methods 
used to construct an o-level prediction region in a Frequentist framework. The discussion is 
organised as follows.
Section 2.1 illustrates a pivotal transformation from which an exact a-level prediction region can 
be constructed whenever the sample X  and the predictand X  belong to a location-scale population.
An alternative method is to define a function of the sample X  and the predictand X  which is 
used in an analogous way to the conditional distribution of X  given X  =  j:, assuming the parameter 
vector 9 has known true value #o, to construct a nominal a-level prediction region (see (2.2) or 
(2.3)). Candidates for the former function are reviewed as follows.
Section 2.2 introduces various predictive likelihoods. The sufficiency based predictive likeli­
hoods obviate the presence of the parameter vector 9 by conditioning with respect to a sufficient 
statistic. In contrast, the approximate predictive likelihood is derived from an asymptotic ex­
pansion of the conditional posterior predictive density, where it is assumed that the prior density 
of the parameter vector 9 is constant on its support. Alternatively, the approximate conditional 
predictive likelihood and the modified profile predictive likelihood are based on the joint probabil­
ity density function of X  and A, f(x,x)(h x '•> •> where the parameter vector 9 is replaced by an
estimator based on the sample X  and the predictand A, thereby following an indirectly proposed 
technique of Berger and Wolpert (1984).
Section 2.3 constructs predictive functions which are determined from an axiomatic foundation.
Section 2.4 proposes two types of predictive densities. The first type is obtained by investigating 
estimators of the true conditional distribution of A given the sample X  — y, f x \ x i x 'i ô I?); the 
second type is retrospectively determined from asymptotic considerations of the upper end-point
2.1 P iv o ta l T ran sform ation s 10
of the exact one-sided a-level prediction interval that is based on the sample X  only.
Section 2.5 investigates the explicit coverage error calculation for derived prediction regions of 
various methods. Analytic and bootstrap calibration of a prediction region are also considered; 
a predictive density is retrospectively determined from the analytic calibration of a one-sided 
prediction interval and is a function of the sample X  and a only.
Properties of a Predictive Likelihood, Function or Density. Consider now the properties 
which may be intrinsic to a predictive likelihood, function or density. Let p{ x ; y) denote any func­
tion of the predictand X  and the sample X  which may be used to construct predictive regions. 
The relative conceptual advantages of p ( x ; y) over various competitors can be assessed via invari­
ance properties in conjunction with the computational convenience and coverage error properties 
of its derived prediction region. Invariance properties categorise the derived similarities in p ( x ; y) 
resulting from changes to the parameter vector 6, the sample X  or the predictand X.  Three such 
changes occur when 0, X , and X  are replaced by h\(6), /12(A), and /13(A), respectively, where 
hi, /12, and /13 are smooth one-to-one transformations. Should p(x;y) remain unchanged if the 
parameter vector 6 is replaced by h\{9) in the joint probability density function f(x,x){h x 5 •)> the 
sample X  is replaced by /12(A) in p ( x ; •), or the predictand X  is replaced by /13(A) in p (-; y), then 
p(x;y) is said to be parameter, sample, or predictand invariant, respectively. Additionally, p(x;y) 
is referred to as being scale invariant when it is predictand invariant with /13(A) — cA for some 
real constant c /  0.
2.1 P iv o ta l T ransform ations
This section illustrates how a pivotal transformation can be utilised to construct an exact a-level 
prediction region for a parametric population; a detailed account of this method will be given for 
a location-scale population. A condition which explicitly determines a property of a prediction 
region is also discussed.
Let g(X , A) denote any function of the sample X  and the predictand A, where X  and A 
have a joint probability density function given by f(x,x) (?>x 5 0) with unknown parameter vector 
0 <E 0 . Then g is said to be a pivotal transformation for the predictand A if the distribution of 
p(A, A), evaluated under the distribution of X  and A when the parameter vector is 0, is the same
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for all 0 £  0 . In this way, g does not depend on the parameter vector 6 . The notion of a pivotal 
transformation was first introduced by R. A. Fisher (Fisher, 1934; Fisher, 1935); note that Fisher’s 
definition differs from contemporary usage (Barnard, 1985).
When the predictand X  is a random variable, Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1994) stress the 
importance of the pivotal transformation g(X, X ) being monotone in X  for almost all X.  While 
monotonicity is not an essential requirement, it does allow the convenient construction of a pre­
diction region through an appropriate quantile of g( X, X)  in conjunction with its inversion with 
respect to X.  When the pivotal transformation is not monotone in X, more specialised techniques 
of inversion may be required for prediction region construction (Reiss, 1989, Appendix 1).
To demonstrate a pivotal transformation, let the sample X  — (X\,  X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T denote n 
independent and identically distributed random variables from a normal population which has 
probability density function given by f ( x ) =  exp{^(:r — g)2/ CTq}/ (cro\/27r) with unknown mean g 
and known variance o\  > 0. The predictand X  is independent of the sample X  but drawn from 
the same population. Set X  =  n~l Xi  and
Then g is a pivotal transformation since it has a standard normal distribution for all g G R
Let za denote the a-th  quantile of a standard normal distribution function. Then, since g is 
monotone in AT, it follows that
X - X
is an exact one-sided a-level prediction interval for the predictand X  since
If in addition the normal population also has an unknown variance a2 > 0, set
n
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Then g is a pivotal transformation since it has Student’s t distribution with n —1 degrees of freedom 
for all 0 =  (/i, cr2)T.
Let ta>n- i  denote the o-th quantile of Student’s t distribution function with n — 1 degrees of 
freedom. Then, since the function g is monotone in X, it follows that
l a =  ( — 0 0 , X  +  +  n~l ,
is an exact one-sided a-level prediction interval for the predictand X.
A more general parametric class than the set of all normal populations is the set of all location- 
scale populations of a given type. If IT is a random variable from a location-scale population it 
has a probability density function
=  a~l h{(w  -  aO/ct},
where both fi and a > 0 are real unknowns, w denotes a realisation of the random variable IT, 
and h is a known probability density function.
Let the sample X  =  (X i, X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T denote n independent and identically distributed ran­
dom variables drawn from a location-scale population. Again the predictand X  is independent of 
X  but drawn from the same population. Let 1 denote the column vector of length n (the sample 
size of X) whose components all equal one. Then the joint probability density function of X  and 
X is given by
= (J~n~lh{{x -  //)/<7}n?=1/i{(rci -  M)/cr}.
Observe that Y  =  cr~l (X — g l )  and Z =  o~l (X — fi) have a joint probability density function (not 
depending on /i and a) given by
f(Y,z){y,z) =  h(z)TV}= lh(yi),
where y — (2/1 , 2/25 • • • ,2/n)T and z denotes a realisation of the random vector Y  and the random 
variable Z, respectively.
Consider the random vector transformation of (T t ,Z )t to (R, S, T, t /T)T, with
Y  =  S(T1 +  U), Z — S(T  +  R) (2.7)
subject to
S > 0, UT1 =  0, UTU =  n{n -  1), ( 2.8)
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where i?, S', and T  are random variables, U = (t / i , C/2, • * • , £7n)T is a random vector, and Ü = 
(Lfi, U2 , • • • , Un- 2)t . Note that two components of U are determined by the restrictions specified 
at (2.8). Furthermore, the transformation specified by (2.7) and (2.8) is equivalent to
SR = ^ ( X - X )
n 1/2cr
A u = ^ ( X - X ) . (2.9)
The joint density of R , S, T, and Ü is given by
f{R,S,T,0)(r> *> *> “ ) =  i,, -----1 f{Y,Z) {«(<1 +  u), s(t +  r)} ,
I un an —1|
where u =  (ui,U2, . . .  , u n)T and u — (wi,tt2, . . .  , u n_2)T denotes a realisation of the random 
vectors U and U, respectively. The conditional probability density function of iü, S, and T  given 
U = u is
f(R,S,T)\u(ri s ^ \ ß ^ G \u )
snf(Y,z){s{t l  + u),s{t  +  r)}
f Z o f o °  f-oosnf(Y, z ) {s ( t l+u) , s ( t  + r ) } d r d s  dt 
And the marginal distribution of R  given U = u is obtained by integrating over s and t, and given 
by
, , , /^o/o°°sn/(K,Z){s(a  + u),s(t + r ) }dsd t
}R'U(r 1 U> ~ SZo /«“  sUf(Y,z) {s( t l  + «),«(* + r)} dr ds dt
which does not depend on p and a\ therefore, conditional on U =  u, R  is a pivotal transformation
for the predictand X .
Let Fr \ u(r  \ u) — f R \ u i w \u ) dvo denote the conditional distribution function of R  given 
U =  u and denote by va the a-th  quantile of FR \u(r \ u). Since R  is monotone in X  (see (2.9)) it 
follows that
Xa — (—00, X  + n l/2S v a] ( 2 . 10)
is an exact one-sided cr-level prediction interval since
P ( X  6 l a )  =  P ( R  < Va) =  E { F m (Va |C/)} =  a . (2.11)
The former result is derived from the tower property of conditional expectation. That is, let 
(17, T , P) denote the underlying probability space where Q\ and Q2 are cr-algebras with Q\ C Q2 C 
T . Then for a generic random variable X  on the former probability space, it can be shown that
E { E ( X  | 0 2) |S i}  =  E { E ( X  I £ 0 1 0 2 } =  \ £ 0( 2. 12)
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with probability one, see Chung (1974, Chapter 9), Williams (1991), and Chow and Teicher (1997, 
Chapter 7). To derive (2.11) take Q\ = {0,f2}, Qi = cr(U) at (2.12).
One way to rectify the arbitrary shape of a two-sided prediction interval is via probability 
centering. That is, the probability of the predictand X  not exceeding the lower end-point of 
Xa equals the probability of the predictand X  exceeding the upper end-point. Following this 
convention, where X  and X  defined as at (2.10), an exact two-sided o-level prediction interval for 
the predictand X  is given by
J Q = [X + n~1/2Sv{1_ay 2, X  + n~1/2Sv(l+a)/2\. (2.13)
When h(w) = exp(—w2/2) is the standard normal density, (2.13) specialises to
l a = [X + n 1̂ 25't(i_Q)/2>n—l, X  T n S t ^ +ay 2,n-i]-
A generalisation of the notion of probability centering in one-dimension, when a pivotal distri­
bution for the random vector predictand X  exists or otherwise, is proposed by Beran (1993). The 
nominal a-level prediction region for the predictand X  is of the form
7la = {x : Z(u, x) < ca (it, X),  Vit € (7), (2-14)
where Z =  (Z(u, X), Vu € C) is a random process with index set U which is assumed to be a 
metric space. For some constant ß(a,6) the critical values ca(u, X)  are selected such that
P (X  € n a\X) -  a = op{ 1) (2.15)
and
where
sup IP ( X  € K a,u\ X ) - ß ( a , 0 ) \ = o p(l), (2.16)
ueu
= {x : Z (u ,r) < ca (u,T)}, u G U.
Note that (2.15) compels, via the Mean Convergence Criterion (Chow and Teicher, 1997, Section 
4.2),
P (X  G 77.q) = q + o(l).
Additionally, (2.16) specifies the sense in which 1Za is centred by requiring P ( X  1ZaiU\X) to 
converge in probability to a limit which is identical for every u E U.
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To elaborate, let the n x m sample matrix X  =  (Xi, X2 , . . .  , Xn)T denote n independent and 
identically distributed random vectors from an ra-variate normal population with m x 1 mean 
vector fi and m x m  variance matrix E with m < n. The predictand X  is a random vector which is 
independent of the sample matrix X  but drawn from the same population. Set X  = n~1 
and S2 =  (n — l ) “ 1 — X)(Xi  — X )T. Then (Anderson, 1958, Theorem 5.2.2) it follows
that
(X -  X )t (52) - ‘(V -  X) ~ {(1 +  « - ') («  -  1 )m }/(n -  rn)Fm,„_m
is a pivotal transformation for the predictand X, where Fmn̂- m has an F distribution with m and 
n — m degrees of freedom. Therefore,
Ha = {x \ ( x -  X )T(S2)_1(ir -  X) < dQ,m,n} (2.17)
is an exact a-level prediction region, where dQ)m,n =  {(1 + n~l )(n — 1 )m}/(n  — m)FQjm5n_m and 
Fa,m,n—m denotes the cv-th quantile of an F probability distribution function with m and n — m 
degrees of freedom.
Let U = {u G Km : ||n|| =  1} denote the (m— l)-sphere in IRm centered at the origin. Analogous 
to results in Miller (1981, Chapter 2), (2.17) is equivalent to
7Za = {x : x < X  + u TS 2u d ^ n , V u €  17}.
The prediction region 7Za for the predictand X is the intersection of the uncountably many pre­
diction half-spaces
K a,u =  {x ■ uTx < uTX  + u ^ x ud l / ^  n}, u G U,
with




P ( x  e  Ha,u\x)-  ^ [{G -1 (a )} 1/2] =  0,(1),
where 4> and G are the standard normal and chi-squared, with m degrees of freedom, probabil­
ity distribution functions, respectively. Therefore, 1Za is given by (2.14) with Z(u, X) =  uTX, 
cQ(tt, X) = u TX  +  uTSxuda{m,n, and ß{a,6) =  1 (ce)}1/2].
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Under appropriate regularity conditions the critical value ca(u,X)  can be selected such that 
the corresponding prediction region 1Za satisfies both (2.15) and (2.16) (Beran, 1993).
In principle, a pivotal transformation for the predictand X  allows the construction of an exact 
«-level prediction region. However pivotal transformations are not available for a large class of 
problems (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1980, Examples 6 and 7). To amend this situation, various asymptotic 
approaches are considered which specify nominal «-level prediction regions that are constructed via 
a predictive likelihood, function or density as defined in Section 2.2, Section 2.3, and Section 2.4.
2.2 Predictive Likelihood
Parametric inference for the parameter vector 9 may be based on the parametric likelihood. This 
section introduces various versions of predictive likelihood which are conceptually perceived as a 
form of likelihood for the predictand X.  In Subsection 2.2.1 the notion of sufficiency is advanta­
geously used to construct predictive likelihoods which do not depend on the unknown parameter 
vector 6. Motivation for one predictive likelihood based on sufficiency is obtained from the pre­
dictive inference version of the relationship between the parametric likelihood in a Frequentist 
framework and the conditional probability density of 6 given X  =  y in a Bayesian framework. In 
Subsection 2.2.2 predictive likelihoods are proposed which do not depend on sufficiency. The ap­
proximate predictive likelihood is derived from the asymptotic expansion of the posterior predictive 
density with constant prior. The approximate conditional predictive likelihood and the modified 
profile predictive likelihood replace 9 in /(* ,x)(?5 x \9) by an estimator based on the sample X  and 
the predictand X.
2.2.1 Sufficiency B ased P red ictive  L ikelihood
Reiterating, the sample matrix X = ( X\ , X2, .. .  , Xn)T has probability density function fx{y,&)- 
In a Frequentist framework, parametric inference for the unknown parameter vector 9 may be 
based on
L{9\i) = fx{y,9)
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the parametric likelihood of 9 (BarndorfF-Nielsen and Cox, 1994). An exact «-level likelihood-based 
confidence region for the parameter vector 9 takes the form
7?cl,q =  {0 : L {9 \ i ) >  cl,q}, (2.18)
where CL,a is a nonnegative real number selected such that P(9q € Pch,a) — &•
In a Bayesian framework, parametric inference for the parameter vector 6 is based on
f (e  lr) =
f ( r \6) f (0)
/(f)
the conditional probability density of 6 given X  =  f, where f { f \9)  and /(f) are defined at (2.5), 
and f (0)  denotes the prior probability density function of 9. An exact «-level Bayesian-based 
confidence region for 9 takes the form
K cb,q = {0 : f{9 |f) > cb)Q}, (2.19)
where Cß,a is a nonnegative real number selected such that P(9q € PcB,a) —
The Bayesian conditional probability density can be written as
/(0 |? ) =  0 ife0)L (0;f), (2.20)
where ^i(f,ö) =  f { 9 ) / f ( f). Hence the role of the parametric likelihood L{9 ; f) in the construction of 
both the likelihood and Bayesian based confidence regions, given by (2.18) and (2.19), respectively, 
is made explicit. Therefore, following a convention of Hinkley (1979), it could be expected that a 
predictive likelihood for the predictand X, denoted by f), should satisfy the factorisation
/(z |? )  =  02(?,z)p l (z ;?), (2.21)
where g<i is determined by the marginal prior distributions of X  and X, and f ( x  | f ) is the conditional 
posterior predictive density defined at (2.4). In this way the parametric likelihood L{9 \ f) and the 
predictive likelihood pi,(x; f) exhibit analogous roles in relation to their appropriate conditional 
Bayesian posterior densities (compare (2.20) and (2.21)). On a historical note, it may have been 
the widespread acceptance of parametric likelihood as a general method for parametric inference 
that prompted (2.21) to be seen as a fundamental identity which should be satisfied by a predictive 
likelihood.
Before introducing various versions of predictive likelihood, recall that a statistic T  = T ( X ) 
of the sample X  with probability density function /^ ( f  ;#), of a discrete underlying population,
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is said to be sufficient for X  if the conditional distribution of X  given T  = t does not depend on 
the unknown parameter vector 9 for all t. When the underlying population is continuous, causing 
the non-uniqueness of the conditional probability density, an alternative definition of sufficiency is 
required to circumvent technical difficulties. The interested reader is referred to Barndorff-Nielsen 
(1978), Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1994), and Lehmann (1997a, 1997b). Additionally, a sufficient 
statistic T =  T(X)  is said to be minimal sufficient if for any sufficient statistic S  there exists a 
function h such that T = h(S) with probability one; the existence of minimal sufficient statistics 
has been shown by Bahadur (1954, 1957). Hinkley (1979, 1980) uses the notion of sufficiency 
to define a predictive likelihood which does not depend on the unknown parameter vector #, as 
follows.
Consider the case where the sample X  and the predictand X  are independent. Furthermore, 
assume the existence of minimal sufficient statistics for ( X , X ) f X , and X  which are denoted by 
i?, S', and T, respectively, where it is assumed that jR, S, and T  provide an appropriate reduction. 
Additionally, assuming t is uniquely defined by r and s, Hinkley (1979) defines the predictive 
likelihood for the predictand X  as
Pslh(z ;?) =  f x \ s { t \ s ) f x \ T( x \ t ) f s \ R{s \ r { s , t ) } ,  (2.22)
where f x \ s ( t  I s) denotes the conditional probability density function of X  given S  =  s, f x \ r ( x  I £) 
denotes the conditional probability density function of X  given T  =  t, and | ^{s | r(s, t)} denotes 
the conditional probability density function of S  given R — r. According to Bjprnstad (1990), 
Pslu{x ; ?) may be simplified in a fully discrete setting to give
Psli(z ; j) =  f(x,x) \R{hx \r{s, t)} ,  (2.23)
where f(x,x) \ /?{?>x I r (s? £)} denotes the conditional probability density function of ( X, X)  given 
R = r. Additionally, when the minimal sufficient statistic T  equals the predictand X, the predictive 
likelihood proposed by Lauritzen (1974), and defined by p s L L ( ^ ; y )  =  fx\R.{x \r )i 1S identical to 
PSL\ { X ; ? ) •  However, when the minimal sufficient statistic T  does not equal X  there exist counter­
examples (Bjprnstad, 1990, Example 3) in which it is shown that psLi{x ',t) and psll(^;?) are in 
general not identical.
Consider the case where the sample X  and the predictand X  are dependent. Furthermore, 
assume the existence of the minimal sufficient statistic and the sufficient statistic for ( X, X)  and
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X  denoted by R and S, respectively, where it is assumed that R and S provide an appropriate 
reduction. Additionally let T be a function of (S', X ) such that
1. R is determined by (S, T), and,
2. the minimal sufficient reduction of X  is determined by (S, T).
Assume that the function r(s, t ) has a unique inverse which equals £(r, s ) for each fixed value of s. 
Then Hinkley (1979) defines the predictive likelihood for the predictand X  as
where fx\(S,T)(x \s^) denotes the conditional probability density function of X  given (S,T) =
While Hinkley (1979) and Lauritzen (1974) develop predictive likelihoods pslh and psll? re­
spectively, by employing sufficiency in a direct sense, Butler (1986) considers a circuitous approach, 
as follows.
Suppose the sample X  and the predictand X  are dependent with probability density function 
given by where 9 is the unknown parameter vector. Assume the existence of the
minimal sufficient statistic for (A, X)  which is denoted by R.  Additionally, assuming that R(X,  X)  
provides a reduction for (A, X ), denote by u(y, x) the vector of orthogonal coordinates in the (y, x)- 
space which is locally orthogonal to r(y, x) for all y and x such that the transformation from (y, x) 
to (r, u) is one-to-one. The former transformation allows the joint probability density of X  and X, 
f(x,x){Zix 'i@)i t° be decomposed into two components. One will involve the unknown parameter 
vector 6, while the other will not.
To identify this decomposition, let
Pslh(z ;?) =  / *  I s(j I s)fx  I (s,T)(x I t ) f s  I r { s I r(s , £)}, (2.24)
{s,t).
J = dr / d( f , x) (2.25)
and
K  =  chi/<9(y, x)
denote the Jacobian matrices of r(y, x) and u(y, x). Since u(y, x) is locally orthogonal, K K T =  I 
and K J t =  0, the determinant of the Jacobian for the coordinate change from (y, x) to (r, u) is
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given by
d e t ( S ä ) = det (J jT)1 /2 ’ (2-26)
where I and 0 denote the identity and zero matrix, respectively, of appropriate dimension. This 
follows from the fact that the determinant of a matrix is unchanged by transposition and that 
the determinant of a product of matrices equals the product of the determinants (Kreyszig, 1999). 
Using (2.26) the joint probability density f(x,x)  (??x  > $) can be expressed as
hi(r,u;6)h2{r ;0),
where
* (r ,„ ;0) =  d e t(J JT)-1/2 ;«}
}  R \ r ; 0 )
and
M r ;0 )  = /«(r;6l), (2.27)
with fn(r  ; 6) denoting the probability density function of R  which depends on the unknown para­
metric vector 0.
Since R  is the minimal sufficient statistic for ( X, X) ,
hi(r ,u;0) = det( J J T)~1/2 ^  =  det( J J T)~1/2 f(x,x)\R(h x  k)
is more appropriately denoted by h\(r, u) because it does not depend on the unknown parameter 
vector 6. Therefore, Butler (1986) defines the predictive likelihood for the predictand X  as
Pslb(^;?) =  det( J f(x,x)\R(h x lr ) =  d e t(J JT)“ 1/2psn(^ ;?), (2.28)
where Psli(^ ;?)5 introduced by Bjprnstad (1990), is defined by (2.23).
Since any one-to-one transformation of a minimal sufficient statistic is minimally sufficient, it 
follows that the predictive likelihoods pslh and psLi depend on the choice of the minimal sufficient 
statistic R. Alternatively, the predictive likelihood introduced by Butler (1986) and denoted by 
Pslb (see (2.28)) is invariant with respect to the choice of minimal sufficient statistic R. This 
fact can be verified by letting R  denote any one-to-one transformation of the minimal sufficient 
statistic R , where the Jacobian of R  is given by J  = dr /d fax) .  Using the chain rule (Magnus and
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Neudecker, 1999), J  = W  J , where W = dr/dr  and J  is the Jacobian of R  (see (2.25)). Suppose 
that R  is used as the minimal sufficient statistic for (X,X) .  Then
Pslb(z ;?) =  d e t ( J J T) i /2/ ( " ’A)(? ”  ^
-  det(JT) - 1 d e t ( J J T)~1/2/ (^ - ^ ,|  —
Jk\ r i 6 )
=  d e t ( J J T)~1/ 2 / ( ^ f )(y,^ -~ ,
i w ; #)
which denotes the predictive likelihood of Butler (1986), given by (2.28), with R  used as the 
minimal sufficient statistic for (X, X).  Furthermore, as stressed in Bjprnstad (1990), the predictive 
likelihood psLi (see (2.23)) is parameter and scale invariant. Therefore, since (2.28) specifies the 
relationship between the predictive likelihoods pslb and psLb if follows that pslb is also parameter 
invariant.
Attention will now be directed at finding a factorisation, as specified by (2.21), following the 
convention of Hinkley (1979). Let f {x  | j:) denote the posterior predictive density determined using 
the prior probability density function f(6)  of the parameter vector 0. Then, assuming X  and X  
are dependent, it follows that
f j x ^ i n r \ m e ) d e
f ( r \0)  f f ( t \ 9 ) f ( 0 ) d9
= PSLi(x;f)777. (2.29)
Hence a factorisation for the predictive likelihood psLi is specified.
Assume the sample matrix X  and the predictand X  are independent, with R , S, and T  defined 
as at (2.22), where R  has the same dimension as T. Let f(s,R)(s i r >$) denote the joint probability 
density function of S and R , and let f(s,T)is ,£;#) denote the joint probability density function of 
S and T.  Let dr/dt  denote the Jacobian matrix of r with respect to t. Then it follows that
p s l h (z ; j )
fx{y,0)fx{x-,0)  
fR(r \6) det (dr/dt)'
Therefore, in a similar way to (2.29), it follows that
f { x \ t )  =  pslh(w )
det (dr/dt)f (r)
W )
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Hence a factorisation for the predictive likelihood pslh is specified.
As stated by Barndorff-Nielsen (1980), while using sufficiency for predictive likelihood is “ex­
pedient in eliminating the parameter the method seems lacking in primitive motivation.” The 
contrived nature of sufficiency based predictive likelihood is not its only impediment. Notice that 
both definitions of predictive likelihood given by (2.24) and (2.28) rely on the existence of a min­
imal sufficient statistic. Pitcher (1957) and Landers and Rogge (1972) consider instances where 
no minimal sufficient statistic exits; therefore, the restrictive nature of any version of predictive 
likelihood based on sufficiency is exposed.
2.2.2 A pp roxim ate P red ictive  L ikelihood
This subsection proposes versions of predictive likelihoods which do not depend on the notion of 
sufficiency; hence they will have wider applicability. Davison (1986, 1990) derives a predictive 
likelihood by using asymptotics to obviate the appearance of the unknown parameter vector 9 as 
follows.
Recall that in a Bayesian framework, as previously discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 
predictive inference for the predictand X  would be based on the posterior predictive density func­
tion f ( x  | y), given by (2.4), should a prior probability density f (0)  for the Ar-dimensional parameter 
vector 6 be available. Assuming the sample X  and the predictand X  are dependent, the posterior 
predictive density function f ( x  | y) can be expressed in the form
f { x U )  =  f~ W 1 ’ ( 2 ' 3 0 )
where
f ( r , x ) =  [  f ( t , x  I e)f(e)dß,  /(?) =  [  f ( i \ 0) f ( e ) d e ,  (2.31)
f ( h x \ 0) = / ( * , * ) and /(y |0 ) =  /*(y;0).
Suppose that the integrand for /(y), indexed by (2.31), has a well-defined mode as a function 
of 9 and that log /(y |0) and log/(0) are twice continuously differentiable functions of 9. Then, 
using Laplace’s method for integrals (de Bruijn, 1981; Bleistein and Handelsman, 1986; Barndorff- 
Nielsen and Cox, 1989) the integral denoted by /(y) can be expanded as an asymptotic series. 
Proceeding with this technique it may be shown that
/(f) =  (2tt) ^ 2 det {/(<?)} -1/2/ * ( f ; 0 ) f ( 6 ) {  1 +  Op(n~ ')}, (2.32)
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where 0 denotes the mode of the integrand for /(y) obtained as the solution of the set of equations 
dlog f x { t ; 0)/d9+dlog f(9)/d9  =  0, and 1(6) denotes the k x k  Hessian matrix of — log{ f x i t ; 0)} — 
log{f(6)} (Magnus and Neudecker, 1999).
Additionally, suppose that the integrand for f (x,  y), indexed by (2.31), has a well-defined mode 
as a function of 9 and that log /(y, x \ 9) is a twice continuously differentiable function of 9. Then, 
an asymptotic series can be determined for the integral /(y, rr), again using Laplace’s method for 
integrals, which takes the form
f ( l , x )  = (2tt)pI2 d e t { l x (9x)} l/2f ( x , x ) i h x ; 9x)f(9x){l  +  Op(n x)}, (2.33)
where 9X is the mode of the integrand for /(y, x) obtained as the solution of the set of equa­
tions d log f(x,x){h x' ,9)/d9 -f dlog f (9)/d9 = 0, and Ix{9) denotes the k x k  Hessian matrix of 
— log{f (x,x) ihx 'i9)} — log{f(9)}.  An asymptotic expansion of the posterior predictive density 
function f ( x  | y) is obtained by substituting (2.32) and (2.33) into (2.30), and is given by
d e t { i ( e ) } l/2f iXiX)(f,x-,ex) f (ex)
f i x |y) =
det { ix(9x) }1/2M r J ) f ( 0 )
{l -f Op(n (2.34)
Davison (1986) defines the approximate predictive likelihood for the predictand X  as
det { J(0)} 1/2/(* ,* ) (y, a: ;0X)
P M > ( z ; y )
det { j x (9x) } ll2f x (y,9)
(2.35)
where J(9) and Jx {9) denote the observed information matrices (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, 
p. 25) which are defined as the Hessian matrices, with respect to the unknown parameter vector 0, 
of — log{/;r(y; 0)} and — log{f(x,x)ih x 5 0)}> respectively. Note that (2.35) represents the leading 
term of the asymptotic series at (2.34) when the prior probability density of the parameter vector 
0 is constant for all 0 G 0; hence the approximate predictive likelihood PAp(^;y) is obtained from 
the leading term of the asymptotic series determined by the expansion of
f  , x ; 6)de
f f x (t-,8)dS ■
In a similar spirit to Davison (1986), two predictive functions are introduced by Butler (1989). 
The first is referred to as the approximate conditional predictive likelihood for the predictand X  
and is defined by
P A P ß ( z ; y )
f{x,x)(hx;Öx)det {Jx{9x) } l/2
det { j ( ex) j ( e ) J Y /2
(2.36)
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where 9X = arg ma,x0f(x,X){h x ; 9) and J(9) = d2f(x,x){h x 5 #)/<9#<9(y, x)T. The second is re­
ferred to as the modified profile predictive likelihood for the predictand X, and, assuming the 
transformation taking (X,9)  to (X,9x)  is one-to-one, is defined by
Pmp{x -,i ) = f(x,x)(hX]Ox) det {Jx(<9x)}~1/2 det(X), (2.37)
where 9 — arg max0/^ ( j : ; 9) and K  = d9/d9xr . The modified profile predictive likelihood is the 
predictive analogue of the so called modified profile likelihood of Barndorff-Nielsen (1983).
When the sample X  and the predictand X  have a joint probability density function
f ( x , x ) (hv ,9 )  =  exp {9Tt({, x) -  c{9) -  d({, x)}
belonging to a regular exponential family, for functions t, c and d, it can be shown (Butler, 
1989, Lemma 1) that papb is a saddlepoint approximation of pslb (see (2.28)) since papb(^ ; y) oc 
PSLB(z;y){l + 0 (n -1 )}, where the 0 (n _1) term depends on x. Additionally, suppose the sample 
X  — (Xi, X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T denotes n independent and identically distributed random vectors from a 
population with probability density function f x { x ’,9) = exp {9Tq(x) — c(9) — d(x)} belonging to 
a regular exponential family, for functions 9, c and d. Then, if the predictand X is independent 
of the sample X  but drawn from the same population, pmp (see (2-37)) is the leading term from 
the asymptotic expansion, derived using Laplace’s method of integrals, of the posterior predictive 
density function f ( x  | y) when the prior probability density function of the parameter vector 9 is 
given by f(9)  oc det { Jx{9x)} or is constant on E(X)  = dc/d9.
Both predictive likelihoods pap and pmp are invariant under scale changes of the predictand X, 
while papb and pmp are parameter invariant. It should also be stressed that when 9 is not a function 
of {x,9x) (Bjprnstad, 1990, Example 4) the predictive likelihood pmp cannot be constructed for 
predictive inference. Of the predictive likelihoods considered in this section, pap and papb are of 
wide applicability even though they have complimentary invariance properties.
2.3 Predictive Functions
This section proposes predictive functions for the predictand X which may be used for predictive 
inference. Whereas the construction of predictive likelihoods in the previous section was somewhat 
contrived, this section proposes predictive functions using an axiomatic procedure.
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Let Y  denote a random vector with probability density function given by /y (p ;$ ) where the 
unknown parameter vector 6 6 0 is a member of the parameter space 0 with y denoting a 
realisation of Y.  Barnard (1949) assesses the verisimilitude of the pair (y,0) via an absolute 
odds-function T(p,$). Three absolute odds-functions are given by
*1  M )  =  /y(»;0),  *2(s/, g ) =
SUP y j Y \ y \ 0 )
and 'M y,#) = f Y ( v \ 0 )sup 0/ r ( y ;# ) '
Assuming the sample X  and the predictand X  are independent, Mathiasen (1979) assesses the 
verisimilitude of the triple (y, x,0) using the function Y(y, x,6) =  4>(y, 0)T(x, 6). In general, a 
generic prediction function, p(x;y), is then defined by setting
p (* 5?) =  sup Y(y, x, 6). 
e
When the absolute odds-function T is given by Ti, T 2, and T3, the derived predictive functions 
are




f x { x ; 0) fx{y,0)  \
supx f x ( x ; 0) supf f x  (y; (9) /  ’
and
Pf {x ; y) =  sup 
e
f fx{x\6)  fx{y,0)  \
I  supe f x {x]6) supfl/*(y ;0) J ’
(2.38)
respectively.
Using the axiomatic framework of Mathiasen (1979), along with a slightly different approach 
for predictive function construction, Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) considers a whole class of predictive 
functions of which the likelihood predictive function for the predictand X , defined by
Plp{x -,i ) =  sup <fx{r,0) f x { x ; 0) 
sup Xfx(x;0)
is a member. The distributional form of plp was shown by Barndorff-Nielsen (1980) to be concor­
dant with classical solutions, for example, those obtained from pivotal transformation considera­
tions.
When the sample X  and the predictand X  are dependent, the four predictive functions pp. Pp -,
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Pf , and plp generalise to
Pl(z ; j ) =  su p /(* x )(y,z;0),
e
Pp(x ’,t) =  sup 
e
pF{x-,l) =  sup 
e
________ f(X,X){h x ; 0)________
supy /* (y ; 0) supx|? 50 1 ?)
' ________f {x, x) (hx;9)________
. sup0 /*(y ; 0) supe f x \ x ( x ; 9 | y)
and
t \ ( f{x,x)(hx,9)  \
Plf{x ; j)  =  sup<^--------- T2— 7— 5 7 -r  >.e l s u p x | y / X |A- ( x ; 0 | y )  J
Set ^  =  arg max gf f x^ i h  x \9); then the predictive functionpl may be represented as p l (̂ c ; j) = 
f (x ,x)(?5x ; 0x)- From this observation, the intrinsic involvement of the predictive function pl in 
the predictive likelihoods given by Pa p , Papb and p m p , see (2.35), (2.36), and (2.37), respectively, 
is evident. It should be noted that pl is scale and parameter invariant and so is desirable as a 
predictive function per se.
Not all the former predictive functions can be used for predictive inference for all parametric 
populations. For example, let the sample X  denote n independent and identically distributed 
random variables from a normal population with unknown mean p and variance a2, and suppose the 
predictand X  is a random variable which is independent of X  but drawn from the same population. 
Then the predictive function pp given by (2.38) is not defined because supö/x (^ ;0 )  =  oo. Note 
also that in the case when pp is well defined, pl is also well defined, and thus acts as a competitor.
2.4 Predictive Densities
This section proposes the use of two types of predictive density for predictive inference. The 
first type is derived by directly constructing an estimator of f x \ x (x ; 00 |j), the true conditional 
probability density function of the predictand X  given the sample X =  y, using the sample only. 
The second type is derived from retrospection; asymptotic considerations of the upper end-point 
of a nominal one-sided <a-level prediction interval imply an appropriate generating density which 
is based on the sample only. These approaches are delineated as follows.
Let f(x,x) ihx 5 0) denote the joint probability density function of the sample X  and the pre­
dictand X, where 0 is the unknown parameter vector with true value 0q. Additionally, denote the
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maximum likelihood estimate of based on the sample A, by 9 =  arg max0/^ ( j:; 9). An estimator 
of fx\x(x 5 0O I?) (Rao? 1975), referred to as the estimative conditional predictive density for the 
predictand A and defined by
PE(z;y) =  fx\x{x\0\ i ) ,  (2.39)
is obtained by replacing the unknown parameter vector 9 by 9.
If X  and X  are independent, (2.39) is referred to as the estimative predictive density for the 
predictand A, specialises to
Pe (s ;?) =  f x { x ’,0), (2.40)
and represents an estimator of fx{x;9o): the probability density function of the predictand A, 
where the unknown parameter vector 9 is replaced by 9.
Kalbfleisch and Sprott (1970, 1972), Aitchison and Dunsmore (1975), Butler (1986), and 
Bjprnstad (1990) contend that when the sample size n is small or the relative dimension of 9 
is large, pe will be a poor choice for predictive inference. An approach which acknowledges the 
random characteristic of 0, the plug-in estimate employed for pg, is as follows.
Denote by /^ (-; 9) the probability density function of the maximum likelihood estimate 9 based 
on the sample A, which is assumed to be independent of the predictand A. Then, as an estimator 
for fx{x  ; #o)5 Harris (1989) proposes the parametric bootstrap predictive density for the predictand 
A, which is given by
P p b (z ; ? )  =  J  fx(x;’d)fg(‘d\9)d'd, (2.41)
or equivalently,
P p b (z ;?) = J  fx{x- ,ö{ i ) } fx(y,9)di
0=6
and can be verbalised as follows: the parametric bootstrap predictive density for the predictand 
A is expressed as the expected value of pe at (2.40) in which the unknown parameter vector 9 is 
replaced by the maximum likelihood estimate 9.
While pee is parameter and scale invariant it should be noted that (2.41) is rarely obtained in 
closed form; recourse can be had to numerical computation. As a computational expedient, Vidoni
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(1995) considers an approximation to (2.41) that is obtained through asymptotic arguments and 
delineated as follows.
Suppose the maximum likelihood estimate 9 = arg maxö/^-(j:; 9) conjoined with an ancillary 
statistic A, constitutes a sufficient statistic for the sample X; that is, A has a distribution which 
does not depend on the unknown parameter vector 9 (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Section 
2.5). Therefore, without loss of generality, the sample X  is represented by (0, A) and the log- 
likelihood /($;y) =  log f x(y,9)  may be written as 1(9 \ 9, a), where a denotes a realisation of the 
ancillary statistic A. This follows from the factorisation theorem (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, 
Section 2.3): essentially, a necessary and sufficient condition for (0,A) to be sufficient for 9 is that 
for all j: and 0 6 0 ,
/*(y;0) =  90,a\9)h( i )
for some functions g(9, a ; 9) and h(f). Without loss of generality, g(9, a ; 9) = A^(9, a ; 9) the joint
probability density function of 9 and A. To advance calculations, it is advisable, (Barndorff-Nielsen 
and Cox, 1994) to replace f^(0]9), the probability density function of the maximum likelihood 
estimator 9 employed in (2.41), by fg(0]9\a),  the conditional probability density function of 9 
given the ancillary statistic A = a, to obtain
Pp b (z ■, i) =  J  f x { x ; ^)Jq(9 ] 9 \ a) dti, (2.42)
the conditional parametric bootstrap predictive density for the predictand X.  Properties of (2.42) 
which hold conditionally on A will also hold unconditionally via the tower property of conditional 
expectation (see (2.12)).
Assume that the sample X  = (X i,X 2 , . . .  , An)T denotes n independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables drawn from a population with probability density function fx(x-,9),  
where 9 is the unknown parameter vector, and the predictand X  is independent of X  but drawn 
from the same population. Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Chapter 
6) considers as an approximation to f ^(9 ; 9 \ a) the probability density function f~(9 ; 9 \ a) defined 
by
f § 0 ] 9 1 a) =  c(6»,a)det(i)1/2 exp {1(9 ; 9, a) - l ( d \  9, a)}, 
where c(0, a) is a normalising constant selected such that
; 9 I a) d9 = 1
(2.43)
v
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and j  = — VgV^/(0; 0, o)\e_g denotes the observed information matrix evaluated at 9 = 9 and 
considered as a function of 9.
While /? is sample and parameter invariant, it is also identical to fg for a range of models 
(Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, p. 175). Under appropriate regularity conditions, it can be 
shown that
l t)(0:e\a) = fl(e-<e \a ) { l  +  0 ( n ^ ) }
whenever \9 — 9\ < cn~1//2, for some nonnegative constant c.
By replacing by /?  in (2.42), Vidoni (1995) proposed the /^-conditional parametric bootstrap 
predictive density, defined as
Ppb(x '^) = J  f x ( x ]d) f ^ ( p- 9 \ a) dd ,  (2.44)
which, under appropriate regularity conditions, satisfies
Ppb(z ;?) = ppB(x; f ) { l  + 0 (n -3/2)}.
Under the regularity conditions given in Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1989, Chapter 6), (2.44) can 
by approximated using Laplace’s method of integrals (de Bruijn, 1981; Bleistein and Handelsman, 
1986; Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1989; Tierney, Kass, and Kadane, 1989) to yield the approximate 
/^-conditional parametric bootstrap predictive density for the predictand X  defined as
Pa pb(x ',i ) = P e(z ; J){1 + ^G{x-0,a)},
where
G(x;0,a) = {lx (0;x)ij. + lx (0;x)i; lx (9\x)j. + 2 lx (0\x)i- Sj(9 -,a)}rlJ [6 ;9,a)
-  lX{0 ; x)i; rjki{6 ; 0, a)rjk{6 ; 0, a)rll{6; 0, a).
Here lx (9\x) = log f x (x\9),  r(0 ;0 ,a) =  1(9; 9, a) -  1(0 ; 0 ,a), s(0;a) =  det(3')1/2|̂ =0, s j (0\a) =  
s / j (0 ; a) / s (0 ; a), and r*J'(0;0,a) denotes the (i,j)~th element from the inverse of the matrix 
[rij(@ 5 0, °)] with lx (6 ; x)R- =  lX (9;x)/R. , s/R(0;a), and rR(0;0,a) = r/R(9;0,a) corresponding 
to the partial derivatives with respect to the components of 9 with indices in the index set R. 
Under appropriate regularity conditions, it can be shown that
p p b (z ;?) ^ apbO ^ H 1 +  ° ( n 3/2)}-
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Therefore, while requiring a higher level of technical sophistication, p^PB provides a credible closed 
form alternative to pPB.
The remainder of this section will delineate the second type of predictive density in which 
it will be assumed that the predictand X  is a random variable whose dependency on the sample 
X  — (Xi, X2, . . .  , Xn)T is represented by f x \ x ( x  ; # | y), the conditional probability density function 
of X  given X  — y. The rationale behind the derivation of this predictive density progresses by 
first considering an exact one-sided a-level prediction interval J Q =  (—00,qa\, where qa = qa{X) 
depends on the sample X  and a  G (0,1) only, and satisfies
«  =  P(X  G l a) 
r M X )
= E \ ]  f x \ x ( x \ 0 \ X) dx
= J FX\x{q*(i)-,o\i)fx{y,o)di,  (2.45)
where Fx \xix  5 9 | y) = f x \x {y \9\i)  dy denotes the conditional probability distribution func­
tion of the predictand X  given the sample X  =  y.
For any n, an explicit expression for <?a , which depends only on the sample X  and a, can 
be constructed whenever a pivotal transformation (see Section 2.1) for the predictand X  and the 
sample X  exists; in general, an asymptotic expansion for qa can be derived.
Let (ö, A) denote a function of the sample X  only. Then, essentially, (0, A) is prediction- 
sufficient for the predictand X  provided it is transitive, i.e.
f x  |* (z ;0 | J) =  /x |(M )(a:; 6,l ^ a)’
and sufficient for X  with respect to parametric inference on 9 (see Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 
1996, Section 3, for references), where f x ^§ a) denotes the probability density function of X  given 
(0, A) and a denotes a realisation of A. Additionally, under appropriate regularity conditions, 
(0, A) is prediction-sufficient for the predictand X  if and only if (0, A) is sufficient for the class of 
all conditional distributions of X  given X  considered as a parametric family with parameters 6 
and x.
Assuming (9, A) is a prediction-sufficient reduction of X  with ancillary statistic A select qa = 
qa(9,A),  which depends on the sample through the maximum likelihood estimator 9 and the
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ancillary statistic A , to satisfy
a  = P (X  e la  I A)
= J  Fx \(oA ){qa{'ü ,a)\6\ü ,a} f^A('d\6\a)dd, (2.46)
where F x \ ( 0  A) ( x  ’ ^  I a ) denotes the conditional probability distribution function of the predictand 
X  given (#, A) = (6, a). Using the tower property of conditional expectation, qa(6,A) satisfies the 
unconditional version of (2.46),
a =  P( X € l a) =  P { X  < q a 0 , A) } ,
analogous to (2.45).
According to Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1996), and under appropriate regularity conditions,
qa{0, a) = qa,2(0, a) + 0 (n ~ 3/2), (2.47)
in which qa^(6,a) satisfies
Fx\(6,A){y<*M9ia)'ie I 9,a} = a -  R(6,a),
where
R{0, a )  =  Q(Qa, l (0 ,  a ) ‘,0\e ,a)
and qa,i(6,a) satisfies
F X\{0 ,A){<l*Ae ’ a ) ’ e \ e ’ a }  =  Q -
Since (61 A) is prediction-sufficient it is also sufficient, and, via the factorisation theorem 
(Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Section 2.3), it can be assumed, without loss of generality, 
that the log-likelihood function for 6 based on the sample X  depends on the sample X  through 
(9, A) only. To express this conclusion, write 1(6] 9, a) for the log-likelihood function for 6 based 
on the sample, and define
*Äi;Ä2 =  1/ru R 2 ( 0 ; Ö , a ) \ o = e , (2.48)
the partial derivative of 1(6 ; #, a) with respect to the components of 6 and 6 given by the index sets 
R\  and R 2 respectively, evaluated at 6 = 6. (For precedents for such notation see Barndorff-Nielsen
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and Cox, 1989, Chapter 5, and Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Chapter 5.) Let j li denote the 
(z, j)-th element from the inverse of the matrix [—hj-], then,
Q ( x - A a )  = \ { h r s  -  h t lu-,rsj tu ) j r s , (2.49)
where h r = ~Fx ^ A)( x ; 9 | 0, a ) / .  r . ,
hrs  —  fx \ (0 ,A ) ( X ’ ^  I &■> a ) {^X\ (0 ,A) iX ’ ^  I a ) / ;  r ;
a) /; ; rl/jcKö.A)^ ’  ̂I a) / ; s; PI
— ^  I G)/;  rs; — "^XKöjA)^ ’ ^  I a )/; r; s[2]?
and, / x |( M ) ^ ; 6>l ^ a)/ßi ;ß2; ß3 and Fx \(O,A)(x ’0 I M ) / ä i; ä2; ä3 represent the partial derivative 
of f x  |(0 A^{x\9\9,  a) and Fx\(6 A)(x '® I a)’ resPectively5 with respect to the components of x, 9 
and 9 given by the index sets i?i, f?2 > and i?3 , respectively.
For any index set R  (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, p. 148) it can be shown that
Ir-, + y j Ru r2 = 0. (2.50)
R/2
Therefore, when \R\ =  3, (2.50) specialises to give
Irsu] Iw, rs T  lru\ s T  Isu; r — 0- (2 .51)
Rearranging lu- rs from (2.51) and substituting into (2.49), it follows that
Q { x  ; #, a) =■ ^ [ h rs +  htßrsu]  +  Wu\ s +  hu; r ) j t u } j r s - (2.52)
Alternatively, without adjusting the order at (2.47) it is possible to replace the quantities j tu and 
lu- rs °f (2.49) by itu and iu r̂s +  zrjSiU respectively (see Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Section 
5.5), obtaining,
Q(x]9,a)  — 2 {hj-s T hti^u,rs T zU)r-)S)z }z , (2.53)
where iu,rs E ^ l /U; (9 , 9, cl)1 /rs] iß i n)}? R,s,u F{ l /r-̂ iß ? ^i ^ß  / s\ iß i ^i dß/u] iß i ^t n)}? and z 
denotes the (t,u)-th element from the inverse of the matrix [—E{l/tu. (9]9,a)}].
When the sample X  and the predictand X  are independent the conditional distribution function 
FX\{o 4)(x ; ^ l ^ a ) “  Fx ( x ; 9) does not depend on the sample through the maximum likelihood
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estimator 6 or the ancillary statistic A, where Fx  denotes the probability distribution function of 
the predictand X.  Owing to this reduction, hr and hrs simplify to
hr = ~Fx \(6,A)(X ’ ^ I a )/; r;
and
^rs — fx \ (d ,A) ( x  ’ ^ I a ) ^x\ (o,A)(x  ’ ^ I r; ^xkö.a) ^  ’ ^ I a ) / ;«; ß]
—  ̂I a)/; ’
with Q, given by (2.53), not depending on the ancillary statistic A = a.
From the asymptotic expansion for qa(Q,A) given by (2.47), where 6 is replaced by 9 and 
Q(x-,9,a) is defined by (2.49), (2.52) or (2.53), consider the retrospective construction of a predic­
tive density p(x ; y) such that
(2.54)
p{x ’,f) > 0, and f  p ( x ^ ) d x  = 1, where 6 =  0(y) and a = a(y) are explicitly dependent on the 
sample. To identify p, proceed by differentiating (2.54) with respect to <a, to obtain
p{qa{Ö,a)-,Ö,a} = {qa{9,a)/Q} \
Employing implicit differentiation and Taylor expansion in conjunction with the former expression, 
it was shown by Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1996, Section 6) that, under appropriate regularity 
conditions,
p(x-,t) = pQi(x-,t) + 0{n  3/2),
wherep q i (x ; y) is proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1996), referred to as the quantile inferred 
conditional predictive density for the predictand X, and is defined by
PQi(z;j) =  {l + r i x(x -6 ,a )} fx ^ A){x + r{x;9,a)-,6\9,a}  (2.55)
where
r{x ; 6, a)
Q(x]6,a)
fx\(0,A)(x:>O\O'a}
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9 — arg maxgfx i t ; 6) denotes the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 based on the sample A, 
r/x(x\9,a)  denotes the partial derivative of r  with respect to x, and Q(x;9) is defined by (2.49), 
(2.52) or (2.53).
Considerable technical expertise is generally required for evaluation of (2.55). However, pq\ is 
parameter, sample, and predictand invariant with f  P q i ( x  ; y) =  1, and so augurs well for prediction 
interval construction.
2.5 Coverage Error and Calibration
As previously elaborated, an exact a-level prediction region can be constructed whenever a pivotal 
transformation for the sample and predictand exists. However, a nominal a-level prediction region 
can be constructed via a predictive likelihood, function or density (see Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, 
respectively). In the latter case it is natural for the relative performances of conformed prediction 
regions to be based on coverage error; a smaller absolute coverage error is favoured.
This section proceeds by elucidating the coverage error properties for, firstly, a nominal one­
sided a-level prediction interval constructed via an estimative-type predictive density, and secondly, 
two nominal a-level prediction regions constructed via the estimative predictive density and the 
approximate predictive likelihood, respectively. Two types of analytic calibration — additive 
and level — are proposed for the former prediction interval, whereas parametric bootstrap level 
calibration is proposed for the latter prediction regions. In both instances, calibration is effective 
at reducing coverage error. (In contrast the conditional form of coverage error, conditional on 
the sample, usually cannot exceed Op(n-1/2), irrespective of calibration occurring (Beran, 1992).) 
A quantile-type predictive density is also retrospectively determined from the upper end-point 
of an additive-calibrated one-sided prediction interval constructed via the estimative predictive 
density. The section concludes with an evaluation of the computational burden for prediction 
region construction, and a review of an alternative form of empirical calibration.
Suppose the predictand X  is a random variable which is independent of the sample A, and 
let F x ( x ; 9) = f*  f x {y  5$) dy denote the probability distribution function of X.  Define the 
theoretical one-sided a-level prediction interval l a = (—oo, gQ(0)], where qa(0) is the a-th quantile 
of Fx{x  ; 9). Then,
P ( X  e l a) = E[Fx {qa(0) ; 9}} = a.
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Suppose a v^-consistent estimator 0, a function of X,  of 9 is available. For example, the maximum 
likelihood estimator 9 = arg max0/^ ( j:; 9) is a convenient choice for 9 since it has well-known 
theoretical properties. Consider the nominal one-sided o-level prediction interval,
Xa = (-oo ,gQ(0)],
obtained by replacing 9 by 9 in Xa. Equivalently, Xa can be constructed by calculating the a-th 
quantile of the probability distribution function Fx{x  ; 9) = Pe t (v ; ?) dy, where
Pet{x ; y) = f x { x \ 9 )
denotes an estimative-type predictive density for the predictand X.  Note that Pe t {% ; ?) =  Pe {% 5 j) 
(see (2.40)) whenever 9 is identic to 9.
Under appropriate regularity conditions, by using the tower property (see (2.12)) with Q\ — 
{0, fi}, Q2 =  cr(A'), and Taylor expansion, Cox (1973) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1994, Section 
9.4) have shown that
P ( X  eic) = E{G(e-,6)} = a + d(e)/n + 0 ( n~ 3/2) (2.56)
whenever E{9) =  ft + b(9)fn f  o(n_1) and Var(0) = c(0)/n + o(n_1), where
d(9) = b(8)TVaG(0 ; 8) + i t r {c(8)HsG(§ ; 9)}Jfe#,
G(8\8) — Fx{qa{8)‘,9}, X  ̂ Gift; 8) and H(jG{0; 0) = G iß : 8} denotes the gradient vector
and Hessian matrix, respectively, of G(9-,9) with respect to the vector 9 (Magnus and Neudecker, 
1999, pp. 87, 100), and, b(9) and c(9) denote a 1 x k vector and a k x  k matrix, respectively. When 
9 is identical to 9 it can be shown that c{9) =  —n~l E{H q log/^(j:; 0)}, the expected information 
matrix per observation (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994, Section 3).
Paraphrasing (2.56), the coverage error associated with the nominal one-sided a-level prediction 
interval Xa is 0 (n -1). In an attempt to achieve further reduction in coverage error, an additive 
and level calibrated version of Xa , given by
Zac,a = (-oo, qa{9) + r ( a ; 9)]
and
Z LC,a =  ( “ OO , ^ ( a ; 0 ) W ] ,
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are proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1994, Section 9.4) to extirpate the 0 (n -1 ) term 
from the expansion at (2.56). Under appropriate regularity conditions and from direct analytic 
investigation, it was shown that
P ( X e l A C , c . )  = a  + 0(n~3/2) and € I lc,<.) =  «  +  0 ( n “ 3/2),
whenever
r(a  ; 9) = — n~ld(9) / fx{qa{9) 5 and ß{a\9) = a — d{9)/n.
Therefore Zac,a or Zlc,q further reduces coverage error from 0 (n -1 ) to 0 (n -3/2).
A specific coverage error expression for the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Xa = 
(—oo,^Q(0)] is derived by Vidoni (1998). It is assumed that the sample X  =  (X i,X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T 
denotes n independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with 
probability density function f x { x  5 &)■> where 9 is the unknown parameter vector, and the predictand 
A is a random variable which is independent of X  but drawn from the same population. Suppose 
(0, A) denotes a prediction-sufficient statistic, with A denoting an ancillary statistic. Then, as in 
Section 2.4, P ( X  € Xa) can be replaced by
P ( X € l 0|a) =  I Fx { q a ( t i ) - , e } f 0( d - , e \ a ) M
= I  Fx{qa(ti)-,8}f;(J;0\a (2.57)
= a + R{qa(0)-,e,a} + O{n~3/2), (2.58)
where /?(•; 9) is defined at (2.43),
R{<la(6) ;0 ,a}  =  | (  fx{t}a{8) ;8}qa(8)/rqa(9)/s + fx {qa{8) ;8}<la(8)/rs
- f x { q a(8)\8}qa(0)/rls-, (2.59)
f x {x;9)  = d f x { x ; 9)/dx, Ir^ r2 is defined at (2.48) for index sets R\  and i?2 , denotes the 
(i, j)-th  element from the inverse of the matrix ], and qa{9)/ r  denotes the partial derivative 
of the cr-th quantile of Fx{x',9) with respect to the components of the parameter vector 9 given 
by the index set R. One proceeds from (2.57) to (2.58) via an application of Laplace’s method for 
integrals, as illustrated in Vidoni (1995) and referred to in Section 2.3.
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Differentiating the identity Fx{qa{9) ; 9} = a with respect to the r-th component of 9 delivers 
the equation
fx{q«(6) ; 9}qa(9)/r + Fx {qa (9) ; 9}. r =  0, (2.60)
where
Fx (x ‘,0)ru r2 = Fx {x-,9)/Rl. n2
represents the partial derivative of Fx with respect to the components of x and 9 represented by 
the index sets R\ and R.2 - Furthermore, differentiating (2.60) with respect to the s-th component 
of 9 provides, assuming the orders of differentiation can be interchanged, the equation
f x { q a (6);6}qa(6)/rqa(9)/s + f x { g a(6)-,o}qa(0)/rs
+  f x { q a(e ) ;e } . rqa( 0}.rs =  o, (2.61)
where
f x ( x ; 9)Rl. n2 = f x ( x ; 0)/Rl- R2
represents the partial derivative of f x  with respect to the components of x and 9 represented by 
the index sets R\ and i?2 - Using (2.60) and (2.61) it follows that (2.59) may be written in the 
equivalent form
■R{<7qW  ,0,a} 4 Fx{qa(6) ; 9}. J rs - F x {qa (8)-,e}, r (s ,tJ rsj tu
-  2Fx {qa(6) \8}. r f x { q « ( e ) - , 8 } .  s ' f s/ f { q a(8) ;0}]. (2.62)
Vidoni (1998) further shows that
P(X € l a\o) = a  +  R{qa(8) ; a} +  0 (n " 3/2), (2.63)
where
R{qa(0) ; e,a} =  - i  [Fx{?a(0) i«}. rf °  ~ Fx {qa(0); 9}. r (is,tu +  is,t,u)iTSitu
-  2 Fx {qa(9); 9). { q M ; 0}. / 7  ; 0}1 (2.64)
is obtained by replacing j tu by i tu and ls û by is,tu + is,t,u m (2.62) (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 
1994, Section 5.5). Here
is,tu =  E{l /s. (9 ; 0, a)l/tu. (9 ; 0, a)}, isAu = E{l /s. {9 ; 0, a)l/t. (9 ; 0, a)l/u. (9 ; 0, a)},
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and denotes the (z,ji)-th element of the inverse of the matrix [—E{l/ij; (0;0,a)}].
In an attempt to achieve further reduction in coverage error, an additive-calibrated version of 
l a =  (-oo,<?Q(0)], given by
Zac,a = (-0 0  ,qQ(0) + r(a ;0 ,a )],
is proposed by Vidoni (1998) to extirpate the 0 (n~ l ) term, R{qa(9) ;0,a}, from expansion (2.63). 
Under appropriate regularity conditions, and by direct analytic investigation, it was shown that
P( X e i AC,a \ a) = a  + 0 ( n - 3' 2)
whenever
r ( a ; 0, a) =  - R { q a{9) ; 0, a } / f x {qa{0) ; 0}. (2.65)
Therefore, Zac,a further reduces conditional, and hence unconditional, coverage error from 0{n~l ) 
to 0 (n -3/2).
Assume that
Fx (x ’,9).tr =  f f x { y ; 9)-r dy and Fx ( x ; 9). rs = f f x ( y , 0 ) . rsdy  (2.66)
J —00 J —00
and let lx{9' ,x) = log f x{x;9) .  Then, direct differentiation gives
f x {x  ; 0); r = lx{0 ; *)r; f x ( x  5 9) (2.67)
and
f x ( x ; 0). rs = {lx{Q; x)rs. +lx{0;  ®)r; l x {0 ; a?)«; } /x ( z ; 6>), (2.68)
where lx {9 \ x )r ^ r2 = lx {9 ; x)/ Äi; r2 denotes the partial derivative of lx {9 ; x) with respect to the 
components of 9 and x given by the index sets R\  and R 2 respectively. When r(a ;0 ,a )  is given 
by (2.65), and employing (2.66) in (2.64) and further manipulating this expression using (2.60), 
(2.67), and (2.68), it can be shown that
qa{9) +  r(<a;0,a) =  qa{9) +  qa(9)/rlx { 0 ; qa{9)}s. irs
„ „ _ i  rqa {0) _
~ fx{qa{0)‘,9} / S ( x ; 0, a)fx ( x ; 0) dx,  (2.69)
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where irs is equivalent to irs except all occurrences of 9 are replaced by 6, and
From the explicit expression for qa{9) + r(cr,Q, a) given by (2.69), consider the retrospective 
construction of a predictive density p(x-,f), where 9 = 0(i) and a = a(f) are explicitly dependent 
on the sample, such that
f•Qa{0)+r(a ; 9,a) p(x ; y) dx = a,
p(x\£) > 0, and f  p (x \ i )d x  =  1. To identify p, proceed by employing implicit differentiation and 
Taylor expansion (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1996, Section 6). It was shown by Vidoni (1998), 
under (2.66) and appropriate regularity conditions, that
where peqi(^ ; ?) denotes the conditional predictive density for the predictand X  and is defined by
with 0(a) = 9 + [irs]Xolx{9 ; qa{9)}. See Vidoni (1998) for further alterations to S { x ; 9(a), a} 
which maintain the order of approximation given at (2.70). Note that f  Pe qi (% ; dx = 1 and, 
in contrast to the quantile inferred predictive density p q i (x ; y) (see (2.55)), P e q i ( ^ ; ? )  depends on 
the nominal level a.
The former analytic-calibrated one-sided prediction intervals, while effective at reducing cover­
age error, require the statistician to have a high level of technical expertise for implementation and 
also assume the predictand X  is a random variable. When the predictand X  is a random vector 
the statistician has two choices; either reformulate into a number of predictand random variables 
or consider a formulation of a prediction region which is uniquely determined. For the latter case, 
Hall, Peng, and Tajvidi (1999) investigate the coverage error of two nominal a-level prediction 
regions for the predictand X  derived via profiling the approximate predictive likelihood and the 
estimative predictive density. A form of empirical calibration — the parametric bootstrap — is 
also considered which can be implemented with minimal technical fuss. Details for this approach 
are as follows.
Suppose the sample matrix X = ( X i , ^ , . . .  jA ^)7 denotes n independent and identically 
distributed random vectors from a population with probability density function /(-;0 ). Let the
p(z;y) =PEQi(z;y) + 0{n  3/2), (2.70)
PEQi(z;y) = fx{x-,Ö(a)}[ 1 + 5{x;0(a),a}]
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predictand X  denote a random vector of length l which is independent of X  but drawn from 
a population which has f x (x \9 )  as probability density function. Under these assumptions, the 
approximate predictive likelihood for the predictand X , defined by (2.35) and proposed by Davison 
(1986), can be expressed as
with psAp{x', t )  =  Pa p (z ;?)/ f  Pap ( y ;?) dy denoting the standardised version of the approxi­
arg max.Qf(x,x){Zix > $) — arg maxö/^ (x  ; 6)U^=1f ( x i ; 0), and, J{9) and Jx{9) denote the Hes­
sian matrices, with respect to the parameter vector 9, of — j log f ( x {; 9) and — log f x { x ; 9) — 
E i=i l°g f ( x i ; 0), respectively.
Define the nominal a-level prediction regions for the predictand X, obtained by profiling the 
standardised approximate prediction likelihood psAp(x',t) and the estimative predictive density 
Pe {x \9) = f x ( x \  9), defined at (2.40), by
Under appropriate regularity conditions it was shown by Hall, Peng, and Tajvidi (1999) that
P ( X  € 7?sA P ,a) = + n 17Tsap +  0(n  2) and P ( X  G H e ,a )  = +  n 1tte + 0(n  2), (2.71)
pa p(^;?) =
det { jx (0z ) } l/2nf=lf(xi-,0)
mate predictive likelihood. Recall that 6 = arg max0/^ (y ; 9) = arg max0n"=1/ ( x i ; 0), 9X =
ftsAP,tt =  {z : Psa p ( ^ ; j ) > cSAP,a} and He,a = {x : Pe (^ ;? ) > CE,a},
respectively. The constants csap,c* and ce)Q are selected such that
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where
7TSAP — ti'ip(x) -  tr{J0 l Hefx{x;60)} -  <̂p{x) dx + a J  ifi(x) dx,
*e = ~2 T T 1V0/(x;6>o) J0
+  lirn nEn—>oo
V o f j y ’iöoMy)
f(y\Oo)
v{x)  = Ve f x{ x ; flp)T Jq"1 ^ e f x j x ; flp)
/ x ( z ; 6>0)
dy -  tr{ J0 ^ /^ ( x j f lp ) }
(# -  6o)(r)^efx{x; 0p)̂ r) dx
,,  ̂ [  r-irv 7/ / / 7) ^  7-1 f H o f ( y \  do) V0/ ( j/;0o)V0/(2/;0o)T ] j
* (X) = J J° W V ’W ' t x t M  Jo --------------- -------------------- P ’
7?(j/) =  tr{J0 1Ht f ( y , 6 o)},
f ,m =  A  V9/(X , ;g )V ()/ (X , ;g ) T _
1 J jr[/(*.;ö)2 ^  W;«)
Jo =  i£ {  j(«o)},
trH denotes the trace of the matrix A, Jlc denotes the compliment in M? of the set A, fca = {x : 
f x {x  ; #o) > Co] with cQ selected such that Jn f x { x ; 9q) dx = a , and, (#—0p)(r) and Ve f x { x ; 0p)(r) 
denote the r-th components of 9 — 9q and Vofx{x' ,9o),  respectively. Therefore, the coverage error 
associated with both nominal a-level prediction regions 7£sAP,a and 7^E,a is 0 ( n ~ l ).
In an attempt to achieve further reduction in coverage error, level-calibrated versions of 7̂ sap,q 
and 77E,a, given by
7̂ LC,SAP ,a — ^ sAP,4sap an<̂  ^LC,E,q =  ^ e,/3e’ (2.72)
respectively, are proposed by Hall, Peng, and Tajvidi (1999) to extirpate the 0 (n -1) terms, 
n _17TsAP and n“ 1̂ ,  respectively, from the expansions at (2.71), where ßsAP and /3e are derived 
empirically using the parametric bootstrap as follows.
Having computed the maximum likelihood estimator 9 from the sample X, draw a synthetic 
sample X* = ( X * , ^ , . . .  , X*)T which, conditional on X, denotes n independent and identically 
distributed random vectors drawn from a population with probability density function /(•;$ ). 
Use X* to compute the associated maximum likelihood estimates 9* = argmax0n-1_1/(X * ; 9) and 
9* = argmax0/x (x ;0 )n f=1/(X ; ;0). Set
^ s a p ,q =  {x : psap(x ;X*)  >  CgAp a } a n d  ^ E , a  =  { x : Pe {x ]X*) >  Ce )Q} ,
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where
pAP( x ; X*) = det{j(0*)}1/2fx(; <^)II ?=1/(X * ; [ det{Jx (ö;)}1/2n  "=1/(X * ;<?*)],
PSAP{X', X*)
pAp{x]X*)
f  pAp(x;X*)dx '
Pe (x ;X*)  = f x {x ;<9*),
and nonnegative constants CgAP Q and cP Q satisfy
Psap{x ; X*) dx =  a  and / p e (x ] X*) dx =  a,
* v*S A P ,a  '''E .a
respectively.
Draw a synthetic predictand X* which, conditional on X,  is independent of the synthetic 
sample X* and drawn from a population having fx{- \9) as probability density function. Let
PSAp(ß) =  m *  e n i APß\X) and p e (/3) =  P ( X * € U \ ß\X)
for ß G (0,1). Then sample quantities ßsAP and /3e of (2.72) are obtained as the calculated 
solutions of psAp{ß) — öl and Pp(ß) — <a, respectively.
Under appropriate regularity conditions it was shown by Hall, Peng, and Tajvidi (1999) that
P ( X  G 77-LC,SAP,a) =  & + 0(n~2) and P ( I  G ^LC.E.a) -  ö +  0 (n -2).
Therefore, the level-calibrated regions ^-lc,sap,q and 7^LC,E,a of 'fösAP.a and 77-e,a , respectively, 
further reduce coverage error, from 0 (n _1) to 0(n~2).
Pragmatically, approximations to psAp{ß) and pp{ß) are obtained by either direct numerical 
integration or repeated Monte Carlo simulation; approximations to ßsAP,a and /3e,q are then 
derived from the former approximations in conjunction with a numerical root finding technique.
In general, most computational labour in the construction of the prediction region 77-E,a occurs 
when calculating 0, which requires numerical maximisation techniques, and ce)Q, which requires 
numerical root finding in conjunction with numerical integration that typically utilises quadrature, 
and is used to solve
/  pE(x;t)dx =  a.
J'R-E,a
The construction of the prediction region 7̂ sap,q proceeds in a similar way with, in general, 
additional computational labour required to calculate 9X, which requires numerical maximisation
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techniques, for either all abscissae points if using quadrature or integrand evaluations used in the 
numerical integration of
I PSAp{x;t)dx.
"  ^ S A P ,a
A major advantage of the prediction region 7£sAP,a> or its calibrated version, would have to be 
perceived for it to be preferred to 7̂ e,q or its calibrated version, respectively, since these conformed 
prediction regions have commensurate coverage error.
When the predictand X  is a random variable which is dependent on the sample A, Beran 
(1990) considers
Üa = {x : R(x, X) < F~̂ x x ) x̂ { a - e \ X ) }
as a nominal cn-level prediction region. Here, R(X , X) is a real valued function of X  and X  
selected by the statistician, FR(X,x )\x { f (xi ?) i # I ?} denotes the probability distribution function 
of R{X, X) given the sample A = y, F~{x x ) \x (or,0\t) =  inf{r : FR(X,x)\x(r-,0 | y) > a} denotes 
the inverse of Fr x̂ ,x )\Xi and 0 denotes a consistent estimator of the unknown parameter vector 0 
obtained using the sample X  only.
Denote the probability distribution function of FR(x,x)\x {R(X, X ) ; 0, X}  by
= ffr{X'X)]x{r(x ,x ) J \ x }(- I0)’
and let F f 1( a ; 6) =  inf{/ : Fp(f  ; 0) > a} denote the inverse of Fp. Under appropriate regularity 
conditions it was shown by Beran (1990) that
P{X  G H a ) =  F FR{XjX)\X {R(X, X) - , 6\x} (a ' d ) =  a  +  ° ( n  l )- 
Therefore, the coverage error of 7Za is 0 (n _1).
In an attempt to achieve further reduction in coverage error, a level-calibrated version of 7£Q, 
given by
F LC,a =  F Fp 1 (a ; 0) ’
was proposed by Beran (1990). Under appropriate regularity conditions it was shown that
P { X e n LC,a) = a  + 0 ( n - 2).
Therefore, the level-calibrated version 1Zi,c,a of 7la further reduces coverage error from 0 (n -1 ) to 
0 (n -2 ).
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When probability distribution functions Fr (x ,x )\X and Fp are difficult to ascertain, recourse 
can be had to Monte Carlo approximations (Beran, 1990, Section 2.3).
Chapter 3
N o n p aram etric  A pproaches
In this chapter, nonparametric approaches to the problem of constructing a prediction interval are 
defined and reviewed. Conceptual advantages for a nominal a-level prediction interval, for any 
a  E (0,1), are assessed via coverage error with other selection criteria being used when conformed 
prediction intervals have commensurate coverage errors.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 considers a sample of independent and iden­
tically distributed random variables and treats two types of methods for constructing a nominal 
one-sided a-level prediction interval when the predictand is a random variable independent of the 
sample but drawn from the same population. The basis of one method is a Studentised statistic 
and has features in common with the construction of a confidence interval using the percentile-f 
method (Hall, 1992). The other method considers estimates of the a-th  population quantile which 
are separately used as an upper end-point of a proposed nominal one-sided a-level prediction in­
terval. Two further methods — percentile-t and accelerated bias-correction — are also considered 
for a predictand statistic of the predictand sample which is independent of the former sample but 
drawn from the same population.
Section 3.2 reviews regression and structural models in connection with construction of a nom­
inal a-level prediction interval.
3.1 Independent and Identically Distributed Sample
Set a  6 (0,1) and let the sample X  = ( X \ , X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T denote n independent and identically 
distributed random variables from a population with F  as probability distribution function. Before
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directly considering the construction of prediction intervals, methodological philosophies from the 
construction of nominal a-level confidence intervals for a true population attribute 9 = 9(F) will 
be drawn up on.
Suppose the true population attribute 6 = 9(F) has value 9q and is estimated by 9 =  9(Fn), 
where Fn(x) =  ^ Y l ' i - i  I(-oo,x](^i) denotes the empirical distribution function. Define g 2 — a2(F) 
to be the asymptotic variance of nl/29 and put g  =  y /a 2(Fn).
Let the bootstrap sample X* =  (X^ X^ , . . .  , X*)T denote, conditional on the sample X, n 
independent and identically distributed random variables drawn with replacement from X, or 
equivalently, drawn from a population with Fn as probability distribution function. Then two 
nominal one-sided a-level confidence intervals for the true population attribute 9 derived from the 
percentile and percentile-i methods are given by
icp,a =  ( - 00,0 -  n -1/2d ii_ Q] and l Cs,a =  (-oo, 9 -  n~1/2a t i - a], (3.1)
respectively, where
za =  inf I z : P { n l 2̂(9* — 9)/a < z|X} > a j ,  (3.2)
ta =  inf : P { n 1//2(0* — 9)/a* < 11X} > a j ,  (3.3)
9* =  9(F*), cr* = y/a2(F*), and F*(x) = n~l ^-oo.x] W ) -  Confidence intervals l c p,a and 
Fes,a emanate from the theoretical one-sided a-level confidence intervals
Fcp,a =  (-oo, 0 -  n~l/2a z \ - a\ and XCs,a =  (-oo, 9 -  n -1/2<jti_a], (3.4)
respectively, where za and ta satisfy
P { n l/2(9 — 9)/o < Za] =  a  and P { n l 2̂(9 — 9)/a < iQ} =  a, (3.5)
respectively.
When nl/,2(9 — 9q) / g and n 1//2(# — 9q) /g satisfy the assumptions given by Hall (1992, Theorem 
2.2) the following Edgeworth expansions can be developed:
P { n l/2(9 — 9q) / g < x} =  4>(x) +  n~ll2p\(x)(f)(x) + 0(n~l ) (3.6)
and
P { n l/2(9 — 9q) / g < x} = $(x) +  n i 2̂qi(x)(f)(x) +  0(n  *) (3.7)
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where p\ and q\ are even polynomials of at most second degree, and, 4» and </> denote the standard 
normal distribution and density functions, respectively. Additionally, under the assumptions given 
by Hall (1992, Theorem 5.1), the following sample versions of the Edgeworth expansions given by 
(3.6) and (3.7) can be developed:
P { n ll2(0* — 0)/a < x \ X } = 4>(x) + n~l 2̂pi(x)(f)(x) +  Op(n~1) (3.8)
and
P { n 1//2($* — 0)/(7* < x \X )  = 4>(a:) + n~l 2̂q\(x)(f)(x) +  Op(n_1), (3.9)
where p\ and q\ are obtained from p\ and q\ , respectively, by replacing population moments with 
sample moments. In particular, if the true population attribute is given by the population mean, 
9 — f  xdF(x),  it can be shown that p\(x) = — ̂ j ( x 2 — 1), q\(x) — ^y(2a:2 + l), pi(x) = — ̂ { x 2 — 1), 
and qi(x) = ^ { 2 x 2 + 1), where cr2 = f  (x -  9)2 dF{x), 9 = n~l X{, a2 = n~l ~ 0)2>
7 — E[{(Xi  - / i ) / c r } 3], and 7 =  £ E ”=i{(^» “  6)/°}*-
By inverting (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that Cornish-Fisher expansions can be derived (Hall, 
1992, Theorem 2.4) which stipulate that uniformly in e < a  < 1 — e for each 0 < e <
*i-a =  w i-Q + n -1/2pn(u;i_a) +  0 ( n ~ l ) (3.10)
and
t i - a = Wi-a + n~1/2qn (wi-a) + 0 (n _1), (3.11)
where w \ - a denotes the (1 — a)-th quantile of <3>, the standard normal distribution function,
Pn(x) = -pi{x)  and qn{x) = -qi(x).
By inverting (3.8) and (3.9) it follows that sample versions of the Cornish-Fisher expansions given 
by (3.10) and (3.11) can be derived (Hall, 1992, Theorem 5.2), which stipulate that uniformly in 
e < a  < 1 — e for each 0 < e < ^,
z \ - a  =  W i - a  +  n-1/2pn(w i_Q) +  Op(n~l ) (3.12)
and
h - a  =  ®i-o + n 1/2?n(w i-o) +  Op(n *), (3.13)
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where p\\  and qn are obtained from pu  and q n , respectively, by replacing population moments 
with sample moments.
Under sufficiently stringent moment assumptions in conjunction with application of the Central 
Limit Theorem (Hall, 1992), it can be deduced that pn(x) — pn(x)  =  Op(n-1/2) and <7n(x) — 
<7n(a;) =  Op(n-1/2). Using (3.10) and (3.12),
Zi-a -  z 1_Q =  n~]/2{qn (w1- a) -  q n ( m - a ) }  +  Op(n~l )
=  n~l/2Op(n~1/2) +  Op(n~l ) =  Op(n~l ),
and similarly, using (3.11) and (3.13),
h - a  ~ t\~a =  Op{n~l ). (3.14)
Therefore the difference between the upper end-points for I cp,q and Zcp,a satisfies
{0 -  n~l/'2&zi-a ) -  {6 - n ~  1//2crzi_Q) =  n~l/2{(o -  <r)zi_Q -  d(zi_Q -  zi_Q)}
=  Op{n~l )
whenever a — a =  Op(n-1/2). In contrast, the difference between the upper end-points for Zcs,a 
and Xcs,a satisfies
(6 — n-1//2<7U_Q) — (0 — n~1//2a t i - a) =  n~1//2a ( t i - a — U_a) =  Op(n_3//2). (3.15)
Under appropriate regularity conditions (Hall, 1992, Proposition 3.1),
P{90 6 Zcp,a) =  +  0{ n~l/2) and P(00 e  lcs,a) =  & +  0 ( n ~ l ). (3.16)
Therefore, coverage error of Zcp)Q and Jcs,a is 0 (n -1/2) and 0 (n -1 ), respectively.
Consider now a retrospective analysis of the confidence intervals for 6q defined at (3.1). These 
confidence intervals, given by Zcp,Q and Zcs,cn are based on estimating the (1 — a)-th quantiles, 
<7z \—a and U-cn of the non-Studentised statistic
n1/2(0 -0 o )  (3.17)
and the Studentised statistic
nl/2(0 -  0q)
(3.18)
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respectively, by the bootstrap estimators o z \-a and t i_a , respectively, where za and ta satisfy 
(3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Under appropriate regularity conditions, the Studentised statistic 
given by (3.18) is asymptotically pivotal in that it has the same limiting distribution for all values 
of unknowns. However, the non-Studentised statistic given by (3.17) is not asymptotically pivotal 
since it has a limiting distribution which depends on the unknown population attribute a (Hall, 
1992).
As enunciated by Hall (1992) it is the non-pivotal property of the non-Studentised statistic 
(3.17) which militates against 2cp,a to deliver a coverage error of order only n -1/2. In contrast, 
the pivotal property of the Studentised statistic (3.18) causes Xcs,a to deliver a coverage error 
of order n -1 . Therefore it is beneficial to construct a confidence interval for a true population 
attribute using a Studentised statistic when coverage error is to be reduced.
3.1.1 S tudentised  M ethod
Consider now the direct construction of a prediction interval predicated on the former methodolog­
ical philosophies for confidence intervals. To this end, this subsection proposes a nominal o-level 
prediction interval which is constructed via a Studentised statistic, and investigates its properties. 
The bootstrap is used to estimate population quantities.
Let the predictand X  denote a random variable which is independent of the sample X  — 
(X\,  X 2 , .. ■ , X n)T but drawn from the same population with F  as population distribution function. 
When constructing a prediction interval, the role of the predictand X  is analogous to that of 6q 
for the confidence intervals discussed above. When 0 =  f  xdF(x)  it follows that 0 = X  = 
n _1 Yli=i and that a Studentised distribution can be proposed by replacing 60 by X  and 0  by 
an estimate of the asymptotic variance of n 1//2(Ä — X)  in (3.18). Note that Var{n1/2(Ä — A-)} = 
cr2(l +  n) is unbounded in n, where o2 =  f{% — 0) 2 dF{x)\ however, y /Var{n1/2(Ä — A )} /n 1/2 = 
cry/(l +  n)/n  —> g as n -» 00. Therefore it is plausible to replace 9q by A and n 1//2/<7 by the 
estimate of a when 6  = f  xdF(x),  <f, in (3.18) to obtain the Studentised statistic
X  -  X
(3.19)
c2 =«-1 yyx; - x)2.
i—1
where
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The statistic at (3.19) was nominated by Bai and Olshen (1986) and Bai, Bickel, and Olshen (1990). 
Notice that (3.19) has the same form, up to a constant, as the pivotal transformation given by 
(2.6) for a normal population with unknown mean and variance.
Using the Studentised statistic (3.19) a theoretical one-sided a-level prediction interval for the 
predictand X  is given by
-^S,a ( OO) A
where qa satisfies
P { ( X - X ) / f < q a} = a .
Let the bootstrap predictand X * denote a random variable which, conditional on the sample 
X,  is independent of the bootstrap sample X* = (X*, X£,  ■. ■ , X*)T but drawn from the same 
population. Then a nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval can be derived from Is ,a  by 
estimating the population quantity qi-a by the sample quantity q i-a, and is given by
-^S ,a  ( X  a ]?
where
9a =  inf {9 : P { ( X '  -  X*)/c* < g |* }  > a} ,
X* =  n - 1 £?= i X*, and ?* =  {»" ' £ " =1(X? ~  Ä’*)2}1/2-
Under appropriate regularity conditions, viz. £ ’(|X |10) is finite, the first derivative of F  is 
strictly positive and the second derivative of F  is bounded, it was shown by Bai and Olshen (1986) 
that
n l/2{qa ~ qa) ^  TZ,
where A  represents convergence in distribution, Z  is a standard normal random variable and 
r 2 =  Var{I(_00 _gQj(A )/F /(—qa) + X  — ^ f X 2} with F'  denoting the first derivative of F, the 
population distribution function. Hence, qa ~ Qa — Op(n-1/2). Therefore, the difference between 
the upper end-points for Is ,a  and Is ,a satisfies
(X-  991—a) -  (X -  9 9 ! _ a )  = O ^ n " 1/2). (3.20)
Again under appropriate regularity conditions, it was shown by Bai, Bickel, and Olshen (1990) 
that
P( X  € Xs,a) = a  +  0 (n -3/4+7) (3.21)
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for any 7 > 0. Therefore, the coverage error of Xs,a is 0 (n _3/4+7).
The probability order at (3.20) and the coverage error of Is,a are incommensurate with the 
analogous results for the former confidence interval I cs,q; given by (3.4), which has correspond­
ing probability order and coverage error given by Op(n_3//2) and 0 (n _1), respectively (see (3.14) 
and (3.16)). This disparity can be reconciled by investigating the limiting distributional results 
corresponding to the Studentised statistics used to construct I s )Q and Ics.a- Under appropri­
ate regularity conditions, n l/2(0 — 9)/ a  converges in distribution to a standard normal random 
variable (see (3.7)). However, while (X — X) /q  converges in distribution to a standard normal 
random variable whenever an underlying normal population is realised, more general population 
assumptions prevent this conclusion. Therefore an Edgeworth expansion for (X — X)/£, and the 
corresponding sample version for (X* — Ar*)/cf*, appear to be precluded. Hence, results (3.20) and 
(3.21) follow.
3.1 .2  Q uantile E stim ation  M ethods
In this subsection, the upper end-point of nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals are given 
by an estimate of the a-th population quantile. Three quantile estimates of the population quantile 
are considered. The first is the a-th quantile of the empirical distribution function; distributional 
properties of this estimate are investigated and rely on the Berry-Esseen Theorem. The second is 
the a-th  quantile of a kernel distribution estimator, and the third is an estimate given by linear 
interpolation among two empirical distribution function quantiles. The coverage errors of those 
prediction intervals, determined via the empirical distribution function, follow in part from results 
of uniformly distributed order statistics.
This type of method is analogous, in some respects, to the percentile method used to construct 
a confidence interval (see (3.17) and following discussion) which is based on a non-Studentised 
statistic. Construction and properties of the proposed a-level prediction intervals proceed as 
follows.
Let the sample X  — (Xi, X2, . .. , Xn)T denote n independent and identically distributed ran­
dom variables drawn from a population with F  as continuous probability distribution function. Let 
the predictand X  denote a random variable independent of X  but drawn from the same population.
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Set a  £ (0,1), define the quantile function for F by
F~l (a) = inf{rr : F(x) > a},
and let the empirical distribution function be denoted by Fn(x) =  n~l 'Ya =\ I ( - oo,x](^ )-
A theoretical one-sided «-level prediction interval is given by Xq)Q =  (—oo, F _1(«)] since, 
according to Reiss (1989, Criterion 1.2.3), P(X  £ XqjQ) =  F{F~1(a)} =  «.
Let £Q =  F _1(q). A nominal one-sided «-level prediction interval can be obtained by estimating 
the population quantile £Q using a modified form of the bootstrap principle (Hall, 1992, Section 
1.2) and is given by
X q I , q  (
where
£q i,q =  inf{^ : P(X* < £ \ X ) >  a}
and the bootstrap predictand X* denotes, conditional on A, a random variable drawn from a 
population with Fn as a probability distribution function. Let X \ :n < X2:n < • • • < Xn:n, with X{:n 
denoting the i-th order statistic of the sample X. Then, by definition, £q i)Q =  F~l (a) = X^na .̂n. 
Therefore, the nominal one-sided «-level prediction interval Xq i)Q can be written as
Xq i,q ( C*-5? -^[na] :n]> (3.22)
where the ceiling of n« is defined by \na] =  min{m : m >  n«}.
Under appropriate regularity conditions, the difference between the upper end-points for Xq)Q 
and Xq i)Q; satisfies
X\na]:n ~ £a = 0{(log n /n )1//2} with probability one
and
X Wa\.n -  fa = Op(n~ll2). (3.23)
A proof of the former result is provided by Serfling (1980, p. 96) and is achieved using Taylor 
expansion, Hoeffding’s inequality, and the Borel-Cantelli lemma; see the proof of Theorem 4.1 in 
Subsection 4.3.1 for a generalisation of this useful result. Result (3.23) is a consequence of
X\na]:n ~  AN[£aiOl{l “  /{ n / 2(£a)}] j (3.24)
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whenever F  possesses a probability density function /  which is continuous at £Q and positive in 
a neighbourhood of £Q. Using (3.24), n l/2{X fnQ]:n — £Q) converges in distribution to a random 
variable, Y  say, which does not depend on n; therefore, n 1//2(X|-nQ-|.n — £a ) = Op( 1) and (3.23) 
follows directly.
In order to prove (3.24) it suffices to show that, for every i G i ,
lim P  "1/2<F" 1W -F- 1W) < x
n->oo [ f(£a) $(rr),
where $  is the probability distribution function of a standard normal random variable. Using 
properties intrinsic to any distribution function (Serfling, 1980, Subsection 1.1.4), and relabeling, 
it follows that
= P { F - \ a ) < F - \ a )  + ^ ^ x }
= P [ a  < Fn{ F ~ \ a )  +
= P{Yn,p > na)
_  p \  Yn,P~ n p  y  n a - n p  I
\  \ / n p { l - p )  ~  y j n p ( l - p )  j
=  p {  > nl/2(Q~P)\ (3.25)
\  \ / n p ( l - p )  \ / p ( l - p )  j
where YHyP is a binomial random variable with parameters n and p = -F |£q +  denoting
the number of trials and the probability of success, respectively.
v/a (  l - a ) / / ( f a )
< X
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Directly from (3.25), 
n ^ jF -^ c Q -F -^ a )}
y/ a(l —a)//(fQ) < X — 4>(x)
P l  > n‘/2(a -P) !• -  $(x)
\  y / n p ( l - p )  y / p X ~ p )  '
1 -  p i  - ^ =__________ n 1/ 2( a —p)
\  \ / nP(1—p) \ / p (1- p )
< — 4>(:r)
p f  Y p P- n p  <  n 1/ 2( a —p) |  _  ^  f  n ^ f a - p )  )
\  y/piX-p) ) \  \ / p(1_p) j
p  f  Y p v - n p  n 1/ 2( a - p )  1 _  ^  f  n 1/ 2( a - p )  ]
\  > /nP(1- P) V p ( ! - p ) J \  \Zp ( ! - p ) /
+ $(x) -  $< - n 1/ 2( a —p)
<
y/piX-P)
p f  Yp p ~ nP <  n 1/ 2( a - p )  1 _  ^  f  n 1/ 2( a —p) \
\  y / n p X - p )  y/p{X~P)  J  \  y/p^X~P) J
* ' - » - * { - 3 5 }
(3.26)
(3.27)
According to Chow and Teicher (1997, Chapter 9) the following Berry-Esseen Theorem holds:
T heorem  3.1 (Berry-Esseen) I f  {A7*, i >  1} are independent random variables, E(Xi )  = 0, 
E{X?) = g?, s i  = E i L iCTi2 > °> r l +6 = TJi= iE \x i\2+ö <  OO, n  >  1, for some 6 <E (0,1] and 
Sn =  E IL i X *> there exists a universal constant C$ such that
2_j_̂
sup \P(Sn/ s n < x) -  $ (z ) | <




>f Yn,p- n p  <  n 1/ 2( a - p )  1 _  ^  f  n ^ f a - p )  1 
\  y / n p ( l - p )  \ / p ( l - p )  J  \  \ / p ( l ~ P ) / -  C nl/2
(3.28)
1 / 9
where C  is a constant and 7 (p) = {(1 — p)2 + p2} / {p{l — p)} 7 •
The continuity of P , in conjunction with the existence of the derivative of P , denoted by / ,  in 
a neighbourhood of £a , stipulates that
rd/2n1/2(q —p) _
V pX - p) y/p{ 1 — p)
y / a ( l - a )
Fl £„ + i S S j l  _’{ « a n1/2HU) } -  F(Za)
HU)
y /a (l -  a)
HZa) = X (3.29)
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and
7 ip) -» {(1 -  a)2 + a 2} /{u(l -  a )} 1/2 (3.30)
as n —>• oo. From (3.30) and (3.29), in conjunction with (3.28) and the continuity of <f>, it follows 
that (3.26) and (3.27) both converge to zero as n —> oo. This concludes the verification of (3.24).
Consider next the coverage error properties of the nominal a-level prediction interval lQ i,a - 
Let U = (C/i,C/2, . . .  ,Cn)T denote n independent and identically distributed random variables 
from a population with F\j(x) = ^ I ( o , i ] ( ^ )  +  I ( i ,o o ) ( a:) a s  probability distribution function, and let 
U\:n < U2:n < • ■ • < Un:n, with Ui:n denoting the z-th order statistic of U. Denote by = equality 
of random variables in distribution. Then, employing F(Xi:n) =  Ui:n (Reiss, 1989, Lemma 1.2.4) 
and E(Ui:n) =  in conjunction with the tower property of conditional expectation (see (2.12)) 
with Q\ = {0,D}, § 2  — cr( ^ ) 5 observe that for any a  G (0,1),
P ( X  elQi,a) = P { X  < F - \ a ) }
=  P { X  <  X f n a ] : n }





_  n a -(-a  Q(n _t) _  a  _|_ 0{n~l ). (3.31)
n + 1
Therefore, the coverage error of Xq i)Q is given by 0 (n -1), in contrast to 0 (n -3/4+7), for any 7 > 0, 
for the former Studentised method at (3.21).
Nevertheless, when a — z/(n + 1), where 1 < z < n, it follows that [na] =  z. Hence
P (X  G Tq i,q) = E(Ui:n) = a.
Furthermore, for any a  G (0,1) and using arguments similar to those used to derive (3.31), it can 
be shown that
lim supn|P(X  G Tq i,q) — a| > 0.
n —> 00
In this way, a coverage error of 0 (n -1 ) is the least possible for the nominal one-sided a-level 
prediction interval XQi,a -
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Conceptually, if F(x) is an estimator of the population probability distribution function F, 
a one-sided prediction interval could be proposed by setting F~1(a) as its upper end-point. For 
example, the empirical distribution function Fn was employed when deriving Zq i)Q = (—00, F~1(a)] 
at (3.22). Alternatively, a kernel distribution estimator for F  could be employed and is determined 
from the kernel density estimator for / ,  the population probability density function, as follows.
Let /  denote the kernel density estimator for /  defined by
f{x) = (nh)~l Y  K  ’ (3-32)
where the kernel K  is a probability density function, and the bandwidth h —> 0 as n —> 00. 
Literature relating to kernel density estimation can be found in, for example, Silverman (1986) 
and Simonoff (1996).
The kernel distribution estimator, F(x) = f*  f{y) dy, of F(x)  the population probability 
distribution function, has a-th quantile denoted by
fQ =  F~l (a) = inf{r : F(t ) > a}.
Then a nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval is given by
2-K,a (
Under appropriate regularity conditions (Falk and Reiss, 1989), it can be shown that the 
difference between the upper end-points for I q ]Q and I k ,a satisfies
t a - £ a  = Op(n_1/2 + h2).
By Taylor expansion and (4.173) from the proof of Theorem 4.4 in Subsection 4.3.4, it can be 
shown that
P ( X  e 1K,a) =  a  +  0 ( n - x +  h2).
Therefore, the coverage error of I k,q is 0 (n -1 + h2), which is no better than the coverage error 
of I q i)Q given by 0 (n -1) at (3.31). Sufficient regularity conditions are that the population distri­
bution function F  has one bounded derivative in a neighbourhood of the a-th population quantile 
£q, that /(£ q) > 0, and that the kernel K  of (3.32) is a nonnegative, symmetric, and compactly 
supported probability density function.
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Instead of utilising one order statistic for the upper end-point of a nominal upper one-sided 
<a-level prediction interval at (3.22), Beran and Hall (1993) propose the use of linear interpola­
tion among two quantiles of the empirical distribution function, or equivalently, among two order 
statistics. Construction of this one-sided a-level prediction interval proceeds as follows.
Select m  such that m < a(n  + 1) < m + 1 and put
Zq2,q =  (-00 ,£q2)Q],
where
£q2,« = {l + m -  (n + 1 )a}F~l (m/n)  +  {(n +  1 ) a - m } F ~ l {(m + l)/n}
—  { 1 T 771 (TT,-}-  l)a } Xm-.n  T { ( n  T l)c¥ TTL}
Under appropriate regularity conditions, Beran and Hall (1993) show that
P (X  e Xq2)a) = a  + 0{n~2). ( 3.33)
Therefore, the coverage error of Xq2,a is 0 (n -2).
Beran and Hall (1993) prove (3.33) using Renyi’s representation (Renyi, 1953) and an exposition 
is as follows. Let Z  = (Zi, Z2, . . .  , Zn)T denote n independent and identically distributed random 
variables drawn from a standard exponential population with Fz{z) — 1 — e~z as the probability 
distribution function. Let Z\:n < Z2.n < • • • < Zn;n, with Zi-n denoting the i-th order statistic of 
Z. To obtain this representation, and according to Reiss (1989, Theorem 1.2.5), the r-th order 
statistic of the sample X  can be written as X r:n = F~ l (Ur:n). From Reiss (1989, Lemma 1.2.1), 
the r-th  order statistic of Z  can be written as Zr:n = — ln([/n_r+i:n). Combining these two results, 
it follows that the r-th order statistic of the sample X  can identically be written as
Xr;n = F - l { e x p ( - Z n- r+l:n)}- (3.34)
Set Zo:n =  0. Then, according to Reiss (1989, Theorem 1.6.1), the collection of random variables
iP' *5 T l)(Zs:n Zs_ i:n),
where 1 < s < n, are not only independent but each is distributed as a standard exponential 
random variable. Consequently, the r-th order statistic of Z  can be written as
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say, where Z  = (Z\, Z 2 , . . .  , Zn)T is independent of Z  and denotes n independent and identically 
distributed random variables drawn from a standard exponential population with Fz{z) as the 
probability distribution function.
Application of (3.35) to (3.34) allows the r-th order statistic of the sample X  to be representable 
as
From this representation it can be shown that the sequence (X i:n, X 2 -.n1 • • • , X n:n) has the Markov 
property, i.e. for t G M
where x \ :n, X2 .n1 • ■ • ■> xr-\-.n, denote realisations of the order statistics X i;n, A^n, • • •, X r- \ :n.
3.1 .3  P red ictan d  S ta tis tic
This subsection differs from the previous two subsections since it considers the construction of a 
one-sided prediction interval for a predictand statistic of the predictand sample, rather than for 
a predictand random variable drawn from the population. Two prediction intervals are proposed 
and derived from the percentile-t and the accelerated bias-correction (ABC) methods.
Confidence intervals based on the ABC method are transformation-respecting (Hall, 1992, Sec­
tion 3.10) and have a reputation for dealing with difficult problems (e.g., constructing a confidence 
interval for a correlation coefficient). Related literature can be found in, for example, Efron (1987), 
Hall (1992), and Efron and Tibshirani (1993).
Let the sample X  =  (Xi, X2 , . . .  , Xn)T and the predictand sample Xp = (Xpq, Xp^, ■ • • , Ap)7n)T 
be independent and denote n and m, respectively, independent and identically distributed random 
variables drawn from a population with F  as probability distribution function. Suppose the true 
population attribute is denoted by 9 = 0(F) = g(n), where g is a real-valued smooth function 
and n = f  xdF(x).  From X  and Xp two estimates of 6 are given by 0n = 0(Fn) = g(Xn) 
and the predictand statistic 0p)Tn = Q(Fp,m) = g(Xp>m), respectively, where X n = n~l ^ " _ i X*,
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real-valued smooth function h, and estimate a2 by d2 =  a2(Fn) = h(Xn), which is based on the 
sample X  only.
Consider now a prediction interval constructed using the percentile-t method. A theoretical 
one-sided a-level prediction interval for the predictand statistic Op̂ m is of the form
ZsT,a =  (-OO, en +  (m-1 +  n~l )1/2anta],
where ta satisfies P{(m~l + n~l )~1/2(6pyTn — $n)/<rn < ta} = a. Conditional on the sample 
A, let the bootstrap sample X* =  ( X^ X ^ , . . .  , X*)T and the bootstrap predictand sample 
Xp =  (Xp 1? Arp 2, . . .  , X p m)T be independent and denote n and m, respectively, independent 
and identically distributed random variables drawn with replacement from X, or equivalently, 
drawn from a population with Fn as probability distribution function. Then a nominal one-sided 
a-level prediction interval for the predictand statistic #p;m can be obtained by replacing ta by the 
estimate ta and is given by
?ST,a =  ( - 0 0 ,6n +  (m-1 +  n _1)1/2dnfa],
where
ta = inf {t■ P{(m~1 +  n_1)_1/2(öp m -  0*)/d* < a},
»p,m =  ® (X p,m ). %  =  9(XZ), K  =  { M n ) } 1 /2 , x =  £ £ ,  * P , i ,  and =  Z t l  X l  
Under appropriate regularity conditions and by using similar techniques as for (3.15) and 
(3.16), it was shown by Mojirsheibani and Tibshirani (1996) that the difference between the upper 
end-points for 1st,a and Xst,q satisfies
{On +  (m-1 +  n -1 )1/2<jn£Q} -  {6n +  (m-1 +  n~1)l/2anta} = (m_1 +  n~l )l/2an(ta -  ta)
= Op{min(n, m)-3//2} (3.36)
and that the coverage error of JsT,a is 0{min(m, n)-1 }, i.e.
P{Op,m € Xst,q) =  <* + 0{min(ra, n) l }. (3.37)
Consider now a prediction interval constructed using the ABC method. Let H(t) = P{Op)Tn <
t i n  *0 = < 8 n \x ) } ,  21 = r ‘{p(9jim < en\x)}, a =  g (E " = i^ )(E ”= i^ )_3/2i
and b = a(n /m)1/2, where
0 { { l - e ) F n + e6i} - 0 ( F n)
L  =  l i m  — ------------------------------- ------------------- ,
e—>0 e
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$ denotes the standard normal distribution function, and 6i(x) = I /x\(Xj). Denote by ua and 
za the a-th  quantile of U = Z 1 /Z 2 and a standard normal random variable, respectively, where 
Z\ ~  N(  1 — bz\, b2) and Z2 ~  N(1 —  clzq, a2). Then a nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval 
for the predictand statistic 0p)Tn is given by
^ABC,a =  (-OO, W)Q],
where
wa = < ■'{*(V  + ̂ i)} if a 7̂  0,
otherwise.+ f ) 1/2 + zo( f )1/2}
Under the same regularity conditions as (3.36) and (3.37), it was shown by Mojirsheibani and 
Tibshirani (1996) that the difference between the upper end-points for 1 st ,a and l\&c,a satisfies
u)q — {6n + (m 1 +  n 1)1̂ 2dnta } =  Op(n 3/2) (3.38)
and that the coverage error of I abc.ö is 0{min(m, n) i.e.
P0p,m G ^A B C ,a )  = a  + 0{min(m,n) 1}. (3.39)
Since the prediction intervals 1st ,a and I abc,q have commensurate probability orders at (3.36) 
and (3.38), in conjunction with commensurate coverage errors at (3.37) and (3.39), it is advisable 
to consider their other intrinsic properties. For example, a prediction interval I t ,a — (—oo,qa(X)] 
constructed using method T, say, is range-preserving if qa{X) is contained in the support of F, the 
population probability distribution function. Additionally, I t ,a is transformation-respecting for the 
predictand statistic 0p)Tn if given a monotonic function g (an increasing function, say) the prediction 
interval for g(6p,m) constructed using method T is given by (00,g{qa(X)}]- Mojirsheibani and 
Tibshirani (1996) argue against the prediction interval Xsp,q? since it is not in general range­
preserving or transformation-respecting. However, these properties are intrinsic to the prediction 
interval XABC,a-
3.2 Regression and Structural Models
This section generalises the population assumptions considered in Section 3.1. Regression and 
structural models will be reviewed in connection with construction of a nominal a-level prediction
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interval. In both cases the bootstrap principle (Hall, 1992, Section 1.2) will be employed but is 
disguised and hampered by the problem of initial parameter estimation. A nominal one-sided a- 
level prediction interval is proposed for a structural model which is expected to have satisfactory 
coverage error.
Regression M odel. Consider the linear regression model,
A = Zß + e,
where the sample X  =  (Xi, X2, . .. , AA)T denotes n independent and identically distributed ran­
dom variables (observations), Z = (21, 22, . . .  , zn)T denotes a fixed and nonstochastic n x k matrix 
with zi a k x 1 vector, ß denotes a f c x l  vector of unknown parameters, and e = (ei,e2, . . .  , en)T 
denotes n independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with 
probability distribution function F  which has bounded continuous derivative F'  =  / ,  f{w)  > 0 for 
all w € M, E(ei) = f  wdF(w)  = 0, E(e2) = J w2 dF(w) = <r2, and E(ej) = f  w4dF(w) < 00.
The least-squares estimator of ß, ß, is obtained as the argument which minimises
SU 3) =  (X - Zß)J (X -  Zß),
i.e. ß =  arg min^S(ß).  Suppose that the n x l  vector 1 =  (1 ,1 ,... ,1)T lies in the column span 
of Z, Z is of full rank, and that the eigenvalues of ZTZ increase with n. Then the least-squares 
estimator of ß is given by
ß = (ZT Z)~l Z T X , (3.40)
and the residuals are denoted by e =  (ei, £2, . . .  , en)T = X  — Zß.
Consider now the problem of constructing a prediction interval, based on the sample X  of 
observations and Z the response matrix, for the predictand X  =  z„+1ß + e„+i, where zn+\ is 
a nonstochastic k x 1 vector and en+i denotes a random variable independent of e but drawn 
from the same population with F  as continuous distribution function. If F  were known, then 
G(w) = P{X — z^+iß  < w) would also be known. Therefore, a theoretical two-sided a-level 
prediction interval for X  would be given by
Za = [zJ+iß + G 1{(1 -  a)/2} , z j+lß + G l {(l +  a)/2}],
where C -1 (o;) =  inf{u; : G(w) > a}.
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When F  is unknown, the bootstrap principle stipulates that the probability distribution func­
tion G(w) = P ( X  — z„+iß  < w) be replaced by an estimator G(w) = P{X* — z j +lß* < w | {X, Z )}, 
say, conditional on the sample X  of observations and the response matrix Z, where the boot­
strap predictand X* = zn+\ß -f e*+1, the bootstrap sample of observations X* = Z ß  + e*, 
the bootstrap least-squares parameter estimate ß* = (ZT Z)~1 Z TX* , the bootstrap residuals 
e* =  ( e * ,€ 2 , . . .  ,^n)T denote, conditional on (X, Z), n independent and identically distributed 
random variables drawn from a population with
n
^adj,nM = n~l I ( - o o ,w](ri), (3.41)
i—1
as probability distribution function, and, conditional on (X, Z), e* +1 is independent of e* but drawn 
from the same population with Fa(j a s  population distribution function. Here Stine (1985) selects 
the adjusted residuals fj =  ej/( 1 — hi) 1/ 2 with hi = z j ( Z TZ)~l Zi. The adjusted residuals f; have 
zero mean and variance cr2 and so do not have to be centered (Freedman, 1981) and exhibit first and 
second moments identical to the underlying population. A nominal two-sided a-level prediction 
interval for the predictand X  is
Za =  [z n + l ß  +  G  1{(1 ~  a )/2}, z n + l ß  +  ^ _ i{(l +  a ) / 2}],
where G- 1(o!) =  inf{re : G(w) > a}, and it was shown by Stine (1985) that
P{X £ l a) = a  + o(l).
Therefore, the coverage error of XQ converges to zero as n —» oo. No explicit order of coverage 
error has been determined.
S tru c tu ra l M odel. Consider a strictly stationary autoregressive process (Xm ; — oo < m < oo) 
of order k > 1 which satisfies
V(B)Xm = fjri)
where B  denotes the backward shift operator, i.e. B X m = Xm_i, <p(w) =  1 +  Yhi=\QiWli 6  — 
(0i, 6 2 , . .  ■ , 0fc)T, <p{w) 7̂  0 for all w G C such that |ic| < 1 , and (em ; — 00  < m < 0 0 ) denotes a 
sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with 
probability distribution function F  such that E{em) = f  wdF(w) = 0 and E{e^n) =  f  w2 dF(w) =
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a2. The former restriction on ip(w) engenders the representation
oo
X-m 1 ^   ̂ it
i—0
where 'ipiW1 = 1/cp{w) and IV’il < 00 (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Theorem 3.1.1).
Let the sample X — (Xi, X2, . . .  , Xn)T denote n sequential observations of the autoregressive 
process which will be used to construct 9 = ($1, §2 , . . .  , Â:)T, the estimator of the parameter vector 
9, and F , the estimator of F. Various candidates for 6 are given in Fuller (1976) and Brockwell 
and Davis (1987, Chapter 8). When 9 denotes the least-squares estimate of 9, i.e.
9 = arg mineS(9),
where S(9) =  (n — k)~l YA=k+\W(B)Xi}2, Thombs and Schucany (1990) propose
n
F{w) = { n - k ) ~ l !(—oo,to](̂ t)
i=k-\-1
as an estimator of F, where e* =  e' — {n — k)~l '̂j-> ~  and <p{w) =  1 +  X^=i 6iwl-
Consider now the problem of constructing a prediction interval, based on the sequential sample 
X , for the predictand X  = Xn+p, where the integer p > 1. A nominal one-sided a-level prediction 
interval for the predictand X  would be of the form ZQ =  (—oc,qa{X)] where qa depends on the 
sample sequence X  and a  only. Suppose Xp is the minimum mean squared error predictor of X, i.e. 
the linear combination Xp =  X^=i best approximates X in the sense that F |X  — Xp|2
is minimised (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Example 2.3.3). For an autoregressive process of order k 
and by using the Projection theorem (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Theorem 2.3.1) it can be shown 
that \ nj  = 0 whenever the integer i > k (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Example 5.3.1) and that 
in general the vector A =  (An>i, An>2, • • • ,An^)T depends on 9. Set Xp =  ^ ”=1 -W ^n+ i-i where 
A = (AU)i, Ani2, • • • , ^n,k)T denotes the vector A with 9 replaced by the estimate 9. Then Kabaila 
(1993) proposes that qa{X) =  Xp +  ca(X),  where ca (X) depends on the sample sequence X  and 
a  only.
When G(w) = P (X  < w), the probability distribution function of X, is known and contin­
uous, a theoretical one-sided a-level prediction interval for the predictand X is given by l a = 
(—00, G_1(o:)]. When G is unknown the bootstrap principle stipulates that it be replaced by an
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estimator G(w) =  P(X* <w\ X ) ,  where X * =  X *+p,
** *  =
if 1 < i < /c,
OjX*-j + e* otherwise,
and e* =  (e£+1, e£+2, . . .  , e*+p) denotes, conditional on X , n + p — k independent and identically 
distributed random variables drawn from a population with F  as probability distribution function. 
Then a nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval is given by
I 0 =  ( -o o ,G -1(a)],
where G-1(a) =  infjic : G(w) > a}.
If predictive inference is taken conditional on (Arn_^+i, X n-k+2i • • • , An) it follows that the 
conditional distribution function G(w) = P { X  < w \ ( X n-k+i , X n-k+2 , . . .  , Xn)} would be re­
placed by G(w) = P { X *  < w\ (X*_k+1,X*_k+2, . . .  ,X*) = (Xn- k+1, X n- k+2, . . .  , X n),X},  
where X* = X*+p, and as implicitly proposed by Kabaila (1993),
*: = <
X{ if n — k -I- 1 < i < n,
6iXt-s + < i f i > " .
, «+* -  x Uk -  E &  if k >  1,
and e* =  (e£+1, e£+2, • • • , e*+p) denotes, conditional on X, n + p — k independent and identically 
distributed random variables drawn from a population with F  as probability distribution function. 
When F  or F  is differentiable a Monte-Carlo estimator for G or G, respectively, is proposed by 
Kabaila (1993).
C h a p te r  4
Nonparam etric Prediction Intervals
The purpose of this chapter is to further investigate estimators of the «-th population quantile 
which are used as the upper end-point of proposed nominal one-sided «-level prediction intervals 
to achieve reduced coverage error. In particular, estimators are derived from interpolation among 
empirical distribution function quantiles. Under the assumptions considered in this chapter, em­
pirical distribution function quantiles are equivalent to order statistics. Therefore, in addition to 
the estimates obtained from one order statistic and from linear interpolation among two order 
statistics (Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2), the interpolation among three or four order statistics will 
be considered in an attempt to reduce coverage error. Two types of calibration, the jackknife and 
the smoothed bootstrap, will be proposed for constructing nominal one-sided «-level prediction 
intervals.
Recall that two methods for constructing one-sided prediction intervals have already been 
discussed (Chapter 3, Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). Given the sample X  — (X\,  X 2 , . . .  , Xn)T 
which denotes n independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population 
with F  as probability distribution function and « 6 (0,1), the first method involved the inversion 
of the Studentised statistic
g(X, X)  =
with respect to the predictand X, which is a random variable independent of the sample X  but 
drawn from the same population, where X  = n~l 5^"=1 and — n~l X^=i(Xi — X )2. The
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constructed nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval is then given by
X s ,a  ( S Q l—a]>
where qa satisfies
qa = ini{q  : P { ( X ‘ -  X * ) / ?  <  q\X} > a}.
Here X* and denote the bootstrap versions of X  and <f, respectively, calculated using the boot­
strap sample X* = (X i, X%, . . .  , X*)T which denotes, conditional on A", n independent and iden­
tically distributed random variables drawn from a population with Fn(x) = n~l Y^i=i I(-oo,x](^i) 
as probability distribution function, and the bootstrap predictand X* denotes, conditional on A, 
a random variable which is independent of X * but drawn from the same population. Furthermore, 
as elucidated in Subsection 3.1.1 of Chapter 3, under appropriate regularity conditions it can be 
shown that, for any 7 > 0,
P ( X e l Sta) = a + 0 ( n - 3/i+i).  (4 .1)
The second method considered estimates of the a-th population quantile £a =  F ~ l (a), con­
structed from the sample X  and a  only, which are used as an upper end-point for nominal one­
sided a-level prediction intervals. For example, the a-th  population quantile £Q, which satisfies 
P ( X  < £q) =  a  whenever F  is continuous, can be estimated by the a-th  bootstrap quantile £q i,q 
which satisfies
l Qi,a =  inf{£ : P(X* < < £ ! * ) >  a}.
The constructed nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval is
Xq i)Q = ( - oo,£q i)Q], 
and, since ^Qi)a can also be written as
^Ql,a F n (a) -‘̂ |’na]:ra,
it can be shown (Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2) that
P{X  E Xq i;Q) — a  + 0{n  1). (4.2)
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Note that the quantile estimation and former Studentised methods are analogous to the per­
centile and percentile-t methods, respectively, for confidence interval construction (Section 3.1). 
However, while the coverage error of a one-sided confidence interval is of order n -1 or n -1/2 when 
constructed via the percentile-t or percentile methods, respectively, the coverage error of a one­
sided prediction interval is of order n -3/4+7, for any 7 > 0, or n~l when constructed via the 
Studentised or quantile estimation methods at (4.1) and (4.2). This disparity, in conjunction with 
additional results in Subsection 3.1.2, demonstrates the ease with which coverage error can be 
reduced by considering interpolation among order statistics as estimators of the a-th population 
quantile.
An outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 initially summarises the coverage error prop­
erties of nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals constructed from quantile estimators based 
on one order statistic and the interpolation among two order statistics. Then, the coverage error 
properties of nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals constructed from quantile estimators 
based on interpolation among three and four order statistics are investigated. Section 4.2 proposes 
two types of calibration, the jackknife and the smoothed bootstrap, for a nominal one-sided a-level 
prediction interval, in an attempt to further reduce coverage error. Section 4.3 considers proofs of 
referenced technical results.
4.1 Quantile Estim ation via Interpolation among Order Statistics
Let the sample X  — (Ah, A^, . . .  , X n)T denote n independent and identically distributed random 
variables drawn from a population with F  as probability distribution function. The predictand 
X  denotes a random variable which is independent of the sample X  but drawn from the same 
population. Let X \ :n < A^n < • • • < X n:n, with Ah:n denoting the 2-th order statistic of X , and 
set a  6 (0,1).
Denote the a-th  population quantile of F  by £Q, i.e.
£a =  F - V )  =  infK : F(£) > a}.
Furthermore, assume that the a-th population quantile £Q is uniquely defined. A necessary con­
dition for £q to be uniquely defined is that F  be strictly increasing. If F  is continuous and 
strictly increasing then F~l is the standard inverse of F. When F  is continuous it follows that
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F(U)  — P{X < £Q) =  a  (Reiss, 1989, Criterion 1.2.3). Therefore, Xq)Q = (—oo,£Q] is a theoretical 
one-sided a-level prediction interval.
Given the integer 1 < q < n, suppose that 1 < n\ < ri2 < • • • < nq < n. Then the a-th 
population quantile £Q may, in general, be estimated by
<7
£q,a = ^   ̂üjXni:n, (4.3)
2 —  1
where a* = 0(1) for i = 1 ,2 ,... ,q, X^=i — 1 + o(l), and each a*, rii depends on a  and n only. 
Set Iq )Q = (—oo,^q)Q]; from the results in Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 of Chapter 3, it is plausible 
to expect that for fixed q it would be possible to specify a* and ni such that
P (X  € Xq,a) =  c* + 0 (n ~ q). (4.4)
In this section, specialisations of (4.3) are considered with q = 1,2, 3,4. Successive reduc­
tions in coverage error, from 0 (n ~ l ) to 0 (n -2 ) and 0 (n -3 ), are achieved when considering the 
quantile bootstrap estimator, followed by two and three point interpolation among order statis­
tics, respectively. However, four point interpolation among order statistics cannot engender a 
prediction interval which has 0 (n -4 ) as coverage error. Concise forms of these results are given in 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.
4 .1 .1  - O ne O rder S ta t is t ic
As previously discussed in Subsection 3.1.2 of Chapter 3, the a-th  population quantile £Q may be 
estimated by the a-th bootstrap quantile defined by
^Ql,a = P ji (°0 ~  Xm-'fi, (4-5)
where m = [na]. Note that (4.5) is a specialisation of (4.3), obtained when q = 1, n\ = m, and 
a\ = 1. The corresponding nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval is
-̂■q i,q ( (4-6)
and it can be shown (Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2) that Xq i)Q has coverage error of order n _1, i.e.
P ( X € l Qha) = a + 0 ( n - 1). (4.7)
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Additionally, assuming that the o-th population quantile £a is uniquely defined and the population 
distribution function F  is continuous, it can be shown that not only does (4.7) hold but
lim supn |P(X  £ Zq i i(*) — a | > 0.
n—too
Thus, the remainder 0 (n -1), given at (4.7), is the least possible.
Suppose that the o-th population quantile is estimated by the m-th order statistic of the 
sample X  for some as yet unspecified m. In this case it can be shown that the coverage error of 
Xq i)Q = (—oo,Xm:n] is of order n -1 , i.e. P (X  £ ZQi,a ) =  cr+0(n-1 ), whenever m  =  (n + l)a + 0 ( l) . 
Verification of this result is similar to the proof of (4.7) (see Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2).
If m = \na\ this method has the desirable property that Zq i)Q can be constructed whenever 
the sample size n > 1, for any a £ (0,1).
4 .1 .2  In terp olation  am ong Tw o Order S ta tistics
Consider the specialisation of (4.3) obtained when q = 2, n\ = m, 122 = m  +  1, oq = a, and a2 =  b. 
Denote this preliminary estimator of the a-th population quantile £a by
£ 2 ,a  — a ^ m : n  T  b X m^.\:n
and set
(4.8)
Z2 , Q  = ( —00, 2̂,a]-
Following the prescription at (4.4), it is possible to specify m, a, and b such that the coverage error 
of X2,a is of order n ~2 .
From Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.3 of this chapter, it can be shown that
P (X  6 l %a) =  + 0 ( n - 2) 
n +  1
whenever a + b = 1. Sufficient regularity conditions are that the population distribution function F  
has two bounded derivatives in a neighbourhood of the o;-th population quantile £Q, and F'(£a ) > 0. 
Therefore, the condition required for Z2 ,a to enjoy coverage error of order n~2 is for
(m + b)/(n +  1) =  a,
or equivalently,
a = m + 1 — (n + l)a  and b = (n + l)<a — m
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whenever a + b = 1. Since the preliminary estimator of the a-th population quantile at (4.8) 
involves two sequential order statistics, and 0 < a, b < 1, it follows that
m  =  [(n + l)a j and 1 < m  < n — 1. (4.9)
Define the estimator of the a-th population quantile by
£q2,a = {m  + 1 -  {n + l)a}Xm:n + {(n + l)a  -  m } X m+i:n (4.10)
and set the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval
^Q2,a = ( - 0 0 , | q 2jQ], (4-11)
where m  satisfies (4.9). From the former discussion, it follows that
P ( X € l q2,a) = a + 0 ( n - 2).
Therefore, the coverage error of Tq2,q is given by 0 (n -2 ).
Note that for fixed a £ (0,1) the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval I q2 d e f in e d  
by (4.11), is available whenever m  satisfies (4.9). For example, if a = 0.9, 0.95 it is required that 
n > 10, 20, respectively, for Xq2,q to exist. When, for fixed a , m  does not satisfy (4.9), recourse 
can be had to the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Tq i)Q defined by (4.6), since it is 
defined for all n > 1 and a  6 (0,1).
The function q u an tile , defined in the statistical software package S-PLUS1, estimates the a-th 
population quantile £Q using £q2,q, given by (4.10), whenever l < m < n  — lo r  using ^Qi,a , given 
by (4.5), otherwise.
4.1 .3  In terp olation  am ong Three Order S ta tistics
Consider the specialisation of (4.3) obtained when q = 3, n\ = m — 1, ri2 = m, 713 =  m +  1, a\ =■ a, 
<22 =  6, and <23 =  c. Denote this preliminary estimator of the a-th  population quantile £Q by
£3,a — aX m—i:n + bXm:n T cXm +l;n, (4-12)
and set
( -O O , £3,a]-
1 S-PLUS is a trademark of StatSci.
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Following the prescription at (4.4), it is possible to specify m, a, 6, and c such that the coverage 
error of I3 jQ is of order n~3.
From Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.3 of this chapter, it can be shown that
P ( X  G T3 a) = — a + 4^ {(a -  c)2 + a2 +  c2 -  2(a + c)} + 0 (n -3)
whenever a + b + c =  1, where A G E. Sufficient regularity conditions are that the population 
distribution function F  has three bounded derivatives in a neighbourhood of the a-th population 
quantile £Q and that F'(£a) > 0. Therefore the conditions required of to obtain a coverage 
error of order n~3, are:
and
m-\- c — a 
n +  1
=  a (4.13)
(a — c)2 + a2 + c2 — 2 (a +  c) =  0. (4.14)
Using (4.13) and (4.14) to solve for a, 6, c it follows that
a = 4 { 2 - C ± ( 4 - 3 C 2)1/2}, b = - { l  ±  (4 -  3C2)1/2}, c =  \ {2  + C ±  (4 -  3C2)1/2} (4.15)
whenever a + b + c = 1, where C = (n + l)a  — m  and the + or — sign is to be used throughout in 
the definitions of a, 6, c. However, since a, ö, c G E, it follows that 4 — 3C2 > 0, or equivalently,
\m — (n + 1)q | < (4.16)
It is not possible for the triplet (a, 6 , c) to satisfy the conditions a + b + c = 1 and 0 < a, 6 , 
c < 1 through selection of the quadruplet (m, a, 6, c) except when m =  ( n + l ) a ,  in which case set 
a = 0, b = 1, c = 0. To see why, note that 0 < 6 < 1 when the — sign is selected throughout 
in (4.15) whenever —l > C ' > 0 o r 0 < C < l  only. However, 0 < a < 1 whenever — 1 > C > 0 
and 0 < c < 1 whenever 0 < C < 1 . When \C\ < 1 it is possible to show that b G [0,1] while a, 
c 6 [ 1 - 2 / A  1],
When m  and a, 6 , c satisfy (4.16) and (4.15), respectively, denote an estimator of the cr-th 
population quantile £Q by
£ q 3,q — ßW m —l;n 4“ 6Am:n + (4.17)
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and set the nominal one-sided «-level prediction interval
(4.18)
Then, from the former discussion, it follows that
P ( X e i Q3,a) = a  + 0 ( n - 3).
Therefore, the coverage error of XQ3,a is given by 0( n  3).
Note that for each m  satisfying (4.16) there are two possible choices for the triple (a, 6, c) which 
correspond to selecting the + or the — sign, respectively, throughout in (4.15). Additionally, as long 
as 2/(n + 1) < « < (n — 2)/(n + 1), there are three values of m  which satisfy (4.16). Therefore, 
implicit in (4.17) is a certain amount of ambiguity; the statistician’s dilemma is to select one 
quadruplet (m, a, 6, c), which is consistent with (4.15) and (4.16), out of, at most, the six possible.
Only partial answers to this dilemma are available. If it is supposed that the sampling distribu­
tion is supported on the positive half-line then it is desired to select an m  which satisfies (4.16) and 
coefficients a, 6, c, which are given by (4.15) with the -f or the — sign being selected throughout, 
such that, with probability one,
Let C = (n +  1)« — m. Then, for each 2/(n +  1) < a < (n — 2)/(n + 1), there exists a unique value 
of m  such that
a = \ {2  — C — (4 — 3C2)1/2}, b = - {  1 -  (4 -  ZC2)1!2}, c = \ {2  +  C -  (4 -  3C2)1/2}, (4.21)
i.e. select the — sign throughout in (4.15). Then, for this quadruplet (m,a, 6, c) and after rear­
ranging, observe that
£ q 3 ,c* >  0 . (4.19)
0 < C < 1. (4.20)
For this value of m  select
(4.22)
Note that —a and c are both nonnegative when 0 < C < 1, and (4.22) is a nonnegative linear 
combination of nonnegative quantities. Only for this specific choice of m, —a, and c does (4.22) 
satisfy (4.19).
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Suppose, alternatively, that the sampling distribution has support on the negative half-line. 
Then it is desired to select an m  which satisfies (4.16), and coefficients a, 6, c, which are given by 
(4.15) with the T or the — sign being selected throughout, such that, with probability one,
Then for each 2/(n + 1) < a < (n — 2)/(n +  1) there exists a unique value of m  such that
-1  < C < 0.
For this value of m, select (a, 6, c) as at (4.21). Then, for this quadruplet (m, a, 6, c) and after 
rearranging, observe that
Note that a and — c are both nonnegative when — 1 < C < 0 and (4.24) is a nonpositive linear 
combination of nonpositive quantities. Only for this specific choice of m, a, and —c does (4.24) 
satisfy (4.23).
When there is no underlying constraint on the sample, such as nonnegativity or nonpositivity, 
the statistician may consider selecting the quadruplet (m,a,6, c), such selection being consistent 
with (4.15) and (4.16), for the estimator (4.17) such that the nominal one-sided a-level prediction 
interval Xq3 jQ has smallest or largest upper end-point. Or one may consider a transformation of 
the sample which is supported on the positive half-line or negative half-line and use the estimator 
given by (4.22) or (4.24), respectively. Alternatively, assuming that the u-th population quantile 
estimator is consistent with the underlying support of the population, for given sample size n 
a specific quadruplet (m, a, 6, c), such selection being consistent with (4.15) and (4.16), may be 
selected on the grounds of a favourable simulation study.
Note that for fixed a  6 (0,1) the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Xq3 )Q, defined 
by (4.18), is available whenever m  satisfies (4.16) and
£ q 3 , q  <  0 . (4.23)
(4.24)
2 < m < n — 1. (4.25)
The constraint at (4.25) is essential since the preliminary estimator of the a-th population quantile 
at (4.12) involves three sequential order statistics. For example, if a = 0.9, 0.95 it is required that 
n > 8, 16, respectively, for Xq3 )Q to exist. When a, 6, c are given by (4.21), 0 < C < 1, and
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a = 0.9, 0.95 the prediction interval Xq3;Q exists and has a nonnegative end-point when the sample 
size n > 10, 20, respectively. When, for fixed a  and triplet (a, 6, c), m  can not be selected to satisfy 
(4.16) and (4.25), recourse can be had to the nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals Xq i)Q 
or Xq2)Q given by (4.6) or (4.11), respectively.
4.1 .4  In terp olation  am ong Four Order S ta tistics
Consider the specialisation of (4.3) obtained when q =  4, n\ — m, ri2 =  m  +  1, 713 =  m  +  2, 
n4 = m  4- 3, a\ =  a, 02 = 6, 03 = c, and 04 =  d. Denote this preliminary estimator of the a-th 
population quantile £a by
Following the prescription at (4.4) it is attempted to specify m, a, 6, c, and d such that the coverage
£4,a — CL^-m.n 4" ^ m + l : n  4“ C-Ym+2:n 4” dXm-|-3:n, (4.26)
and set
error of 24)Q is of order n 4.
From Theorem 4.2 in Section 4.3 of this chapter, it can be shown that
P (X  € Z4>q) =
m  4- b + 2c -f 3d
n -1-1
4- {2(&2 -  6) + 6(c2 -  c) +  12(d2 -  d) + 66c + 8bd + 16cd}
4- ^ 72(n){6(6 -  62) +  24(c -  c2) +  120(d -  d2) -  20be -  30bd -  70cd} 
+ 73(n){6(63 -  b) +  24(c3 -  c) + 120(d3 -  d) + 2Ab2c + 3062d
-I- 36c2b + 90c2d -f 120cd2 +  60bd2 -I- 90bed) + 0{n  4)
whenever a + b + c + d =  1 + o(l), where 7i(n) =  0 (n -2 ), 72(n) =  0 (n -3), and 73(n) =  0 (n -3 ). 
Sufficient regularity conditions are that the population distribution function F  has four bounded 
derivatives in a neighbourhood of the a-th population quantile £Q and that F'(£a) > 0. Therefore
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the conditions required of Z ^ a, to obtain a coverage error of order n 4, are:
6 + 2c +  3d =  C, (4.27)
2(62 -  b) +  6(c2 -  c) +  12(d2 -  d) + 66c +  86d + 16cd =  0, (4.28)
6(6 -  62) +  24(c -  c2) +  120(d -  d2) -  206c -  306d -  70cd =  0, (4.29)
6(63 -  6) +  24(c3 -  c) +  120(d3 -  d) +  2462c +  3062d +  36c26
+90c2d +  120cd2 +  606d2 +  906cd =  0, (4.30)
where C = (n +  l ) a  — m.
It is stated in Theorem 4.2 that for any fixed a  € (0,1) there exists no simultaneous solution 
to (4.27), (4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) for the quintuplet (m, a, 6, c, d). Hence, X^a can never have 
coverage error of order n -4 . This result essentially follows from the fact that m  is an integer.
As long as the quintuplet (m, a, 6, c, d) is selected such that (4.27) and (4.28) are satisfied, the 
nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval X^a will have coverage error of order n~3. This is 
most likely accomplished via an additional constraint on the quadruplet (a, 6, c, d).
To illustrate this point by an example, suppose that an estimator of the a -th  population quantile 
£q is given by (4.26) and that
c - d  = 0. (4.31)
Let £q4C,q =  m:n T bXm+\:n +  c \ m+2:n T cX m-|-3 :n and Set Tq4C,q =  ( C*b£Q4C,aL where 771 
satisfies
C  £ [ft ~  i f  V^, f§ +  yf Vö], (4.32)
and
a = jL(26 - 5 C ±  3 \ / - 1 9 C2 + 52C  +  16), 
b =  ^ ( 2 0  +  C '± 5 \/~ 1 9 C 2 +  52C +  16), 
c = d =  ^  (4 +  3C ±  \ / -  19C2 +  52C +  16),
where the +  or — sign to be used throughout in the definitions of the triplet (a, 6, c). From the 
former discussion and Theorem 4.2, it follows that £q4C,q satisfies (4.31) and that
P ( X  e  Tq4c,q) =  a  +  0 (n  3).
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Therefore, the coverage error of Zq4 c)Q is given by 0 (n -3 ).
Note that for fixed a  G (0,1) the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Zq4 c,q is available 
whenever m  satisfies (4.32) and
1 < m < n — 3. (4.33)
The constraint at (4.33) is essential since the preliminary estimator of the <a-th population quantile 
at (4.26) involves four sequential order statistics. For example, if cr =  0.9, 0.95 it is required that 
n > 9, 19, respectively, for Xq4 c)Q to exist. When, for fixed a and triplet (a, 6, c), m  cannot be 
selected to satisfy (4.32) and (4.33), recourse can be had to the nominal one-sided a-level prediction 
intervals Xq i)Q, Xq2)Q or Xq3 )C* given by (4.6), (4.11) or (4.18), respectively.
4.2 Prediction Interval Calibration
Let Xa = (—oo, £a] denote a generic nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval constructed using 
the sample X  and a  only, where denotes an estimator of the a-th  population quantile. Then, 
in principle it is possible to select a tuning multiplicative, m, a tuning additive, a, and a tuning 
level, ß, such that
P ( X  G ( —oo,m |Q]) =  a,
P ( X  G ( - oo,£ q + a]) = a,
P{X  G (-o o ,^ ])  = a.
The nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Xa is multiplicative, additive or level cal­
ibrated whenever the population tuners m, a, and ß are replaced by estimates m, a, and /3, 
respectively, producing multiplicative, additive or level calibrated prediction intervals given by 
Xmc,q = (-oo,m £a], XAC,a = (-oo,<fQ + a] or XLC,a =  ( -o o ,^ ] , respectively. The purpose of 
multiplicative, additive or level calibration is to produce a coverage error,
P ( X  G Xmc.q) -  a, P (X  G Xac,q) -  ot or P ( X  G Xlc,q) -  a,
respectively, which is of smaller order than P ( X  G Xa) — a, else the respective calibration is 
ineffective.
When considering a true population attribute the iterated bootstrap is used for additive or level 
calibration of bootstrap confidence intervals and is successful at reducing coverage error and also
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improving level error accuracy in bootstrap hypothesis testing (Hall, 1992; Efron and Tibshirani, 
1993; Shao and Tu, 1995; Davison and Hinkley, 1997). Because of this, Hall (1992) states, “it would 
be hard ” to exclude the use of bootstrap calibration when pursuing “utilitarian techniques”.
This section considers two types of estimation procedures used for calibration. The first proce­
dure, delineated in Subsection 4.2.1, considers the level calibration of a nominal af-level prediction 
interval where the estimator of the level tuner is obtained using the jackknife. The investiga­
tion of the former procedure is motivated by its beneficial computational advantage. The second 
procedure, delineated in Subsection 4.2.2, considers the additive calibration of a nominal a-level 
prediction interval where the estimate of the additive tuner is obtained using the smoothed boot­
strap. A sample constructed using the smoothed bootstrap has no data ties; this property is not 
shared by the regular bootstrap. Reference material for the jackknife and the smoothed bootstrap 
can be found in, for example, Efron (1979, 1981, 1982), Efron and Gong (1983), Silverman (1986), 
Silverman and Young (1987), Hall, DiCiccio, and Romano (1989), Wang (1989), Lee and Young 
(1994), and Shao and Tu (1995). The smoothed bootstrap is an invaluable tool when testing for 
multi-modality in probability density estimators (Silverman, 1981; Silverman, 1983).
4.2.1 Failed Jackknife C alibration
The jackknife, introduced by Quenouille (1949), constructs n subsamples by sequentially deleting 
each datum from the sample X  =  (Ah, Ah,.. .  , X n)T . These subsamples are then used to construct 
an estimator of some population quantity. In this case, the population quantity is the level tuner 
for the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval Xq2,q =  (—00, £q2jQ], where £q2,q is given by 
(4.10), i.e. the level tuner ß which satisfies
P (X  G I Q2>/j) =  a. (4.34)
Set ß G (0,1) and let pn(ß) = P{X  G PQ2 ,ß), where the sample size n is explicitly referenced, 
and define the subsamples X{ =  (Ah,... , Ah_i, Ah+i,. . .  , X n)T for i = 1 ,2 ,... , n, of size n — 1, 
which are obtained from the sample X  by sequentially deleting the datum Ah. Denote by Xq2,iß 
the version of Xq2ß computed using the subsample X{ of size n — 1 instead of the sample X  of 
size n.
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The preliminary jackknife estimator of pn(ß) is then given by
^ ) = ^ E W * )- (4-35>
i— 1
Additionally, since the upper end-point of the nominal one-sided /3-level prediction interval I q2 ,*,/? 
is calculated using the subsample of size n — 1, which is independent of X;, it follows that
E {P(P)} =  Pn-l{ß)-
To remove the jumps present in the estimator given by (4.35), a linear interpolated form is 
introduced. Let X \:n < X2-.n < • • • < Xn;n, with Xi:n denoting the z-th order statistic of the sample 
A, and let
Ji(x)
if x ^  X{-\-i :n, 
if £ < A"i:w,
 ̂ X i l i : n - X i;n lf  X i - n  <  X <  * » + l:
(4.36)
Since X n:n > £q2 ,n,ß f°r anY ß £ (0,1), the former notation may be consistently extended by taking 




The estimator of the level tuner ß at (4.34), obtained using the linearly interpolated jackknife, 
is then given by the solution ß of the equation
PAß) = a-
The nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval
^LC,Q2,q =  (—oo , i Q2ß  (4.37)
then represents the level-calibrated version of I q2 ,a , derived using the linearly interpolated jack­
knife. However, this level-calibrated prediction interval fails to reduce coverage error. For the 
uncalibrated prediction interval it was shown that
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(Subsection 4.1.2), while for the level-calibrated prediction interval it can be shown that
P(X  < Xl c ,Q2,q ) = ot +  0{n  1). (4.38)
Therefore, level calibration using the linearly interpolated jackknife increases coverage error from 
0 (n ~ 2) to 0 (n -1). Sufficient regularity conditions for (4.38) to hold are that F' exists, is Holder 
continuous, and nonvanishing in a neighbourhood of £Q, the cr-th population quantile. More 
precisely, it can be shown that
Hence, the remainder given by (4.38) is the least possible. Results (4.38) and (4.39) are obtained 
from Theorem 4.3 of Section 4.3.
4 .2 .2  S m ooth ed  B ootstrap  C alibration
Let the sample X  =  (X l, X 2 , . . .  , X n)T denote n independent and identically distributed random 
variables from a population with F  as probability distribution function. In Chapter 3 it has 
been seen that various estimators of population quantities were constructed using the bootstrap 
sample X* = (X{,  X%, • • • , X*)  ' which, conditional on the sample X,  denotes n independent and 
identically distributed random variables from a population with Fn{x) = n -1 ] r ”=1 I(-oo,x](^*) 
as probability distribution function. A perceived disadvantage that may vitiate performance of 
the estimator of the population quantity, and in turn the derived prediction interval, is that the 
bootstrap sample X* may contain repeated data, or equivalently, data ties. By constructing a 
sample from a population which has a continuous probability distribution function, data ties are 
avoided. The smoothed bootstrap sample X t =  - ■ , Xn)T denotes, conditional on the
sample X, n independent and identically distributed random variables from a population with 
kernel distribution estimator F  as continuous probability distribution function. Therefore, with 
probability one, X t does not have data ties. For a critical comparison between the smoothed 
bootstrap and the bootstrap, or equivalently, the kernel distribution estimator F  and the empirical 
distribution function Fn, see Silverman and Young (1987), Falk (1983), and Reiss (1981).
Additive calibration of the nominal one-sided c*-level prediction intervals Xq2 )Q =  (—oo,^Q2 ,a] 
and Zq3)Q = ( - o o , |Q3>a], where ^Q2,a and £q3)Q are given by (4.10) and (4.17) respectively, is
lim supn|P(A ’ <E XhC,Q2,a)  ~ oc\ > 0. (4.39)
n —> 00
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based on replacing additive tuners a 2 and 03, which satisfy
P( X £ Xac,Q2,ö) =  a  and P ( X £ Xac,Q3,q) =  a,
with Xac,Q2,q =  ( - o o , |Q2,a + a2\ and lAC,Q3,a =  ( - oo,£q3)Q + a3], by estimators a2 and d3, 
respectively. The procedure for generating estimates a2 and 03 using the smoothed bootstrap is as 
follows.
Suppose the population probability distribution function F  has a probability density function 
denoted by / .  Let /  denote the kernel density estimator for /  defined by
f{x) = (nh)~l Y  K  /? A^ , (4-40)
where the kernel K  is a probability density function and the bandwidth h -» 0 as n —> 00. This 
density estimator was considered in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3 to construct an estimator for the Qf-th 
population quantile.
The kernel distribution estimator F  for F  then satisfies
F(x) = f ( y )  dy
\ ± K( y - x'
lh ^
-0° n h  t=l
1 y ' [x I
n h ' - ° ° h
h
y - X i




x  — t 
h
K(z) dz dFn(t).
' —00 ^ —00
The smoothed bootstrap sample . . .  , Xn)T denotes, conditional on the sample
X,  n independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with F  as 
probability distribution function. The smoothed bootstrap predictand X t denotes, conditional on 
the sample X,  a random variable which is independent of X t but drawn from the same population. 
The smoothed bootstrap estimators of
^2(^2) =  P ( X  £ Xac,Q2,q) and £>3(^3) =  £ Tac,Q3,q)
are given by
P2(o 2) =  P ( X t € Z lCjQ2J * )  and p3(a3) =  P (X f e  4 CiQ3jQ | * ) ,
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respectively, where £q2 q and £q3 q denote versions of £q2)Q and £q3jQ, respectively, calculated using 
the smoothed bootstrap sample X^ instead of the sample X , and X^c q2 a = (—oc,£ q2 q +  <22] and 
l | c  Q3 ü =  (—oo,£ q3 q + CL3] • Estimators of the additive tuners 02 and <23 obtained using the 
smoothed bootstrap are then given by the solutions <22 and 03 of the equations
P2{a2) = a  and p3(a3) =  a,
respectively.
The nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals
^AC,Q2,a =  ( - ° 0 , £ q 2 ,a +  a2] a n d  I a C,Q3 ,q =  ( - 0 0 ,^ Q 3 jQ +  <23] (4 .4 1 )
then represent the additive-calibrated versions of Xq2)Q and Xq3;Q, respectively, derived using the 
smoothed bootstrap. For the latter uncalibrated prediction intervals it was shown in Section 4.1 
that
P(X  6 XQ2>a) = öl + 0(n  2),
P(X € l q3,a) = a  + 0 ( n - i ),
while for the former calibrated prediction intervals it can be shown that
P ( X  € 1 ac,Q2,o) =  a  +  0 ( n - 2- 2/3) if ft ~  cn"1/3, 
P(Xg 1Ac,Q3,a) = O + 0 ( n - 3- 2/5) if ft ~  cn“ 1/5,
(4.42)
where c > 0  is any positive constant. Sufficient regularity conditions are that F  has five bounded 
derivatives in a neighbourhood of the a-th population quantile £a , that /(£ Q) > 0 , that the 
kernel K  is a symmetric and compactly supported probability density function with three bounded 
derivatives, and E(\X\l) < oo for some / sufficiently large.
Result (4.42) is given by Theorem 4.4 of Section 4.3 and essentially relies on Taylor expansion 
and the Borel-Cantelli lemma conjoined with three inequalities, viz. Hoeffding’s, Markov’s, and 
Rosenthal’s inequalities (see Section 4.3 for references).
The practical selection of the bandwidth h for a kernel density estimator is a point of contention. 
Various bandwidth selection techniques are given in Silverman (1986, Section 3.4). When the 
smoothed bootstrap is used for additive calibration of the nominal one-sided cx-level prediction 
intervals Xq2)Q and Xq3)Q the bandwidth h may be trivially given by a constant multiple of n - 1 / 3
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and n -1/5, respectively. Alternatively, given a plausible parametric model for the population 
distribution function, e.g. a Normal population with estimated mean and variance, choose the 
bandwidth h such that it minimises absolute coverage error, and use this h as the bandwidth in 
the nonparametric procedure. A precedent for selecting bandwidth in an analogous way is given 
by Young (1988, Section 3).
To elucidate this further, let f (x \9)  denote the probability density function of a paramet­
ric population with estimated parameter vector 9 = 0(A) and let the parametric sample X ' = 
(X; ,X^, . . .  ,X'n)T denote, conditional on A, n independent and identically distributed random 
variables drawn from a population which has f ( x \9 )  as probability density function. Denote by 
•̂ AC Q2 q and ^a c Q3q the versions of PAC,Q2,a and ^Ac,Q3,a5 respectively, constructed using the 
parametric sample X'  instead of the sample X.  The bandwidths hp,Q2 ,a and /ip,Q3)Q used to 
construct the additive-calibrated prediction intervals I ac,Q2, a  and X \ c , Q 3 , a ^  respectively, via the 
smoothed bootstrap can then be given by
/>P,Q2,a =  axgvainh\P(X'  G I a c ,Q2,q I x ) ~
^P,Q3,a =  argminh|P (A ' G I ac,Q3,q I x ) ~
where X'  denotes, conditional on A, a random variable which is independent of X'  but drawn from 
the same population which has f ( x \9 )  as probability density function.
An alternative bandwidth procedure which obviates specification of a parametric model is as 
follows. Calculate bandwidths /iN,Q2,a and /iN,Q3,a which denote versions of hp;Q2,Q and hp5Q3,a5 
respectively, where the parametric sample X'  is drawn from a standard normal population, i.e. 
f (x]9)  =  (27t) - 1 / 2 exp(—x 2/2 ) .  Then the scaled quantities hs,Q2,a =  0pN,Q2,a and hs,Q3,a =  
<5Pn ,Q3,q are appropriate when constructing prediction intervals Pac,Q2,q and Pac,Q3,cn respectively, 
where a2 = n -1 ~ X ) 2 and X  = n~l 5^"_i X{.
4.3 T heoretical P ro p e rtie s
4.3 .1  S ta tem en t and P ro o f o f T heorem  4.1
Theorem 4.1 Let the sample X  =  (Ai ,A 2 , . . .  ,A n)T denote n independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables which are drawn from a population with F as probability distribution 
function and f  = F1 as probability density function. Assume that the a-th population quantile
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£q =  F ~ l (a) — inf{£ : F(£) > o} is uniquely defined, that F has three bounded derivatives in a 
neighbourhood of £a, and that /(£ a) > 0. Given any a  G (0,1), select 2 < m  < n — 1 (if possible) 
such that
\{n 4- l)a  — m\ < (4.43)
and put a = ^(2 — C±D) ,  b = — (1 ±D),  c = ^(2 + C±D) ,  where C — (n+l )a  — m, D =  4 — 3C2,
and the +  or i/ze — sign are taken throughout in the definition of the triplet (a, b, c). Set
(,Q3,a — Q,Am_].;n 4“ bXm:n 4“ cA"m_|-i;n
and Xq3 ,q = ( - oo,£ q3jQ]. Then
P (X  G T q3,ol) =  ö +  0 (n  3),
where the predictand X  denotes a random variable which is independent of the sample X  but drawn 
from the same population.
Proof. Let X \:n < X 2:n < • • • < X n:n, with Xi-n denoting the z-th order statistic of the sample 
X. Denote by Af the neighbourhood of the a-th population quantile £Q in which the population 
distribution function F  has three bounded derivatives, and select e > 0 sufficiently small such that
{4 : \t ~ ic\ <( }CM.
Using a technique credited to Smirnov (1952) which employs properties of the empirical distri­
bution function Fn(x) = n~l I(-oo,®](^i) (Serfling, 1980; Reiss, 1989), observe that
P(\Xm:n — £a | > e) = P (X m:n > £a 4- e) +  P (X m:n < — e). (4.44)
Consider the first term on the right hand side of (4.44). Then,
P{Xm-.n > ia +  e) =  P{F~l (m/n ) > £Q +  e]
= P{ m/ n  > Fn(£a +  e)}
n
= > n -  I(4a+e,oo)(^i)}
i—1 
n
= p { 1(Ca+6,cx>)(*0 > n( 1 -  m/ n)J
i—1 
n
=  p [ y K - £ ( V , ) } > n { F K a +  £) - m / n } ] ,
i—1
(4.45)
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where V* = I(U+e,oo)(**)•
Since m  satisfies (4.43) it follows that
— = o + 0 (n ~ l ). (4.46)
n
Therefore, for n sufficiently large, a Taylor expansion argument can be used to show that F(£Q + 
e) — m /n  > 0. This allows the application of Hoeffding’s inequality (Hoeffding, 1963; Serfling, 
1980; Pollard, 1984) to (4.45). Hence, for n sufficiently large,
P (X m:n> ia  + e ) < e - 2ntl  (4.47)
where t\ = F(£Q + e) — m/n.
Consider the second term on the right hand side of (4.44). Analogous to (4.45), 
P{Xm:n < £q — e) < P (X m:n < £Q — e)
n
= p [ Y .W  -  EW)) nim/n -  F(ic -  €)}] , (4.48)
where V- = I(oo,^a-e](^ )- Since m  satisfies (4.46) it follows that m /n  — F(£a — e) > 0 which allows 
application of Hoeffding’s inequality to (4.48). Hence, for n sufficiently large,
P (X m -.n  <  -  <0 <  e - 2ntl (4.49)
where = m /n  — F(^a — e).
Substituting bounds (4.47) and (4.49) into (4.44),
P(\Xm:n -  > e) < =  0 (e “ '”1), (4.50)
where t = min{fi,f2 } and p =  2t2 > 0. From L’Hopital’s rule, replace (4.50) by
P(|X m:n -  U  > £) =  0 ( n - A) (4.51)
for any A > 0. This result is a consequence of, for n sufficiently large,
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for any A > 0, since log(n)/n —> 0 as n —> oo.
How (4.51) follows from (4.52) can be elucidated as follows. By Taylor expansion and (4.46),
pnn > A lo g (n ), (4.53)
where pn =  2 and tn =  m in{F(fa +  en) — m /n , m /n  — F(£a — en)}, for n sufficiently large. 
Hence, from (4.53) and by employing a version of (4.50) in which e and p are replaced by en and 
pn respectively, observe that
P(\Xm:n -  £a| > e„) =  0 (n ~ x) (4.54)
for any A > 0. Therefore, (4.51) follows from (4.52) and (4.54).
Similarly it can be shown that
P(\Xm-l:n ~ fa| > c) =  0(n ~ X) (4.55)
and
P(\Xm+l:n ~ fa| > e) =  0{n ~ x) (4.56)
for any A > 0.
Using the Borel-Cantelli lemma (Chung, 1974, Section 4.2) in conjunction with (4.54) it can 
be deduced that
Xm:n -  fa  =  0{  (log n /n )1/2 }
with probability one.
Employing versions of (4.54), (4.55), and (4.56), and since assumed requisite conditions on the 
triplet (a, 6, c) are that a +  6 +  c =  1, a — 0(1), b =  0 (1), and c =  0(1), it can be shown that
■^(lfQ3,a fa | ^  e) 5: P { \ a{Xm— l:n — fa)| T \b{Xm:n — fa)| 4“ |c(Am-)_i:n — f Q)| >  e}
< F { |a (X m_1;n -  U \  >  e/3} +  P{\b(Xm:n -  £„)| >  e/3}
+ P { \c (X m+i:n — £a )| >  e/3}
< P { |(X m_ 1;n -  £a )| > e/(3C)} +  P { |(X m;n -  £a )| >  e/(3C)}
+  P { |(X ro+1:n - J a )| > e/(3C)}
=  0(n ~ x) (4.57)
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for any A > 0, where C is a sufficiently large real constant.
Let An — A\,n Ll *4/2,n L As n̂ Ll *A\,/x5 where A\ n̂ — l:n £ A/"}, A2tn — {Xm:n ^ A/"}i
As n̂ — {X m+i:n £ A/”}, and A4,n =  {^Q3,q £ A/-}. Using Boole’s inequality in conjunction with 
(4.54), (4.55), (4.56), and (4.57) it follows that
n
P(Acn) = P ( u U A l n) < £  p (A >) = 0 (n “ ')  (4.58)
i—1
for any A > 0.
Let U =  (C/i, U2, . . .  , Un)T denote n independent and identically distributed random variables 
from a population with F\j(x) =  a:I(0,i](^) + I(i,oo)(a;) as probability distribution function, and 
let U\-n < Û -.n < • • • < Un:n, with Ui:n denoting the z-th order statistic of U. A consequence of 
(4.58) is that, without loss of generality, the population probability distribution function, F, can 
be assumed to be continuous with three bounded derivatives on the whole real line. Therefore it 
follows (Reiss, 1989, Theorem 1.2.5) that
(Ul:„,2n.. . .  ,Un-.n) =
and
{F - l (UiM) , F - 1(U2:n), . . .  , F - l (Un:n)) = (Xhn, X 2:n, . . .  ,X n:n),
where =  denotes equality of random variables in distribution.
In the remainder of this section, replace = by = as a tacit assumption where appropriate. Then, 
since X m+\.n = F~l (Um+i :n), it follows from the Inverse Function Theorem and Taylor expansion
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that
X m + l:n  — F  {Um:n "F Um-\-l:n Um:n)
= F-^Um:„) + (Um+ l;n -  Um:n)}(F ~l {Um:n)) - '
-  \ ( Um+ l:„  -  Um:nf f m (F-'(Um:n) ) f ( F - 1(Um:n)) -3
+ \(U m+h„ -  C/m:„)3[3{/(1) ( F -1(Ü))}2/ ( f 1(f/))"5 -  / ^ ( F - ' m f i F - H C/))-4]
— Xm:n T  ( Um+l:n Um:n)f {Xm:n)
-  -  Um:n)2f ^ ( X m..n) f ( X m:n) - 3
+ i(£/m+l:n — t/m:n)3[3{/(1>(X)}2/ ( X ) - 5 -  /<2> (X )/(X )-4]
— Xm :n  “I“ (U m+l:n  Um:n) f  (Xm:n) - 1
-  ^(C/m+l:n -  Um:nf  (Xm:n) f  (X m:n)~3 + Op(n~3), (4.59)
where f ^ ( x )  for j  = 1,2 denotes the j -th derivative of /(a;), Ü is on the line segment between 
Um:n and f/m+i:n, and X is on the line segment between X m:n and X m+i:n.
Note that a requisite condition for application of the Inverse Function Theorem is that /(£ Q) /  
0, which in this case is satisfied by assumption. The Op(n~3) term at (4.59) is derived from the 
fact that
Um+l:n Um:n — Opifl ), (4.60)
with the other relevant factor being bounded on A n. Verification of (4.60) follows from E(Ur:n) = 
r /(n  +  1); hence E(Um+ i;n — C/m:n) =  l /(n  + 1) < 1/n =  0 (n -1). Therefore, for every e > 0 let 
B e = 1/e. Observe from Markov’s inequality that
P(n\Um-\-l\n Um:n\ ^  -®c) 5: TlE{ | Um-\-\:n Urn:n\)/Be < e.
The result follows.
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Similarly, since X m- \ :n =  F(C/m_ i;n), it follows that
X m —l:n  =  F  (JJm:n d ~  Um— \ :n —  £ d m ; n )
=  Xm:n d~ {Um+lin Fm:n) f  (Am:n)
-  \ (U m+l:n ~ Um:n)2f m (Xm.n) f ( X m:n) - 3 
+ \(Um+u n - U m:n)3 [Hf ( 1Hx ) } 2 f ( X ) - 5 - f ( 2\ X ) f ( X ) - 4\
-1— Xm:n d- (t^m+l:n Fm:n) f  {Xm:n)
-  \(Um+l:n-  Um:n)2 (Xm:n) f  (X  +  (4.61)
where X  is on the line segment between X m- \ :n and X m:n.
Since a +  b +  c =  1, and by Taylor expansion,
F{^Q3,a) =  F{Xm:n d- (l{Xm—l:n Xm:n) d~ c(Xm+i:n X m;n)}
= £ m:n) d- |o (X m_ i:n Am;n) + c(Xm+i:n Xm;n) } /(X m;n)
d" l:n -^m:n) d- c(^m+l:n
+  i{ a (X m. 1:n -  X m:n) +  c(Xm+1;n -  X m:n) } 3fW (X) ,  (4.62)
where X is on the line segment between Xm-n and ^Q3,a - Substituting (4.59) and (4.61) into (4.62), 
observe that
F{£,Q3,q) Um:n -t- a{Um- \ :n Um:n) +  b m;n)
I r 2
d“ 2 { a (Urn— l :n  ~  ^ m :n )  d~ c (b^m +l:n  fdm :n ) |
-  a (t/m_ i:n -  Urrv.nf ~  c(Um+i:n ~ Um:n)2 j / (1) (Xm:n) /(X m;n)-2 +  #n , (4.63)
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where
Rn =  ^(Um- 1:„ -  Gm;n)3G<3> (ll) /(* m :n )D
+ 7:(Um+ l.n — Umm)'iG ^ {X 2 ) f {X rn:n)
-  y(Gm-l:„ -  Umm) \ U m+hn -  Umm) G ^ ( X i ) G ^ ( X m..n) f ^ ( X m..n)
-  y ( G m+1;n -  Gm:„)3G<1)(Xm:n)G<2)(X4) / ( 1)(Xm;„)
-  y  -  Um:n)(Um+1:n-  Gm:„)2G (1>(*m:n)G(2> ( !4 ) /(1)(*m:n)
+  j(G m -l:n  -  Gm;„)2( t W „  -  l/m:„)2G<2>(X3)G<2>(Jt4) / (1>(Xm;n)
+ y (G m -i:„  -  r m;„)4G(2>(X3)2/ ( l>(XnKB)
+ y (E W i:n  -  Gm;n)4G<2>(X,)2/ (1)(*m:n)
+ h a (G m_1;„ - C /m..„)G(1> (l5)0
+  c(Gm+l:„ -  Gm:„)G(1>(X6)}3/ ( 2)(X7),
G ^ ( x )  =  / ( x ) ~ \  G ^ ( x )  =  - f ( l )(x)f(x)~3, G(3)(x) =  3 { / (1)(x)}2/(x )~ 5 - /<2>(x)/(x)~4, and 
X i, X'2, X3, X4, X5, Xß, X7 are on the line segment between either X m_ i:n and Xm;n, Xm+ i;n 
and Xm;n or ^Q3)ft and Xm:n.
Since U m:n U m —i:n =  O p { n  ), t^m+i:n Um: n ~  O p { r i  ), and O p ( j l  ) Op ( Tl  ) — O p ( f l  ), 
it can be shown that
R n  = Ov(n 3).
Since a version of (4.63) holds on A T
E{F{£Q3,a)} = E{F(^Q3jQ)(lAn +  1.4=)} =  E^Um:n\An +  a(Um- i ;n -  Um:n) 1 ^
1 r 2
"h c(C/m+l:Ti ^m :n)I^ tn "h ~  { t t (£ /m _ i :n U m :n ) “l" c (^ m + l:n  £^m:n)}
l:n Um:n) Um:n') f  { X m : n ) f  {Xm:n)  -̂An
+  #rJ.4„ +  -^(^Q3,a)I^ ) • (4.64)
Using the tower property of conditional expectation (see (2.12)) with Q\ =  {0,0}, Q2 — O'(A'),
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observe that
B{f(lQ3,a)} = £ [B { I(_00ijQ3itl(X ) |^ } ]
=
= P(X € 2q3,a), (4.65)
where X denotes a random variable which is independent of the sample T  but drawn from the 
same population. Therefore, identifying bounds for (4.64) will automatically deliver appropriate 
bounds for the coverage error of XQ3 ,a -
Since F  < 1, use (4.58) directly to obtain
£ { ^ Q 3 ,a ) I ^ }  < P (A C„) =  0 ( n - A‘), (4.66)
for any Ai > 0.
To identify and bound the components of the summands at (4.64), replace I^ n by 1 — I^ c . 
Then
F (Um : n ) =; F(Um:n) — E{Um:n\.j\E),
E{a(Um—\.n U m:n)I_4n } =  F { ^ C l { U U m : n ) }  F{a(Um— i ;n U m:n)I,4c }■,
and
E { c ( U m + l:n f^m:n)I^4n } =  F {c{JJm+ \ :n f^m :n)} -£'{c(t^m 4-l:n f^m:n)I,4£ }•
Proceed by bounding the terms containing I^c in (4.67), (4.68), and (4.69).
Using the fact that Ur:n < 1, and employing (4.58) directly, it can be shown that
E(Um:nl 4«) = 0 ( n “ A2)
for any A2 > 0.
Note that the coefficients a, 6, c are bounded in n and that Um:n — Um-i-n has a Beta distribution 
which does not depend on m  (David, 1981). Using these properties, and Jensen’s and Holder’s 
inequalities in conjunction with (4.58), it can be shown that
\F{a(Urn—i:n Um;n)I^4c}| < E{\a(Um — \ : n  Urn:n)\ |I^c | |
< E{\a{Um- i :n -  Um:n)\2}l/2P{Acn)l/2 
= 0 (n ~ l )0 (n ~x3/2)
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for any A3 > 0. Similarly,
E{c(Um+1:„ -  Umm)1 ^ }  =  0 ( n - l ~x' l 2) (4.72)
and
E(Rn  U J  =  0 ( n ~ 3) (4.73)
for any A4 > 0.
Take Ai > 3, A2 > 3, A3 > 4, and A4 > 4 in (4.66), (4.70), (4.71), and (4.72), respectively; 




n +  1 ’
then observe that
^  . m  + c — a 1 „
P { X €  X c ! 3 ' a )  =  „ + 1  +  2 E
{ö(f/m_ i:n Um:n) +  c(f/m+ i:n f7m;n) |
Ejji-fi) c(Um+i:n Uuiji) f  (Am;n) f  {Xm:n) I A
+  0 ( n " 3). (4.74)
Let g(JJm:n) =  / ' {F~l (Um:n) } f  {F~l (Um:n)}-2 . Note that F  has three bounded derivatives 
in a neighbourhood, A/*, of the population quantile £Q. Using Taylor expansion and the Inverse 
Function Theorem it can be deduced that
f ' { X m:n) f ( X rn:n) — g(a) +  g'{a +  0(Um:n — Oi)}(Um:n — o), (4.75)
where 0 <  6 < 1 and
g'(x) =  f ^ ( F - l ( x ) ) f (F ~ 1(x) ) -3 -  2/<1>(f’- 1( * ) ) / ( F - 1(z))- 4
Replace f ^ ( X m:n) f ( X m:n) 2 by (4.75) in (4.74). Bounding the remainder term in a similar way 
to (4.71) it can be shown that
{ a { U m - l : n  U m:n) + C-{Um+\\n Um:n)} o(t/m_ i;n U m :n ) c {U m + \ :n U m :n )
/ (1)( ^ ) / ( « a )’ 2o A  = ß ([{ a (C /m_1;„ -  Um:n) + c(Um+u„ -  Um,n)}2
-  a(Um- i :n -  Um-n)2 -  c(Um+1:n -  Um:n)2} f ^ ( i a ) f ( i a) - 2 } + 0 ( n ~ 2~x>'2)
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for any A5 > 0. Since (Reiss, 1989, Section 1.7)
W l- 1:„) =
W l  n)=
m(m  — 1)
(n +  1) (n +  2) 
(m +  1 )m 
[ti +  1) (n +  2) 
m(m  +  2)




(m — l)(m  +  1) 
(n +  l)(n  +  2) 
(m +  2)(m +  1) 
(n +  l)(n  4~ 2) 
(rn — 1 )(m 4- 2) 
(n -I- l)(n  4- 2)
it can be shown that when A5 > 2,
{ö(t/m_ l;n Um:n) +  c(Um-\-i:n Um:n)}
-  a(Um-hn ~  ^ m : n ) 2 ~  c ( t / m + l:n  ~  Um:n f  / (1) ( £ a ) / ( £ a ) ~ 2 ) =  “ Ö { ( °  ~  c )
+ (a2 4-c2) - 2 ( a  +  c ) } / (1)(£a )/(£ Q) 2 4- 0{n  3). (4.76)
Furthermore (Reiss, 1989, Section 1.7),
Wl-Wm-n)
W i n )  =
E[Um:nUm+l:n)
m(m  — l)(m  +  2)
(n +  l)(n  +  2)(n +  3) ’ 
(m +  2)(m +  l)m  
(n +  l)(n  4- 2)(n +  3) ’ 
m(m + 1 )(m +  3)
(n +  l)(n  +  2)(n +  3) ’
E  ( U m - 1 :n U m .n )
E(Um:nU%ri+ i ;n )
E ( U m —l:nUm:nUm+l:n)
(m — l)(m  +  l)(m  +  2) 
(n 4- l)(n  +  2 )(n +  3) 
rri(m +  3)(m +  2)
(n 4- l)(n  4“ 2)(n +  3) 
(m — l)(m  +  l)(m  +  3) 
(n +  l)(n  +  2)(n +  3)
Using these results, and employing (4.43), it can be shown that
I <2( Urn — 1 :n f^m:n) 4" c(f^m +l:n  f^m :n)} Q‘{U m —\:n U m :n ) c (f /j 7x-)-i:ri U m:n)
9'{a  +  0(t/m;„ -a )} (£ /ra;n - a ) U . )  =  0 (n ~ 3). (4.77)
Substituting (4.76) and (4.77) into (4.74) it can be shown that
P (X  e  l Q3,a )
m +  c — a 1 r .
+  ^ (an 4- 1 c)‘-
+ (a2 + c2) -  2(o + c ) } / « K 0) / ( & ) - 2 4- 0 ( n - 3). (4.78)
The asymptotic expansion at (4.78) was derived under the assumption that a + b + c = 1 and 
that the triplet (a, b, c) depends on the sample size n and a  only and is not dependent on the 
probability distribution function. Therefore requisite conditions for P (X  G Tq3,q) =  cx. +  0 (n ~ 3) 
are that
c — a — C
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and
(a — c)2 +  a2 + c2 — 2 (a +  c) =  0,
where C = (n+  l)o  — m.
Solving the two former equations for a it follows that a = ^(2 — C ±  D), where D = \J \ — 3C2.
Then, since a E R, it is required that 4 — 3C2 > 0, or equivalently,
, N , 2 m — (n +  1)q | <
v3
When 2 /(n  +  1) < a < (n — 2)/(n  +  1), the former inequality is satisfied by at least one value of 
m  in the range 2 < m < n — 1. Setting c =  C +  a =  ^(2 +  C ±  D) and 6 = 1 — a — c = —(1 ±  D) 
finalises the proof. ■
4 .3 .2  S ta te m e n t and  P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  4 .2
T heorem  4.2 Let the sample X  =  (X i, X 2 , .. • ,X n)T denote n independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables which are drawn from a population with F as probability distribution 
function and f  = F' as probability density function. Assume that the a-th population quantile 
£q =  F ~ l (a) = inf{£ : F(£) > a} is uniquely defined, that F has four bounded derivatives in a 
neighbourhood of £Q, and that /(£ a ) > 0. Set
^4,a — 4” bXm+l:n 4“ cXm^2:n d* dXm+3:n
and Z^a = (—o o ,^ )Q]. Then for all a £ (0,1) it is not possible to select a = 0(1), b = 0(1),  
c = 0(1), d = 0 (1), and m = (n +  l)o  +  0(1), depending on the sample size n and a only, and 
satisfying a +  6 +  c +  d =  l +  o(l), such that
P (X  € l 4,a) =  a  +  0 ( n -4 ),
where the predictand X  denotes a random variable which is independent of the sample X  but drawn 
from the same population.
Proof. Let a E (0,1) and denote by M  the neighbourhood of the a-th  population quantile £Q 
in which the population distribution function F  has four bounded derivatives and select e > 0 
sufficiently small such that
{( ■ \(. -U  < e} C
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Using Hoeffding’s inequality and Taylor expansion (see Theorem 4.1) it can be shown that
P ( | * m : n - £ a | > e )  = 0 ( n - A), (4.79)
P ( \ X m+l:n ~ Cal > e) = 0 (n ~ A), (4.80)
P ( |X m+2:7i -  Cal > e) =  0 ( n _A), (4.81)
P { \ X m+3:n -  Cal > e) = (4.82)
P ( | C 4 , a - C a | > € )  =  0 ( n - A) (4.83)
for any A > 0.
Let A n — *4.1,71 Li *42,n Li *4 3in Li A^^n Li *45jn, where A\,n — {Am;n E A/*}, *42,71 — {Xm_j_i;n € A/"}, 
Al3,7i =  {Am+2:7i € A/”}, *44,ti =  {Xm+3:n e A/*}, and A ,n  =  {C4,a e A/"}. Using Boole’s inequality 
in conjunction with (4.79), (4.80), (4.81), (4.82), and (4.83) it follows that
P(Acn) = (4.84)
for any A > 0.
A consequence of (4.84) is that, without loss of generality, the population probability distribu­
tion function, F, can be assumed to be continuous with four bounded derivatives on the whole real 
line. Therefore, by the Inverse Function Theorem and Taylor expansion, it can be deduced that
Xm+k:n - X r F  ( Um:n 4“ Um-\-k\n bJrrv.n) P  ( U m :n )
=  E  ~ S l G ^ ( X m:n) + A; = 1,2,3, (4.85)
r —1
where f ^ \ x )  for j  =  1,2,3 denotes the j - th derivative of /(x ), G =  F _1, Ĝ l\ x )  = f (x)~l , 
Ĝ 2\ x )  =  - / (1)(x)/(x)-3 , G(3)(x) =  3{ f ^ ( x ) } 2f{x)~5- f ^2\ x ) f ( x ) ~A, G(4)(x) =  - f ( 3\ x ) f ( x ) ~5+ 
10f^l\ x ) f ^ ( x ) f ( x ) ~ 6 -  15{/(1)(a;)}3/(a:)_7, Sk = Um+km- U m:n, and X k lies on the line segment
between X m-\-k:n <ind Xm;n.
By attempting to select the quintuplet (m ,a ,6, c, d), where m = (n + l )a  -F 0(1), a = 0(1), 
b = 0 (1), c =  0 (1), d — 0 (1), and a + b + c + d = 1 + o(l), and which depends only on the sample 
size n and a;, such that
P (X  e l A,a) = E {F ( i4,a)} 
= a  +  0 ( n “ 4), (4.86)
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it follows that
a + b + c + d = 1 + 0 (n -4 ); (4.87)
a larger order would contradict (4.86). Additionally, using Taylor expansion, the term of order n -4 
at (4.87) can be mapped into the term of order n -4 at (4.86). Therefore, without loss of generality, 
it can be assumed that a + b + c + d — 1.
Write | 4>q =  X m:n + A, where
A = 6(Am+i:n Am:n) -f* c(Am_)_2:n Am;n) + d[Xm-\-3:n X m:n).
Then, by Taylor expansion, observe that
F(U ,a) = F ( X m:n) + A f ( X m:n) + ~ A 2f ^ ( X m:n) + 3/<2>(Xm;n) + 4/<3>(X), (4.88)
where X  lies on the line segment between ^4)Q and X m:n. Substituting (4.85) into (4.88) it can be 
deduced that
F{t,a) — F (Xm:n) + bö\ 4- cS 2 + dS 3
+ i{ (M , + cS2 + dS3f-  (bSf + cöl + d 6 l ) } f ^ ( X m..n) f ( X m:n) - 2 
+  i  [(Mi +  cS2 + <M3)3 /<2>(Xm;n)/(X m;„ r 3 
-  3(M! +  cÖ2 + dä3)(bSi + o5f + ^ ) / (1)(Xm,„)2/(X ro;n) - 4 
+ (M? + c6l + rf^ ){3 /(1)(Xm:n)2/(X m:„ )-4 -  / (2)(Xm;„ )/(X m:n) - 3}] + Rn, (4.89)
where Rn includes the remainder terms from the expansion.
Since a version of (4.89) holds on *4n,
P (X  € l 4 ,a) = E{F+ 1^)}
=  E ( u m:nI An + (bSi + cd2 +  dS3)IA
+ i{(Mi + cS2 + d63)2 -  (bit + cb\ + d623) } f W ( X m.n) f ( X mm) - 2I An
1
+ 6
(Mi + CÖ2 + dS3)3f M ( X m:n) f ( X m:n) - 3 
-  3(6«! + cS 2 + dS3)(bS2 + c&\ +
+ ( b S l + c S l + d S l ) { 3 f ^ ( X m;n)2f ( X m:nyi - 4
-  f {2)(Xm:n)f(Xm:n)-3} I An +  FinlAn (4.90)
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Since F < 1 it is possible to use (4.84) directly, for an appropriate A > 0, to deduce that
E{F(ii,a)I_4a} =  0 (n " 4). (4.91)
Using moment properties of uniformly distributed order statistics it can be shown that
E(Rn I4 .)  = 0 (n “4). (4.92)
Additionally, from David (1981, Theorem 2.7) or Reiss (1989, Theorem 1.8.1), conditional on 
X m:n the random vector (<$i/{l -  F (A m:n)}, 52/{ l -  F ( X m:n)}, 53/{ l -  F (X m:n)})T has the same 
probability distribution function as (Ui;n_m, U2:n- m ? ^3:n-m)T- Denote Uk-.n-m by Ufc for A: =  1,2,3 
which may be taken to be independent of X m:n (Chow and Teicher, 1997, Section 6.3). Note that 
E(Sk) — k / ( n + 1) and that 6̂  for k = 1, 2, 3 has a Beta distribution with parameters k and n — k + 1 
(David, 1981, Example 2.3).
Using (4.84), (4.91), (4.92), and Holder’s and Young’s inequalities in conjunction with (4.90) 
it can be deduced that
P(X  6 Z4,a) = m  + b + 2 c + i d  +  \ ^  +  CV2 + dV3f  _  + +  dy 2)}
+ 1  \Zl2(n)E{(bV? + cVf + dVi)  -  ! +  cV2 + dV3){bV? + +
0
+ 73(n)£{(6V! +  cV2 + dV3)3 -  (bV +  cF23 + dV33)} +  0 (n “4), (4.93)
where the terms with leading coefficients ‘1/2’ and T /6 ’ on the right-hand side of (4.93) are of 
orders n -2 and n -3 , respectively, and
7 l(n) =  £ [ / (1)(Vm;n)/(X m;n) - 2{ 1 -  F ( X m:n)}2I AtJ ,
72(n) = E [ / (1)(Vm;„)2/(X m;n) - 4{l -  F (X m;„)}3U , J ,
and
73(n) =  E [ f M ( X m:n) f ( X m:n) - 3{ 1 -  F(X m:n)}3I A ,„].
Since the quintuplet (m, a, 6, c, d) depends on the sample size n and o; only and not on the 
population distribution function, it follows that requisite conditions for (4.86) to be satisfied are
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that
m  +  6 +  2c 3d 
-------------------------------------- —  a ,n + 1
E{(bVi +  cl/2 + dP3)2 -  (6V!2 +  cF22 +  dfo32)} =  0, 
E{(bV? +  cfo23 +  dV$) -  {bV\ +  cV2 +  dV3)(bV2 +  cfo22 +  dF32)} 






Since (Reiss, 1989, Section 1.7)
2 3
 ̂ (n — m  +  l)(n  — m  +  2) ’  ̂ 1 (n — m  4- l)(n  — m  +  2) ’
4 6
 ̂ 1 (n — m  +  l)(n  — m  +  2) ’ ^ 2  ̂ (n — m  +  l)(n  — m  +  2) ’
8 12
E { \2 V3 ) (n — rn +  l)(n  — m  +  2) ’ E(V3 ) (n — m  +  l)(n  _  m + 2) ’
and
-E(V3) =  6K, E(Vi2V2) =  8K, E (V 2V3) = 10K, E{V1Vr22) =  12dT, E{V?V3) = 30 X,
E{V2V£) = 40RT, ^(RiVg2) =  20X, ^(ViV^Va) =  15X, £ (F 23) =  24if, £(R 33) =  120K,
where i f  =  l/{ (n  — m  +  l)(n  — m  + 2)(n — m  +  3)}, it is possible to rewrite (4.94), (4.95), (4.96), 
and (4.97) in the equivalent forms
6 +  2c + 3d — Rn,a,m) (4.98)
2 (62 — b) +  6(c2 + c) + 12 (d2 — d) +  6 be +  8 bd +  16cd =  0, (4.99)
6(6 -  b2) +  24(c -  c2) + 120(d -  d2) -  206c -  306d -  70cd =  0, (4.100)
6(63 -  6) +  24(c3 -  c) +  120(d3 -  d) +  2462c +  3062d +  36c26
+90c2d +  120cd2 +  606d2 +  906cd =  0, (4.101)
where i f n,a,m =  (n +  l ) a  -  m.
Suppose there does exist a quintuplet (m, a, 6, c, d) which satisfies (4.98), (4.99), (4.100), and 
(4.101). Solving (4.98) and (4.99) for c it can be shown that
(2 +  2i fn,a,m — 6d) ±  ^/l32d2 +  (8i f n,a,m +  24)d -f (4 +  23i f n,a,m — 12if2 Qm)
C _  4 ‘
Since the unknown quantity c G E it is required that
132d2 + (8A„,a ,m + 24)d + (4 +  23A'„,a ,m -  12A2iQiJ  > 0,
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equivalently, that the unknown quantity d E ( — oo,d i(_] U [di)+,oo), where
-  24 ±  ^6400^2  Q m -  11760K n,a,m -  1536 
dl,± ~  264
Furthermore, since the unknown quantity d E M, it is required that
6400FCn,a,m 11760iFn,Q,m -  1536 > 0,
or equivalently, that the unknown quantity m  satisfies iFn,a,m € (—oo, .K^-] U [ifi,+ ,oo), where
147 . 29
K h± =  ^  ±  ^ ^ 3 3
160 160
(4.102)
Solving (4.98) and (4.100) for c it can be shown that
e ±  J u i O M d i  +  (-13392 -  9584iFn,a ,m)d +  (144 -  864iFn,a ,m +  976K ^ J
C= 8Ö
where e =  (—12 — 4K n^ m +  122d). Since the unknown quantity c E R it follows that 
141044d2 +  (-13392 -  9584 Kn „ m)d + (144 -  864Jf„ „ m +  976 K ? „ J  >  0,
or equivalently, that the unknown quantity d E (—00,^2,-] U [d2,+ ,oo), where
l2 ,±
13392 +  9584K n^ m ±  ^ - 4 5 8 7 8 2 7 2 0 7 ^ ^  +  7441459207Tn,Q,m +  98104320
282088
Furthermore, since the unknown quantity d E R, it follows that
- 458782720i ^ a m  +  7441459207Tn,Q,m +  98104320 > 0,
or equivalently, that the unknown quantity m  satisfies iFn,a,m £ [K2 - ,7^2,+], where
K 2 ± =  ±  voo'io ^3110196505.179212 179212
Combining (4.102) and (4.103) it follows that the unknown quantity m  satisfies
(4.103)
K n,a,m e  [K2, - , K lt-]  U [Kli+, K 2,+\. (4.104)
However, when (n +  l)a: E N it is not possible to select an integer 1 < m  < n — 3 such that (4.104) 
is satisfied. This delivers the required contradiction which concludes the proof. ■
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4.3 .3  S ta tem en t and P ro o f o f T heorem  4.3
Theorem 4.3 Let the sample X  — (X\,  X 2 , . . .  , X n)T denote n independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables which are drawn from a population with F as probability distribution 
function and f  — F' as probability density function. Assume that the a-th population quantile 
£Q = F_1(a) is uniquely defined and that f  is Holder continuous and nonvanishing in a neigh­
bourhood of £q. Let the nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval F l c ,Q2,a be defined at (4.37). 
Then
lim supn |P(X  <E T l c ,Q2,o ) -  o| > 0,
n —>00
where the predictand X  denotes a random variable which is independent of X  but drawn from the 
same population.
Proof. The nominal one-sided a-level prediction interval
^L C ,Q 2,a =  ( —OO, ^Q 2)/g]
was introduced in Subsection 4.2.1 and it represents the level-calibrated version of the nominal 
one-sided a-level prediction interval
^Q 2 ,a =  ( -0 0 ,(^ Q 2 ,a ]





pj{ß) =  n~l Y^ Ji(£Q2,i,ß),
1=1
Ji(x) is defined at (4.36), and Jn(f,Q2,n,ß) — 0.
When constructing £q2 ,i,/?, which is a version of £q2,/3 defined at (4.10) and is constructed 
using the subsample X{ of size n — 1 instead of the sample X  of size n, it is necessary to replace 
m =  [(n + l)a j (see (4.9)) by m  =  |_n a J- For ease of exposition the latter definition of m  is used 
throughout this proof.
Note that J*(£Q2,i,ß) = 1 for z =  1,2, . . .  , m  since £q2,*,/? =  (m + l-n ß )X m+iin+ (n ß -m )X m+2:n 
and X i:n < £q2,i,ß. Additionally J i ( ^Q 2,i,ß) =  0 for i =  m  + 2, m  + 3, . . .  , n -  1 since £ q 2,i,ß =
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(m + 1 — nß)X m:n + (nß — m )X rn+i :n and Xi:n > £q2 ,z,/?- Since the ra-th and (m + l)-th order 
statistics of the subsample Xm+\ are X m:n and X m+2:n, respectively, it follows that
^Q2,m+l,/3 =  fan T 1 Tlß)Xm:n +  faß  TTl)Xm -\-2:n■>
and hence
Jm + l{£ ,Q 2 ,m + l,ß )  — m a x
f faß m ) ( A m_|_2:n ^ m : n )  (-^ m + l:n
I X m + 2 :n  X m + \:n
,0 .
Therefore,
fij(ß) = ---- b ~ maxn n
1 f f a ß  m )  (J fm+2:n ^ n v .n )  (-^ ro+ l:n  A m;n)
V -<^m+2:n -^-m+l:n
,0 .
If it is assumed that
771 ^  1 / Am+i;n X m:n \ ^  ^  ^  771 T 1
77 77 V Am_|-2 :n A^m:n' ^
then
max (770 77l) ( A m_)-2:n A m:n) (-^-m+l:n A m;ri)
-^m+2:n
,0 > 0.
Hence the estimator of the level tuner derived using the linearly interpolated jackknife is given by 
the solution ß of the equation pj(ß) = a and satisfies
ß = (777 + <S)/77,
where 6 = {m +  1 -  770)A +  faa -  m)  and A =  (X m+ i:n -  A:m;n)/(A :m+2:n -  ATm:n).
Consider only elements of the sequence S  = <S(a, 77) of values of n such that, for the definition 
777 = [na\, 7 7 7 /7 7  < a  < (777  + 1 — ex. — 77) / 77 for some fixed 77 > 0. The sequence S  depends on a 
and 77, and when a  G (0,1) and 77 G (0,1 — a) it contains an infinite number of elements. For all 
77 6  S  sufficiently large, both 7 7 7 /7 7  < a < (m + l ) / n  and m/ f a  +  1 ) < a < fan + 1 ) / (7 7  + 1). Hence 
it may be assumed without contradiction that m  =  [fa +  l)a j. Therefore,
^Q2,ß  — X m :n  T  {(77 +  1)/? 77l}(A m_)-i;n X m:n).
Denote by Af  the neighbourhood of the a-th population quantile £Q in which the population 
probability density function /  is Holder continuous and nonvanishing, and select e > 0 sufficiently 
small such that
{« : !€ -  <JQ| <( }  c  N.
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Since ß = a  + 0(1) and by using Hoeffding’s inequality and Taylor expansion (see Theorem 4.1) 
it can be shown that
P (\x m:n -  U  > (4.105) 
P (\Xm+1:n -  ( a\ > e) =  0(n~x), (4.106)
and
p (l€ Q 2 ^ -« a l> £) =  0 ( n - A) (4.107)
for any A > 0.
Let A n  — A \ , n  Li »4.2,n Ll As^m where A \^ n  — {Am-.n £ A7}, *42,n ~  { ^ m + i :n  £ A/*}, and 
Az,n — {Cq2 ß £ A/*}- Using Boole’s inequality in conjunction with (4.105), (4.106), and (4.107) it 
follows that
P (A l)  = (4.108)
for any A > 0.
A consequence of (4.108) is that, without loss of generality, the population probability density 
function /  can be assumed to be Holder continuous and nonvanishing on the whole real line. 
Therefore, by the Inverse Function Theorem and Taylor expansion, it can be deduced that
^ _ Am+l;n — A m:n
Xm+2:n X m:n
= U m + l:n ~  Um.n ~  \ ( U m+V.n ~  Um . n ? ! W  (^ ) / ( W )~3/ ( ) ~1
(Um+2:n-Um:n) { l - i ( U m+i:n- U mm) f W( X) f (X ) - ^ f ( X m:n) - P
where A and X  are on the line segment between Xm+\:n and Am:n and Am+2;n and X m:n, respec­
tively.
By Taylor expansion, observe that
F{^Q2ß) = F(Xm:n) T {(u + l)/3 — 77l} (X m-\-l:n ~ X m-.n)f (Am:n)
+ {(n + l)/3 — m}(Am+i;n — Am;n){/(A ) — /(A m:n)}, (4.110)
where A is on the line segment between £q2 ß and Am:n.
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Since A < 1 and the population probability density function /  is Holder continuous both 
Holder’s and Lyapunov’s inequalities can be employed to derive:
£ [ U .{ ( n  + l ) ä  -  m }(Xm+1:n -  X m:n) { f (X )  -  f ( X mm)}]
< CiE[\ lAn(Xm+l:n -  X m:n) { f (X )  -  f ( X m:n)}\ 
< C lE ( l AJ X m+1:n- X m,n\2) 1/2E ( l An\ f ( X ) - f ( X m.n)\2) 1/2
< C ,E ( lAJ ( X m+l:n -  Xm:„ )|2) 1/2E (U JX m + i:»  -  Xm:n|2" ) 1/2
< C1E ( l AJ X m+l:n-  X m:n\2) 1/2E ( l An\Xm+1:n -  3)"/3
< C iO (n -2)1/20 ( n '3)1'/3
< C iO )«“ 1-" )
=  o(n-1 ), (4.111)
where 0 < v < 1 and C\ is a generic constant that may differ from line to line. 
From (4.111), (4.109), by further Taylor expansion of
1 - \(U m+2:„ - Um:n) f ^ ( X ) f ( X r 3f ( X m,n) - \  
and since a version of (4.110) holds on A n with
777/
(n +  l)d  — m = ---- I- { A + (na  — ra)(l — A)}
n
and a = ^  +  0 (n ~ l ) (see Theorem 4.1), observe that
P ( X  E  X LC,Q2,a) =  E { F (£ o 2 .d ) ( l A n + ! ^ ) }  




. t \ Um+2:n Um+l:n I
•"!m> ' 'r m:„ } +  o(n x)
m +  a  
n +  1
(Cm+1;„ - i 7 m;n) ( ^ m+1:n
L  Um-\-2:n Ui
rrv.n
m:n
+ (na — m )
m  +  ex na — m
+
U m + 2 :n  ^ m + l:n  1 
Um-\-2\n U-ui/n J  
\2
+ o(n *)
n +  1 n +  1
+  (m +  1 -  na)£<[ (^ +1:n ^ :n) } + o(n~l )
L  a  m+2:n U rrv.n )
. / . \ rri f  (U m + l:n  U m:n)^ 1 .= a  +  (ra +  1 -  nc*)i^ ——----------—— — > +  o(n x)
t  Um+2:n U m\n J
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Let Z — (Z\, Z21 . . .  , Zn, Zn+i )T denote n + 1 independent and identically distributed random 
variables drawn from a standard exponential population with F z{z) =  1 — e~z as the probability 
distribution function. From Reiss (1989, Theorem 1.6.7) it follows that
j j  j T d_ Z m + l  A T T  T T  —  ^ m + 1t'm+lin Um:n — n_|_̂ and U m+2:n Um:n — ~  •
Z^=i 2^j=l
Therefore,
P(X6 I lc,Q2,c) = a + m + 1 - n a g (  -----)  + o ( n - 1). (4.112)
^  V-^m+l T ^ m + 2  /
Since E{Z^n+l/(Z m+i +  Zm+2)} =  2/3 and by using properties of limsup (Royden, 1988) it 
can be observed from (4.112) that
limsupnIP(2f G Tlc,Q2,q) — oj =  limsupn
n —>oo n —>oo
> limsup { ||(m  +  1 — no)| — |o (l) |}
n —>oo
> lim sup 11 (m +  1 — no) |
n —> oo
> 3(0 + 77) >0 ,
where the sequence <S depends on o  and ij. This concludes the proof. ■
2 (m +  1 — no)
+ o(n *)
4 .3 .4  S ta te m e n t and  P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  4 .4
T heorem  4.4 Let the sample X  — (X \, X 2 , . . .  , A'n)T denote n independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables which are drawn from a population with F as probability distribution 
function and f  =  F' as probability density function. Assume that the a-th population quantile 
=  F~1(a) is uniquely defined, that F has five bounded derivatives in a neighbourhood of £Q, and 
that f { f a) > 0. Furthermore, assume that the kernel K  is a nonnegative, symmetric, and com­
pactly supported probability density function with three bounded derivatives and that E( \X\ l) < 00 
for l sufficiently large. Let the nominal one-sided a-level prediction intervals Tac,Q2,oi and Tac,Q3,o. 
be defined at (4.41). Then
P (X  € I ac.QI,a) =  a  +  0 ( n - 2"2/3) if h ~  c n '1/3 (4.113)
and
P ( X  G l AC,Q3,a) =  a  +  0 ( n - 3- 2/5) i f h ~  cn - 1/5 (4.114)
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where c > 0 is any positive constant and the predictand X  is independent of the sample X  but 
drawn from the same population.
Proof. Denote by J \ f  the neighbourhood of the o-th population quantile £Q in which the population 
distribution function F  has five bounded derivatives, and select e > 0 sufficiently small such that
J  = {S ■ IS -  Sal <  <4 c  M.
First concentrate on deriving the coverage error properties of the additive-calibrated prediction 
interval Tac,Q3,c* which has upper end-point given by £q3)Q 4- <23 . Deriving the coverage error 
properties of the additive-calibrated prediction interval Xac,Q2,q which has upper end-point given 
by £q2,c* +  cl2 is similar, and differences will be illustrated after the conclusion of result (4.114). 
Using Hoeffding’s inequality and Taylor expansion (see Theorem 4.1) it can be shown that
P (\X m- i :n -  Sa | > e) =  0 (n ~ x), (4.115)
P (\X m:n -  Sal > e) =  0 (n ~ x), (4.116)
P(\Xm+l:n ~ Sal > <0 =  0 (n~A), (4.117)
and
P (ISQ3,a + a3 -  X) = 0 (n ~ x) (4.118)
for any A > 0, whenever |a,3 1 < n~ei for some t\ > 0.
Let A n  =  A \ , n  n  4 ^2,71 Fl *4 -3,71 n  *44,77, where *4i ,tj — {A77l -_ i:ri G A/"}, *42,n  =  { -^m :n  £ A/”}, 
-4 3 ,7i =  {Am+i:7i £ A/*}, and *44,77 =  {£q3,q + 02 £ A/"}. Using Boole’s inequality in conjunction with 
(4.115), (4.116), (4.117), and (4.118) it follows that
P (A cn) = 0 ( n - x) (4.119)
for any A > 0.
A consequence of (4.119) is that, without loss of generality, the population probability distri­
bution function F  can be assumed to be continuous with five bounded derivatives on the whole 
real line. Therefore, by the Inverse Function Theorem and Taylor expansion, it can be deduced 
that
A 777— l - f /c iT i  A.777— 1;77 F {U m —l:n "F U m —k+k-.n U m —\\n) F  { U m —\\n)
3  1 1
= + -S i G ^ ( X k), k = 1,2, (4.120)
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where f ^ \ x )  for j  = 1,2, 3,4 denotes the z-th derivative of / ,
G « (x )  =  / ( x ) - 1,
G(2)W  =  - f W ( x ) f ( x ) - \
G<3>(x) =  3{/<1>(x)}2/ ( x) - 5 -  /<2>(x ) /(x ) -4,
G (4)(x) = - / <3)(x ) /(x )-5 +  10/ (l)(x ) /<2)(x ) /(x ) - 6 -  1 5 { /(1)(x)}3/ ( x ) -7 ,
^k : Um— l-f/c:n —
and Xk  lies on the line segment between Xm_ 1+^;n and A m_ i:n.
Since a +  b 4- c =  1 (see (4.15)) write
CQ3,q ~  ttXm— l:n 4" &X m:n +  cAm+ l;n
=  Xm— l:n 4” b(Xm:n X m— l:n) 4* c(Am-)_;i:n A m_ i;n).
Then, by Taylor expansion, observe that
F{£,Q3,a 4* Q3) =  -T{Am_ i:n 4~ b(Xm:n Am_ i;n) 4~ c(Am+i :n A m_ i:n) 4- 03}
=  R{Xm— l;n) 4“ {b{Xm:n X m— i :n) +  c(Am+i :n Am_ i;n) +  0,3 } f  (Xm— l:n)
4“ 2 l:n) 4“ c(Am^.\:n A”m—lvn) 4- ZI3} (̂A"m_ l-.n)
4~ ^{b^Xfn-fi Am_ i;n) T c(Am+i :n Am_ i:n) 4~ 03} ^(Am_ i;n)
0
+ 7̂ {a{Xm:n ~ ^ m - l : n )  +  c(A^m+i :n — A m_ i:n) 4" a^ } 4 f ^ \ X \ )  (4.121)
where X \  lies on the line segment between £q3)Q4- ö3 and A m_ i:n. Substituting (4.120) into (4.121) 
it can be deduced that
F(£Q3,a +  as) = Um- i  + bSi + c62 + i{(W i + )2 -  (6<52 + cS2) } f ^ ( X m. hn) f ( X m. 1:n) - 2
+ I  [(Mi + c<52)3/®  (Xm_i:n) /(X m_ 1:n) - 3
-  3(6(5! +  c<52)(6<5? +  c<5|)/^1)(Xm_1:n)2/(X m_1;n) - 4 
+  (bSf +  c 4 ){ 3 /(1)(Xm_ 1;n)2/ ( X m_ 1;n) - 4 
~ f m (Xm- hn)f (Xm-l:n)-3}}
+  a3f{Xm-\:n) + 0 3 ( 6 6 1  +  C(52 )/G)(Xm_ i:n)/(X m_ i:n) 1 + (4.122)
where Rn contains all the remaining terms from the expansion.
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Since
P ( X  G T aC,Q3,q ) — E { F ( £ Q 3 , a  +  a 3)^-An +  ^(^Q 3,a +  « 3 ) ! ^ },
E{F(£q3)Q +  0 3 )1^ }  < P(An) — 0 (n  A) < 0 ( n  4 +  0 3 ) (see (4.119)) whenever A > 4, and a 
version of the expansion indexed by (4.122) holds on A n,
P ( X  € %AC,Q3,a) — F{(Um- i :n + bö\ +  062)1 A n ]  (4.123)
+ E[i{(W i + c<52)2 -  (65? + cS^)}f^(Xm. 1:n) f (Xm^ :n) - 2l An] (4.124)
+  S ( |  [(Mi +  M2)3/ (2)(Xm- i  :„ )/(X m_ i;n) - 3
-  3(Mi + M2)(M? +  M |) / ( 1)(X m_ 1;„)2/ ( X ro. 1;n) - 4 
+  (6 Sf +  M |){3/<1>(Xm- 1:„)2/ ( X m_1;n) - 4
-  / (2) ( X m - l:n ) /(X m- l : „ ) - 3} ] l A . ) (4.125)
+  E {a3f ( X m-i:n) +  a3(böi + c 62) f U ( X m- lm) f ( X m- lm) - 1} l An (4.126)
+  E(RnlAn) + 0 ( n  4 +  a2). (4.127)
Using the fact that Um- \ :n, S\, 62, b, and c are bounded in n, and applying (4.119) for a suitable 
selection of A > 0, it can be shown that (4.123) can be replaced by
F{{Um-l:n  +  bö\ + CÖ2)}
— E{(Um- i :n +  bS\ +  062)I*4£ } — —~ r  4-----~~7 H---- ~ t +  0(n  4 +  0 3 ).
From David (1981, Theorem 2.7) or Reiss (1989, Theorem 1.8.1) it follows that, conditional on 
Xm—v.m the random vector (<$i/{l — F (X m- i :n)}, 62/ { I  — F (X m_ i;n)})T has the same probability 
distribution function as (C/i:n_m+i, U2:n-m+i)T• Denote Ukm-m+i by Vk for k — 1,2 which may be 
taken to be independent of X m^\:n. Therefore it can be deduced that (4.124) can be replaced by
E i{ (W i+ cV 2)2 (M f + e l f  )}/<1>(Xm_1;n)/(X m_1;n) - 2{l -  F(X m_1:n)}2U .
= i£ [ /< 1)(Xm_1;n)/(X m_1:n) - 2{l -  F(X m_1:n)}2IA „]
E { W  + cV2)2 -  (bV? +  e l f ) } U ,} .  (4.128)
Noting that Vi, V2, b, and c are bounded in n, and applying (4.119), it can be deduced that
E [ { m  + cV2f  -  (bV2 + e l f  ) } U ,]
= E{ (6X1 +  cV2)2 -  +  e l f ) } + 4 +  a23) (4.129)
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for a suitable selection of A > 0. Furthermore, since
E(V2) = 2/{(n — m + 2)(n — m + 3)}, 
E{V 1 V2 ) — 3/{(n — m + 2)(n — m + 3)},
and
E(V'2 ) =  6/{(n — m + 2 )(n — m +  3)},
it can be shown that (4.129) can be replaced by
E {m+cVif -  (6 V2 +  cVj2) } ! ^ ]  =  2(62 -  6) +  6(c2
= 0 (n 4 +  o2),
c) + 66c +  0 (n 4 + 03)
(4.130)
because 2(62 — 6) +  6(c2 — c) + 66c = (a — c)2 + a2 + c2 — 2(a + c) =  0 by the selection of the bounded 
coefficients in Theorem 4.1 (see Subsection 4.1.3). Therefore, substituting (4.130) into (4.128), it 
follows that
H (W i + cyz)2 -  (bvi + c V i ) } fW (X m- Un)f (X m- 1:n) - 2{ 1 -  F (X m_1;n)}2U
=  0 ( n -4  +  a2). (4.131)
From technical arguments analogous to those used when determining (4.131), it can be deduced
that
E ( i  [(M, + «52)3/ (2)(Xm_1:„ )/(* m -l:„ r 3
-  3(6.5! +  0 6 2 )(bSi + c6 |)/(1)(Xm_1;n)2/(X m_1;n) - 4
+ (66? + c632){3fW(Xm- 1:n)2f ( X m- hn) - 4
-  / (2)(^m -l:n )/(X m_1;„ ) -3} ] l ^ )  =  I  [73(n )ß { (6V! + -
372(h)£{(6V'i +  2 +  cV22)}
+ {372(n) -  7 3 (n )}£ (6Vi3 + cV23)l +  0 (n “ 4 + o|), (4.132)
where
72 (n) =  E r / (1)(A'm-l:n)2{1 _
f ( X m- l:n )4 l , n
(4.133)
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and
73 (n) = E
/<2>(Xm_1;„)
{1 -  F (X m_ 1:n)}3U .„  . (4.134)
Since a and c are selected such that c — a — (n + l)a — m  (see Theorem 4.1), it can be shown 
that
E{Um- i :n + b6\ + cS2)
m  — 1 + b + 2c 
n +  1 
m — a +  c
n +  1
=  a .
Properties of the coefficients a, 6, c, and the Taylor expansion
(4.135)
f(Xm-l:n) = f  { F ' 1 (a + Um-  l-.n  a)} = /(&,) + -  a ) / «  ,
where X3 lies on the line segment between £Q and -Ym_ i;n, can be used to show that
E ( a3/(^m -l:n) +  CL̂ (böi + cS2) (Xm- i :n) f  (Xm- i :n) 1}l^4nj
=  03/(6*) + 0 (n  4 + 03). (4.136)
Noting that n3-E7{(&Vi+ C V 2 ) 3 } ,  n3E{(bV\ +  cV2)(bVi XcV^)},  and n3 E(bVi +cV2 ) are bounded 
in n, and using Young’s inequality, it can be shown that (4.127) can be replaced by E{Rn\ ^ n) = 
0 (n -4 + 03). Further replacing (4.123), (4.124), (4.125), and (4.126) by (4.135), (4.131), (4.132), 
and (4.136), respectively, observe that
P{X  GXac ,Q3,q) = a  + o3/(£ Q) + ti-3 {c2(n)72(n) +  c3(n)73(n)} + 0 ( n _4 + a3), (4.137)
where c2(n) and 03(11) are bounded and do not depend on the population distribution function, 
and 72(71) and 73(71) are defined at (4.133) and (4.134), respectively.
The smoothed bootstrap version of (4.137) replaces P ( X  G Tac,Q3,q) =  E{F(£Q3,q + 03)} by 
P ( X t G ^ACQ3al^) =  ■F'{F’(̂ Q3 q +  <23) |Y},  where the same notation as Subsection 4.2.2 is 
employed. To calculate such an expansion, begin by defining subsets £\,£2, . . . , £ 9  of (7 , the class 
of all possible samples X.
Rosenthal’s inequality (Burkholder, 1973; Hall and Heyde, 1980, p. 23) states that if -So = 0 
and {Si, Pi, 1 < i < n} is a martingale, then for 2 < p < 00 there exist constants C\ and C2
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depending only on p such that
Ci E
n -1 p/2 n N
J2Ei(si - S i - i )2 -  5 > - i i p
L i=l ■* i—1 /
n
< E \ S n\” < C 2\ E
p/2
+ ^ £ | S ' , - S i_1|p . (4.138)
i=l i=l /
Given the kernel density estimator /(x ) — (nh)~l i ) and for fixed x G *7, set 5n =
/(x ) -  # { /(x )} , To = {0,^}, and .Fn = cr(Xi,X2, . . .  , X n). Then { ^ , ^ , 1  < i < n} is a 
martingale, indeed any sum of independent random variables is a martingale, and (4.138) specialises 
to give
/ > ) - £ { / » } < C 2
i—l
E \  Y ^ E U n h r 2 K ( ^ E i-\
i—1
+ E  E  (n/i)_1 \K(t 1) -  ^  }
2k~\
<c2 n~kh~2k { E K ( n r ) - E { K ( ^ ) }
+ n - 2k+1h~2kE  Kîr)-  E {K i n r ) }




e ([k ( ¥ )  -  *W «**)}] ) < e [{k (x -t t )} '
= /  { * ( ^ ) } 2/(i/)<*/
= h f  {K( t ) }2f ( x - h t ) d t  = 0(h),  (4.140)
the cr-inequality (Prakasa Rao, 1987, Proposition 1.14.12), can be used to shown that
E\K(nr) ~ E{x(nr)}\2k < c ( 7 [ { t f  +  [E{K(^)}]2̂
= 0{h).  (4.141)
Therefore, combining (4.140) and (4.141) with (4.139) it follows that
f ( x ) ~ E { f ( x ) }  = 0 { ( n h )  k} (4.142)
uniformly in x 6 J .
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Let K ^ \  for j  — 1, 2, 3, denote the j-th  derivative of the kernel K  and let
P H x )  = (nh2r 1j 2 K ^ { ^ ) ,
i— 1
P \ x )  = (nhi )~l Y ^ K ^ { s = ^ ) ,
i— 1
and
P \ x )  = (nft4)-1^ i f ( 3> ( ^ )
1=1
denote the first, second, and third derivatives of the kernel density estimator /(x ), respectively. 
Since f ^ \ x )  — E { f ^ ( x ) }  is a martingale and is bounded, (4.138) specialises to give
f V ( x ) - E { f W ( x ) } < C 2 n - kh~*k ^ E (  K^(*=2L) -  E { K ^ ( ^ ) }  2)|
+ n ' 2k+]h ' 4kE K ^ ( ^ )  -  E { K ^ ( ^ ) }
= 0{ ( n h3)~k} (4.143)
uniformly in x  G J . Additionally it can be shown that
E\F(x) -  £ { F ( * ) } r  =  0 { ( nh ~ l )~k}i
o k





P \ x ) - E { P \ x ) }
uniformly in x 6 J .
By Markov’s inequality, (4.142), and for k sufficiently large
f (x)  -  E { f ( x ) }  > (nh) 1/2n7 <
f ( x ) ~ E { f { x ) }
{nh)~kn2k7 
=  0(n~2kl)
= 0 (n~ Al)
(4.146)
(4.147)
for any Ai, 7 > 0, uniformly in x G J .
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Let <Sn denote any collection of no more than 0 ( n X2) elements of the range J , for an arbitrarily 
large but fixed value of A2 > 0. Prom (4.147) it follows that
sup P
XeSn
f ( x ) - E { f ( x ) }  > (nh) -  0 (n "Al).
Hence, taking Ai > A2 -f A and using Boole’s inequality, it follows that
p sup f ( x )  -  E { f ( x ) } > (nh) 1//2n7 < E P f ( x ) - E { f ( x ) } > (nh) 1//2n 7
.  x e S n - X€Sn -
-  0 (nA2)0 ( n - Al) -  0 ( n ~ x)
for any A > 0.
Additionally it can be shown that
sup P \ x ) - E { f W { x ) } > (n/i3)“ 1/2« 7 =  0 ( n “ A),
.  xeSn -
sup
. x eSn




/<3>(x) -  £ { / (3>(x)} >  (nh7)~1/2n 0 ( n ~ x)
for any A, 7 > 0.
Since K  is Holder continuous and by using Young’s form of Taylor theorem it can be deduced 
that \ K( x i ) — K ( x 2 )\ and \ K ^ \ x { )  — K ^ \ x 2 ) \ for j  =  1 , 2, 3 are bounded for aq, X2 G J .  Therefore, 




f ( x ) - E { f ( x ) }
P sup p \ x )  -  E { f W ( x ) } > (n/i3)“ 1/ 2n7
. x e j ■
P sup
. x e j
f W ( x ) - E { f W ( x ) } > (nh5)~1/2
0 (n“ A),
=  0 ( n ~),





. x e j
f^3\ x )  — E { f ^ 3\ x ) }  > (nh7) 1/2n7 =  0 ( n ~ x) (4.151)
for any A, 7 > 0. Similar deductive reasoning was used, for example, by Bowman, Hall, and Prvan 
(1998).
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By substitution and Taylor expansion, observe that
E { f ( x ) }  = h - 1 j  K ( ^ ) f ( y ) d y
= J  K( t ) f ( x  — ht)dt
= j  K( t ) { f ( x )  — h t p ^ ( x )  + (ht)2f (2'l (x — V\ht)}dt  
= f{x)  + 0( h~2) (4.152)
uniformly in x G J , where 0 < V\ < 1.
Using the fact that the kernel K  has compact support and employing substitution, integration 
by parts, and Taylor expansion, it can be shown that
E { f M ( x ) } = h - 2 J  K ^ { ^ ) f ( y ) d y  
= h~l J  K^l\ t ) f ( x  — ht) dt 
= h~l [K( t ) f ( x  — hi) I + h J  K( t ) f ( l\ x  — ht) dt)
= J  K( t ) f ( l\ x  — ht)dt
=  J  m { f ^ x )  -  htfVM +  (htffVHx -  V2ht)} dt
= f w (x) + 0 ( h2) (4.153)




E { P H * ) }  = / (3) W + 0 ( h 2) (4.154)
uniformly in x G J7, where (4.154) is derived using Young’s form of Taylor’s Theorem.
Assume that C \n~1+6 < h < where 5 G (0, and C\ and C2 denote positive constants.
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Taking 0 < 7 < <5/2 and by using (4.148) and (4.152), it can be shown that
P {  sup I}(x) -  f{x)\ > 71 j  < P  sup If{x) -  E{f (x) }  +  E{f (x) }  -  f { x )| >  (nh)~l/2n
{ X ( i J  j  VC Tx £ j
< P sup \f{x) -  E{ f ( x )}I > {nh) 1/2n 7 
l xeJ
+ P s u p \E{f(x)}  -  f{x)\ > {nh) 1/2n7 =  0{n  A), 
L x e J  J
for any 71, A > 0. Therefore,




p {  inf f(x) > inf f(x)  - 7 1 }  < P { f (v) > inf f(x)  -  7i, for some y e  j \
r xGJ/ x G J  ) v. xGJ  J
=  1 -  P{/(2/) <  mf /(a;) -  71, for some y <E j }
=  l - 0 ( n ~ A).
Hence,
p{ i?U(x) - J?U(x) - 711 =1 - p{ i?u(x) > AnU(x) ■711
=  0 ( n -A) (4.155)
for any A > 0.
From (4.155) it follows that for some constant C\ > 0, the set
£1 = { inf /(x) > Ci)
t xG J" J
satisfies P (£f) =  0 (n ~ A) for any A > 0.
Using the fact that \f{x)\ — \E{f{x)}\  < \f{x) — E{f{x)}\ ,  and employing the probability bound 
given by (4.148), it can be shown that
P \f(y)\ >  sup \E{f{x)}\  +  {nh) 1/2n7, for some y G J
x E J
< P[\f(y)\ > \E{f{y)}\  +  {nh) 1/2n 7, for some y € j ]
< P[\f(y)\ ~ \E {f{y)}\  > (nh)_ 1/2n7, for some y G j ]
< P sup
x E J
f ( x ) - E { f ( x ) }  1/2n7
=  0 (n ~)
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Therefore,
P {  sup \f{x)\ <  (nh)_ 1/2n7} < P  sup \f(x)\ <  sup \E{f(x)} \  +  (nh)_ 1/2n7
x e j 1 x E j xEJ
< P[\f(y)\  <  sup \E{f(x)}\  +  (nh) 1/2n7, for some y <E j \  
x E j
=  1 — 0( n  A)
for any A, 7  > 0. Hence, for any 7 > 0 the set
(4.156)
£2 =  s sup \f(x)\ < (nh) ly/2n 7 
l xe J
satisfies P(£%) =  0 ( n~ x) for any A > 0.
Using the fact that \ f^(x) \  — \ E{ f ^ \ x ) } \  < \ f ^ \ x )  — E { f ^ ( x ) } \  for j  =  1, 2, 3 and employing 
the probability bounds (4.149), (4.150), and (4.151) for any 7 > 0, it can be shown that the sets
£3 = \ SUP | / (1)(x)| <  (rf)-1,v l
l  x e j J
£\ — \ sup |/<2>(x)| <  (nft5)-1/2n7l .
l  X E J J
£5 =: S U P
L x e o
|/<3>(x)| < (n/i7) - 1/2n 7l
J
and
satisfy P(S3) =  0 ( n -A), P (£ |)  =  0 ( n _A), and P(£§) =  0 ( n~ x) for any A > 0.
Using integration by parts and arguments in Falk and Reiss (1989), observe that the kernel 






K ( z ) dz Fn(dx)
ds 
I ds
\K ■ \)Fn(x) dx
K(x)Fn(t — xh) dx , (4.157)
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where Fn{x) — ^ ^ " =1 I(-oo,x](-^i) denotes the empirical distribution function of the sample X  — 
(XUX 2, . • • , Xn)T. From Taylor expansion, and (4.157), it can be shown that
E{F{t)}  = J K{x)E{Fn{t -  xh)}dx  = F{t) +  0{h2). (4.158)
Denote the o-th quantile of the kernel distribution function F by
fQ = F~l (a) = inf{f : F(f)  > a}
and observe that
P(Ta £ J )  = P{fa > +  e) +  P( fa < ^ a -  «)• (4.159)
Consider the first term on the right hand side of (4.159). Then, using Hoeffding’s inequality, 
properties of the kernel distribution function and (4.157) in conjunction with the compact support 
of the kernel K  denoted by [—Ck ,Ck] for the positive constant Ck , it follows that
P{ja > U  +  e) =  P{a > F(£q +  e)}
= P{a [  K ( x ) d x >  F(£a + e)}
= P ’n(fa + £ — hx) — a} dx < 0 
< P{Fn(Za + e - h C K)~F(fa) < 0}
n
= p [ E  F* -  E Wi)} > n { F (fa + e -  hCK) -  a}
i—1
<  e ~ 2ndl (4.160)
where V{ = l ^ a + e - h C K,oo){x i )  and dx =  F{£a +  e -  hCK) ~ a.
Consider the second term on the right hand side of (4.159). Analogous to (4.160),
P( fa < fa -  <0 < -P
= P{
J  K(x) {a  — Fn(fa — e — hx)} < 0 
a  -  Fn(fa -  £ +  CKh) < 0} < e~2ndt, (4.161)
where d2 =  a  — F(£a — e 4- CyJi ).
Substituting bounds (4.160) and (4.161) into (4.159) it follows that
p(ra & J )  = 0 ( n~ x)
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for any A > 0, because min(di,d2) > {A/2log(n)/n}1/2 for n sufficiently large. Hence the set
6̂ = {A* £ J )
satisfies P(£g) =  0 ( n ~x) for any A > 0.
Let the smoothed bootstrap sample X t =  ( x \ ,  X^,  • • ■ , Xn)T denote, conditional on X , n 
independent and identically distributed random variables which are drawn from a population with 
F  as probability distribution function and let Fn(x) = ^ I(-oo,x](^) denote the empirical
distribution function of the smoothed bootstrap sample X t. Let x\.n < X\.n < • • ■ < X \ :n, with 
Xj.n denoting the i-th order statistic of the smoothed bootstrap sample X^ . Then observe that
P ( X l . n >Sa +  *) = P ( F f a a +  e)< ~ )
< Hi H u  + o -  Fi(u +*)\ > l(i  -  ^)}
 ̂ 1 777
+ P { l - F ( £ a +  e ) > - ( l - - ) }  (4.162)
=  0 (n ~ A), (4.163)
where m  satisfies (4.16). Both terms on the right hand side of (4.162) equal 0 ( n ~x) for any A > 0. 
Similarly, it can be shown that,
P ( X Ln<* „ - £ ) =  0 ( n - x) (4.164)
for any A > 0.
Employing the bounds given by (4.163) and (4.164) it follows that
P(X,L  * J )  = P(X,L  > €a + <0 + P ( X l n < Sa -  e)
= 0(n~x)
for any A > 0. Therefore the set £7  = £ J } satisfies P(£f) =  0 {n~x) for any A > 0.
Analogously, it can be shown that the sets £g =  { ^ m -i:n £ J ]  and £9 =  {X ^+i:n 6 j }  
satisfy P (£ |) =  0(n~ x) and P(£g) =  0 ( n ~x) for any A > 0.
Throughout the remainder of this proof set £ =  n®=1£j. Then, by Boole’s inequality, P(£c) = 
0 ( n ~x) for any A > 0.
The construction of the smoothed bootstrap expansion for P ( X t £ -̂a c q s q I ^)  Proceeds 
analogously to the construction of (4.137) except that A n is replaced by £, F  is replaced by F,
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and the unconditional expectation is replaced by the expectation conditional on the sample X.  
Therefore, since h ~  cn-1/5, by arguing on £, and from the Borel-Cantelli lemma,
P(A't e  x t CiQ3jQ I X)  =  + 03)(If +  If«) I
= a  + o3/ (  fa) + n _3{C2(n)72(n) +  Cz(n)%(n)} + Op(n_(19/5)+1 + ai) (4.165)
for any 7 > 0, uniformly in |a31 < n~ei. Here the smoothed bootstrap predictand denotes, 
conditional on A, a random variable which is independent of the smoothed bootstrap sample X t 
but drawn from the same population,
72 M  = E / (1)( x L i J  
f (XLl : J 4
{ i - d ^ _ i J } 3if X
and
73 (n) = E f-t _ fpt yt \ \ 3-|-$. v f x3 l 1 E\X.m_\:n)} I f
- J
X
An estimator 03 of the additive tuner a3 (see Subsection 4.2.2) obtained using the smoothed 
bootstrap is given by
03 =  G l (a) = inf{a.3 : G{a^) > or},
where 0(03) =  P ( X t < £q3 q + 03 | X).  Using the expansion given by (4.165) it follows that
a3 =  —n_3{c2(n)7 2 (n) +  c3 (71)73 (n)} / ( f a ) - 1  +  Op(n~(19/5)+7) (4.166)
for any 7 > 0.
Upon replacing <23 by <23 on the left hand side of (4.137), conjoining the sample subset S 
with the population subset An, and since the expectation of the Op(7i~(19/5)+7) term at (4.166) is 
0(7i~(19//5)+7), it can be deduced that
P( X  € XAC,Q3.a) =  E{F{ iQ3.a + a3)(U.n£ + U jufO } = a + T  +  0(n-<19/5>+1') (4.167)
for any 7 > 0, where
T  = E{ä3)f(Za) + 72- 3  {02 (72)72(72) 4 - 0 3 (7 2 )7 3 (7 2 )} .
Explicit calculation of the order of T  will show additive calibration of Zq3jQ, using the smoothed 
bootstrap, has been successful in reducing the order of coverage error. The order of T  is obtained
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by investigating
n  3 { c 2 (n )C 2 ( n )  +  c 3 ( n ) C 3 ( n ) }
where
C2H =  72W  -  f{£a)E
C3(n) =  73(n) -  f(£a)E
/ (1)( 4 , - i J 2 ,A t „1 ,
/ 7 a ) / ( 4 , _ l J 4
( l - F l i , . ) } 1! «
/' HTL-lin) f.  _  r./ y t  \ l 3j
and 72 (n), 73(71) are given by (4.133), (4.134), respectively, with ^4i>n replaced by 4̂n D £.
By Taylor expansion of / ( f Q) - 1  =  { / ( f Q) + f ( f a) -  / ( f Q) } _ 1 , observe that
r—1
/ 7 a ) “ 1 = E ( - 1)i/ (^ a ) - (i+1){ /7 a )  -  f ( fa)Y + K  (4.168)
1=0
where, by employing bounds (4.142) and (4.152), the remainder term Rn is 0[{h2 + (nh)_1}r/2] 
on £2 and can be made as small as required by selecting r sufficiently large.
Employing the expansion given by (4.168) in conjunction with similar expansions for /(JA^_1;n)-4 
and /(X Ĵ _1:n)-3 it follows that the order of T  is obtained by investigating
/ (1)( 4 , - 1 : J 2 { 1 - 7 4 , _ 1 : „ ) } 3
r —1
C'i(n) =  72 («) -
E ( - 1),/ ( ^ ) - (,+ 1>{/7 a ) - / ( f a ) } '
i=0
r—1




Ca(n) = T3(n) -  f ( i a) E \ l A^ e [ f i2\ x l _ 1:n) { l  -  F f T l - i J l
r —1
E ( - 1 ) ’ / ( f a ) - ( i+ 1 ){ / ( f a ) - / ( f a ) } '
i=0
r—1
(4.170)E ( - 1)JC2j / ( x E i :„)-(J+3){ / ( ^ - 1:„) -  / ( 4 , - l J F
3=0 ' /
where C\ j  and C27 for j  =  0,1, . . .  , r — 1 are real constants that do not alter the derived bounds.
As shown by Falk and Reiss (1989), Taylor expansion can be used to write
H t  a) -  F((a) =  Hi *)  -  / 7 a )
= f { (a  + v{ra -  4a)}(4a -  f a),
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or equivalently,
T*~Za = -J7Z------^ ----- —  {HZ*) ~ m « ) } ,  (4-171)
/{£ q  + u(ra -  £Q)}
where 0 < v < 1. From integration by parts and Taylor expansion it can be shown that
HZ*)  -  F(Za) = H z * )  -  E { H Z a)} +  E { F (4a)} -  F((a)
= J  K(x){Fn(t;a — hx) — F(£a — hx)} dx + 0 ( h 2).
The first term on the right hand side may be written equivalently as
w - f x m  - m l ,
where Y(y) = ^{ l(_00)2/](Xf) — F(y)}.  Hence it can be deduced (Fuller, 1976, Theorem 5.4.1)
that
E ( W l) =  [■■■ f  E { Y l Y ( i a - h x i) } Y l K ( x i) d x 1. . .dx,  = 0 (n~k) 
J J  L j = l  i=  1
whenever / == 2k or l = 2k — 1 with k E N.
Using (4.171) and (4.172) it can be deduced that
(4.172)
E{ \ t a -  ?0 |lU , n 4  = 0 ( n~ k + h21) (4.173)
whenever / =  2k or l = 2k — 1 with k £ N. Lyapunov’s inequality is required when / =  2k — 1.
When l = 2 it can be concluded from (4.172) (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland, 1975, Theorem 
14.4-1; Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Proposition 6.2.3) that W  = Op(n_1//2). This result was used 
by Falk and Reiss (1989) to show that
t a +t a  = Op(n 1/2 +  h2).
In general, using Markov’s inequality, it can be shown that if r > 0, E( X)  — 0, and E[\X\r) = 
an < oo then X  = Op(an ).
Furthermore, using the Bahadur representation of order statistics (Serfling, 1980, Section 2.5.2; 
Bahadur, 1966) in conjunction with an analogous technique used to derive (4.172), it can be 
deduced that
E { l A„ne(Xm-i:n -  Z*)‘} =  0(n~k) (4.174)
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and
E { l Anne ( X l „ l m - f a)l } = 0 ( n - k) (4.175)
whenever l = 2k or l = 2k — 1 with k E N.
To derive (4.174) note that since m — l / n  = o +  0 (n _1) it follows from Bahadur representation 
that
1 n
Xm-l-.n — (a ~  — Y"' Yi + Rn (4.176)n f—' i— 1
where Y{ = {a — I(-oo,£Q](^i)} //(£a) and, with probability one, Rn = 0 (n -1/2). Therefore 
Xm-l-.n — £a is written as a mean term plus an error term. The expectation of the mean term 
can be bounded using the method of Fuller (1976, Theorem 5.4.1). Therefore, using the Bahadur 
expansion given by (4.176) in conjunction with the cr-inequality (Prakasa Rao, 1987, Proposition 
1.14.12), it follows that (4.174) is satisfied whenever l = 2k. Lyapunov’s inequality is required to 
show (4.174) when l = 2k — 1. The derivation of (4.175) is similar except the tower property of 
conditional expectation is employed.
Observe that, with h ~  cn-1/5,
2 i
/(*«) = S(U)  + £  -rCa -  + Op( n - '+^)
j=l 3
for any 7  > 0. Therefore the order of T  can be evaluated by employing the above expansion 
in conjunction with further Taylor expansions for F(Xjn_1:n), / ( 1̂ (XĴ _1;n), / ( 2)(X ^_1:n), and 
/(X ^ _ 1:n), all taken about £a , into (4.169) and (4.170), and further substitute Taylor expansions 
for F ( Xm- 1;„), f ( X m- i :n), /^ ) (X m_ i:n), and / ( 2)(Xm_1;n) into (4.169) and (4.170), all taken 
about £q, where 71(71), 72(71) are given by (4.133), (4.134), respectively, with Ai,n replaced by 
An n S. The former Taylor expansions are terminated at a term of even order.
After this expansion the leading term of ^  (ti) is given by
1 -  f ’« a )}7 f e )“3 / ( W _34 / (1)( U 2{1 -  % ) } \ n £ (4.177)
Proceed by writing
E / (1>f e ) 2{ l - 7 ? a ) } 3U „ns = -E (t/(1)( ^ )  -  £ { / (1)(4a)} + ß { / (1)(4a)}]2
[1 -  F( ta) -  1 + E{F(Za)} +  1 -  £{F(?Q)}]3U „n£).
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Expand the above term, note the moments about the mean are given by (4.143) and (4.144) with 
the bias of these terms given by (4.153) and (4.158). By employing Holder’s and Lyapunov’s 
inequalities it follows that (4.177) can be written as
0 { h 2 +  (nfi3)-1 }. (4.178)
Using (4.174) and since the population distribution function F  has five bounded derivatives 
with the first derivative bounded away from zero at £Q, the remainder term obtained from the 
Taylor expansion of 72 (n) is given by
0{n~l ). (4.179)
Additionally the remainder term obtained from the smoothed bootstrap components of (4.169)
can be shown to be given by
0{{nh3)~1}. (4.180)
From (4.178), (4.179), and (4.180) it follows that (((n) can be replaced by 0 { h 2 + (nfi3)-1}. 
Analogously C2172) can be replaced by 0 { h 2 + (nfi3)-1 }. Therefore it follows that
T =  0 [n _3 {h,2 + (nh3)“ 1}] (4.181)
where the ti2 term comes from bias and the (n/13) -1  term comes from the components involving 
f ^ i t a )2 and /(£a)/(2)(£a). Since h ~ cn-1/5, replace (4.181) by T  = 0 (n _3~2/5). Hence, (4.114) 
follows.
Consider now the coverage error properties of 2ac,Q2,c* — (—oo,£q2)Q + 02], where
d2 =  G- 1(o;) =  inf{a2 : G(i22) > or},
and
G(o2) =  P ( X t < +  a2 I X).
From technical arguments analogous to those used when deriving (4.167), in conjunction with a 
longer Taylor expansion, it can be shown that
P ( X  e  I AC,Q2,a ) = « +  T  +  o (n -8/3).
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In this case
T  = n~2c\(n)
where ci(n) is bounded in n,
7i (™) = E
7 i(n) -  E { \ ( n ) / f ( f a)}f(^a)lAnri£
/ (1>(*m:n)
.  f ( X m-.n) 2
{ l - F ( X m:„)}2I ^
and
7i (n) =  E a 1/ ( i y
From technical arguments analogous to those used when determining (4.181) it can be shown
that
T  = 0 { n ' 2{h2 + *)},
where the h2 term comes from bias and t denotes an upper bound to the order of the variance of 
/(£ q) and the covariance of /(£ Q) and /^ (£ a )-  The former is of order (n/i)-1 ; the latter is of order
(nh ) l (nh2) 1■ { " I  / * ' " ( * - y \ K ( l z l ]dy
+ n h / j K W ( £-^ 1 ) Ä ( £-ft1 ) j dä/) =  0 { (n h )-1}, 
since f  K ^ \ t ) K ( t )  dt = 0 by integration by parts. When h ~  cn-1/3 it follows that
T  = 0{n~2~2/3).
Hence, (4.113) follows. This concludes the proof.
C h a p te r  5
N um erical E valuation  and  P ro p e rtie s  
of P red ic tio n  In tervals
The purpose of this chapter is, firstly, to elucidate various numerical obscurities of the nominal 
one-sided a-level prediction intervals given in Chapter 4; secondly, to investigate the numerical 
properties of prediction intervals via a simulation study. A numerical investigation delivers tenta­
tive and anecdotal answers to questions that may plague a statistician’s mind when employing a 
nominal prediction interval. These include:
• Given a nominal prediction interval and e > 0, how large does sample size have to be before 
the absolute value of coverage error is bounded by e?
• For a fixed sample size, what is the coverage error of the nominal predication interval?
• For a fixed sample size, how does coverage error of the nominal prediction interval depend 
on the nominal coverage?
Precise answers to the former questions are not possible from the asymptotic coverage error 
specifications in Chapter 4. By considering numerous parametric models and computing coverage 
error the indicative behaviour for a nominal prediction interval can be assessed. Furthermore, the 
computed coverage errors may be used to evaluate relative performance of the competing nominal 
prediction intervals.
An outline of the present chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 elaborates the numerical approx­
imation used for coverage error, Section 5.2 elucidates the numerical approximation used for the
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additive calibration of a nominal prediction interval, and Section 5.3 documents the indicative but 
anecdotal properties for all types of prediction intervals given in Chapter 4, using a simulation 
study.
5.1 C overage Error A p p roxim ation
Let /  denote a probability density function and F(x) = f*  f ( y ) dy the corresponding probability 
distribution function. Set a G (0,1) and let X  — (Xi,  X 2 , . . .  ,X n)T denote n independent and 
identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with F  as probability distribution 
function. Denote a generic nominal one-sided cr-level prediction interval by
- â ( 00, f Q],
where the upper end-point fQ is an estimator of the a-th  population quantile f Q =  inf{f : F (f) > 
o;} and depends on a, the sample size n, and the sample X  only. The coverage error of Xa is given 
by
k(q;, n) = P ( X  G Xa) — a,
where X  is a random variable which is independent of the sample X  but drawn from the same 
population.
Using the joint probability density of order statistics (Reiss, 1989, Theorem 1.5.6), it follows 
that k (at, n) can be approximated via direct numerical integration.
Alternatively, an estimator of K,(a, n) can be constructed as follows. Draw B\  independent 
versions of the sample X  which will be denoted by
* 2  =  { * 2,1, * 2,2 , . . .  , X 2tn},
AfJi { A B\  ,1, A B\ ,2 5 • • • 5 ,n}.
For each k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Bi  calculate which denotes the version of computed using the fc-th
sample X^ instead of the sample X.  Then an estimator of «(a,n) is given by
B X
KBl(o,n) =  S f ' E  {F ^ , a )  -  a}- (5.1)
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Using the tower property of conditional expectation (see (2.12)),
P ( X € l a) = E { l ia (X)} = e [e { 1% ( X ) \ X } ]
The former expression in conjunction with the strong law of large numbers (Chung, 1974; Shiryayev, 
1984) can be used to establish that, conditional on A, ^ ( q ,«) — «(a,  n) as B\  —» oo, where
w.p.l—4  denotes convergence with probability one.
Techniques for generating samples with probability distribution function F  can, for example, 
be found in Ripley (1987).
When l a denotes 2 q i>q , Xq2>q or 2 q3,q (see Section 4.1) then £Q denotes £q i)Q, £q2,q or | q3>0, 
respectively, and the coverage error estimator given by (5.1) can be utilised directly. However, 
when XQ denotes XAC,Q2,a or Xac,Q3,q (see Section 4.1) then £a denotes £q2,q + a2 or £q3)Q +  a3, 
respectively, and the coverage error estimation given by (5.1) can be utilised directly only after 
the additive tuner estimators a2 and d3 have been computed for each of the k-th samples A  ̂ for 
k = 1,2, . . .  , B\.  The numerical computation of additive tuner estimators is considered in the next 
section.
5.2 A p p ro x im a tio n  o f A d d itiv e  T u n e r  E s t im a to r s
Let /  denote the kernel density estimator (see Subsection 4.2.2) of the population probability 
density function /  which is based on the sample X  — (X\,  X 2, . . .  ,X n)T which denotes n inde­
pendent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a population with probability 
distribution function F. Let the smoothed bootstrap sample X t =  (X\,  - ■ , x l ) T denote,
conditional on A, n independent and identically distributed random variables drawn from a pop­
ulation with F(x) = f * 00f{y)dy  as probability distribution function. For fixed a G (0,1) the 
additive-calibrated versions of Xq2,q and Xq3)0 derived using the smoothed bootstrap are given by 
Xac,Q2,q =  ( - oo,£q2)Q + a2] and Xac,Q3,q =  ( - oo,£Q3>q +  d3], respectively. Here Q̂2,a and £Q3,a 
are given by (4.10) and (4.17), respectively, and the additive tuner estimators a2 and d3 are the 
solutions of p2(a2) = a and p3(a3) = cq respectively, where
fc(a2) = P ( Xl  € l i C'Q2:a\ X )and p3{a3) = P ( X ' £ l ' AC'Q3iQ\X),
I AC,Q2,q =  (-°O .Iq2,o +  “2] and ^AC,Q3,a = (“ «>.^13,o + “ä] with Iq2va and ?Q3,« denotinS 
the versions of £q2,ö and ^Q3,a , respectively, calculated using the smoothed bootstrap sample X t
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instead of the sample X.  The smoothed bootstrap predictand X t denotes, conditional on X,  a 
random variable which is independent of X t but drawn from the same population.
Draw B2 independent versions of X t which will be denoted by
4  = {x{vx l2,...,x ln}, 
4 , = { x l vx ' . . . , x l j
For each k = 1, 2, . . .  , F?2, calculate | ^ q2q and q3 q which are versions of £q2 q and £q3a, 
respectively, computed using the k-th smoothed bootstrap sample Xk instead of the smoothed 
bootstrap sample X^ . Estimators for p2(a2) and p3(a3) are then given by




P b 2,3 (0 3 ) =  B p  E  ^ ( £ 1 ,Q3 ,a  +  “ 3 ),
fc=l
respectively. Approximations for the additive tuner estimators d2 and 03 derived via the smoothed 
bootstrap are then given by
äß2,2 = P ß l 2(a) and äß2.3 = pB\ i3{a ), (5.2)
respectively, where pB^ 2(a) = inf{a : Pß2)2(a) > a;} and pB^ 3(a) = inf{a : pB2>3(a) > a}. In 
practice, a grid technique in conjunction with a root finding routine can be used to numerically 
identify öß2)2 and äß2̂3.
The strong law of large numbers can be used to establish that, conditional on A, p#2)2(a2) 
p2(a2) and Pß2>3{a3) p3(a3) as B2 —> 00. Using the former result in conjunction with the
techniques illustrated in Serfling (1980, Section 2.3.1) it follows that for each e > 0,
P[ sup \aB,2 -0 .21 > e 
\ b>b2
X
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as B 2 —> 00. Hence, conditional on A, äß2 ,2 —̂  «2 and äß2 ,3 —̂  «3 as B 2 —>• 00.
Combining (5.1) and (5.2) it follows that the coverage error approximations for the additive- 
calibrated prediction intervals I a c ,Q2,q =  ( - o o , £ q 2)Q +  0 2 ] and Xa c ,Q3,q =  (-oo,^Q3,a + a 3] are 
given by
n




KBuB2A a ’ n ) =  {^fe,Q3,a + afc,ß2)3) -  a} (5.4)
fc=l
respectively, where äktB2,2 and äk,B2,3 denote versions of aj32,2 and äß2)3 computed using the sample 
Xk for k = 1 ,2 ,... , £1 instead of the sample A.
Since F(£k,Q2,a + &k,B2,2) and F(4,Q3,q +  äfc,ß2,3) are bounded, hence uniformly integrable, 
it follows from the mean convergence criteria (Chow and Teicher, 1997) that, conditional on A, 
«ßi,ß2,2(<a,n) KAC,2ia in ) and Kßi,ß2,3(<a,n) KAC,3(<a,n) as B u B2 -> 00, where
K AC,2(<Aß) =  ^ ( ^  €  Z a C,Q2,q ) -  Of
and
^ A C , 3 ( a , w )  =  P ( A  e  XAC,Q3,ct) “
Lee and Young (1999) investigate the coverage error properties of an a-level confidence interval 
derived from Monte-Carlo approximations; it is expected that an analogous results would hold for 
a prediction interval constructed using the former approximations.
Sm oothed Bootstrap Sample Generation. Conditional on A, the realisation of a smoothed 
bootstrap sample A^ can be generated without any reference to the kernel density estimator / .  
Silverman (1986, Section 6.4.1) presents an algorithm for generation of a sample A^ which, in the 
notation of Golub and Van Loan (1996), proceeds as follows.
Algorithm 5.5 Denote the sample vector of length n by A (l:n). Set A (i) = Xi and let h de­
note the bandwidth used to construct the kernel estimator f  (see (f.fO)). Conditional on X, 
this algorithm generates a smoothed bootstrap sample vector of length n given by A^(l;n), from a
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population with probability density function f . The algorithm relies on two predefined functions: 
uniform_index_realisation(i, j) generates an index uniformly with replacement from i:j, where 
i < j  and i , j  G Z; K_realisation generates a realisation from a population with kernel K  as prob­
ability density function. Successive calls to uniform_index_realisation or K_realisation deliver 
independent realisations.
1 n,h, i ,X(l:n)  := [Xi ,X2, . . .  , Xn]T, A+flin);
2 for i =  1 :n,
5 A'l’(i) := Y(uniform_index_realisation(l, n)) + h*  K_realisation();
4 end
If A(uniform_index_realisation(l, n)) is replaced by X{i) in line 3 of Algorithm 5.5 a Kendall 
bootstrap sample is generated. The Kendall bootstrap is an alternative to the smoothed bootstrap 
(Young, 1990).
Let the kernel K  of the kernel density estimator /  at (4.40), be given by the rescaled Epanech- 
nikov kernel
K e (x )
|(1  — x 2), if |ar| < 1,
(5.5)
0 , otherwise.
This kernel is well known in the data smoothing community as it is the unsealed version of this 
kernel that minimises the leading or asymptotic term of the mean iterated squared error,
[  E{ f {x )  ~  f ( x ) } 2 dx,
J — oo
provided the bandwidth h is first selected to minimise the asymptotic mean iterated squared error. 
See, for example, Silverman (1986) and Simonoff (1996).
Another advantage of the rescaled Epanechnikov kernel is that it is not computationally diffi­
cult to simulate from because of an algorithm given by Devroye and Györfi (1985). In this case 
Algorithm 5.5 has function K_realisation defined as follows.
Algorithm 5.6 This function returns a realisation of a population with rescaled Epanechnikov ker­
nel as probability density function and relies on the predefined function uniform_realisation(a, b) 
which generates a random variable that is uniformly distributed on (a, b), where a < b and a, b G R. 
Successive calls to uniform_realisation deliver independent realisations.
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1 fu n ctio n  [ek] = K _realisation();
2 a := — 1, b := 1, U\, f/2, Us',
3 U\ uniform _realisation(a, 6);
4 U2 := uniform _realisation(a, 6);
5 U s  : =  uniform _realisation(a, 6);
« if {(l̂ 3l > IC/2 I) and (|C/3| > |C/i|)},
7 ek := U2',
8 e lse
9 ek \= Us;
10 end
11 end
5.3 N um erical P ro p ertie s
In this section versions of the coverage error approximation, given by (5.1), for the prediction 
intervals Xq i ,q =  ( -o o ,fQi>a], ZQ2,a =  (-oo ,£Q2>a], and Xq 3jQ =  ( - 0 0 ,£ q3>q] instead of Xa =  
(—oo,£Q], together with coverage error approximations, given by (5.3) and (5.4), for the prediction 
intervals Xa c ,Q2,q =  ( - oo,£ q2)Q +  a2\ and XAC,Q3 ,a = ( - o o ,f Q 3>Q +  03], respectively, will be used 
to investigate the numerical properties for these prediction intervals.
Given the sample X — (X i,X 2, . . .  ,X n)T two types of bandwidths, hp,Q2,Q and hp,Q3)a, and, 
^s,Q2,a — <̂ n̂,Q2,q and hs,QS,a =  <̂ n̂,Q2,q? are propounded in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 for 
constructing prediction intervals XAc,Q2,a and XAc,Q3,a- Here d2 =  n~l Y î=\{Xi — X )2, where 
X  = n~l Xi ; hp,Q2)a and hp;Q3,a are derived from the appropriate population density f(x]6)  
(see Section 4.2 for notational explanations) and are defined by
hp,Q2,a =  argmin^lP(X'  G XAC,Q2,a I X) ~ <4 (5-6)
^P ,Q 3 ,a  = argminh|P (X ' G ?A C ,Q 3,a I X) -  <*|> (5-7)
and where h.N,Q2 ,a and /in,Q3,q denote versions of hp5Q2ja and hp^s,a-, respectively, in which f ( x m,9) 
is replaced by the standard normal density.
The numerical computation of h p )Q2)Q and h p (Q3)a  would replace (5.6) and (5.7) by
h-Bi ,B2,P>Q2,a = argmin/l|«£li£2j2(a ,n )| (5.8)
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Sample Size
Sample Size
Figure 5.1: Optimal Bandwidths. Plotted are bandwidth values that minimise absolute coverage 
error for a standard normal population, various values of sample size, n, and nominal coverages 
a = 0.9 and 0.95 for the former and latter plot, respectively. Bandwidths /i n ,Q2 ,q (dashed line) 
and /in,q3,q (solid line) are appropriate for prediction intervals X\c,Q2,a and ^ ac,Q3,q? respectively.
and
^Bi,B2,P,Q3,a =  argm in^|«ßl)B2t3(o!,n)|, (5.9)
where KBi,B2,2 (<x,n) and KBi,B2,3ia i n) are versions of (5.3) and (5.4), respectively, for a population 
with f ( x]6)  as probability density function.
In practice, a grid technique in conjunction with a function minimising routine would be used 
to identify h B u B 2,P,Q2,a and h ß l tB 2,p,Q 3,a-
Let hßi ,£?2,N,Q2,a and hßuB2,N,Q3,a denote versions of (5.8) and (5.9), respectively, obtained 
using a standard normal density instead of f ( x  ; 9). Figure 5.1 gives, for a range of different sample 
sizes, the approximate bandwidths of /i n ,Q2,q and /i n ,Q3,q which minimise absolute coverage error 
for nominal one-sided <a-level prediction intervals Xa c ,Q2,q and ZAC,Q3,cn respectively, for a standard 
normal population when a = 0.9 or 0.95, B\ = 5000, and B 2 = 2000. For a sample size not
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considered in Figure 5.1 linear interpolation may be used. Table 1 of Appendix A can be used for 
this purpose.
To investigate the numerical properties of prediction intervals given in Chapter 4, four kinds 
of population model P are treated, corresponding to a different population probability density 
function f ( x ; 9q):
D1 Standard normal population which has probability density function
f {x] 0  o)
1
y/2ir
D2 Standard exponential population which has probability density function
/(z;0o)
exp(—x) if a; G (0, oo) 
10 otherwise
D3 Two-parameter Weibull population, with shape and scale parameters given by 2 and 1 re­
spectively, which has probability density function
2xexp(—x2) if x G (0, oo)
f {x;00) =  <
l 0 otherwise
D4 Standard lognormal population which has probability density function
^ ex p { - 2 « £ }  if x € (0, oo)
o)
otherwise
For various sample sizes the approximate coverage errors of the nominal a-level prediction 
intervals Xq i )Q;, ^Q2,a> ^Q 3 ,a> defined at (4.6), (4.11), and (4.18), respectively, and, Xa c ,Q2,q and 
Xa c ,Q3,q ? defined at (4.41), are given in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 when the nominal coverage a =  0.9, 
for all four kinds of population model. A tabulated version of these results are given by Table 2 of 
Appendix A. Coverage error results for each population model are obtained with B\ =  5000 and 
E$2 =  2000. The rescaled Epanechnikov kernel, see (5.5), is used for additive calibration since it 
has compact support, and an appropriate bandwidth, hs,Q2,a or ^S,Q3,a> is chosen by interpolation 
from Table 1 and scaled by <r, as discussed in Subsection 4.2.2. Algorithm 5.5 is used in conjunction 
with Algorithm 5.6 to generate the B2 smoothed bootstrap samples. Appropriate algorithms are
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used to generate the B\ population samples; see for example Ripley (1987) or the NAG fortran 
library1.
The upper end-point for the prediction interval Xq3 )Q =  (—oo,£q3 ,q] is given by (4.22), where 
C and a, b, c are given by (4.20) and (4.21), respectively; note that Xa c ,Q3,q then denotes the 
additive-calibrated version of Xq3 iQ assuming the former coefficient selection. For this quadruplet 
(m, a,6, c), £q3 )Q is nonnegative when the support of the population is nonnegative (Subsection 
4.1.3).
By comparing these coverage error results it can be seen that coverage error is reduced by replac­
ing the prediction interval Xq2 ,q, derived via interpolation among two order statistics, with Zq3 )Q, 
derived via interpolation among three order statistics. Additive calibration using the smoothed 
bootstrap is also an effective tool for reducing coverage error when sample size is small; see results 
for XAc,Q2 ,a and Xa c ,Q3,q - Poor relative performance is exhibited by prediction interval Zq i)Q.
Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 illustrate coverage error properties when sample size is n = 12 and 
the population model P  is given by Dl, D2, D3 or D4, for various values of nominal coverages. 
Tabulated versions of these results are given by Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Appendix A. For this 
investigation the bandwidth used for prediction intervals XAC,Q2,a and Xa c ,Q3,q is fixed for all a 
and given simple by n -1/3 and n -1/5, respectively, where n denotes sample size, with all other 
former specifications remaining unchanged.
For all population models P given by Dl, D2, D3, D4 the prediction interval Zq i)Q is conservative 
and has poor performance. In fact the coverage error fluctuates erratically in the interval [—0.08,0] 
as a consequence of the discontinuous nature of the integer part function which plays a prominent 
role in the definition of Zq i)Q (Subsection 4.1.1). The coverage error of prediction interval Zq3 jQ is 
smaller than prediction interval I q2 ,q, uniformly for all values of a considered. Using the smoothed 
bootstrap for additive calibration is also, in general, effective in reducing the magnitude of coverage 
error; compare entries for X q 2,q and Z q 3 )Q against Xa c ,Q2,q and Z a c ,Q3,a , respectively, in Tables 3, 
4, 5, and 6.
Using the smoothed bootstrap for additive calibration may slightly increase coverage error (see 
a = 0.30 in Tables 3 and 6, and a = 0.25 in Table 4). In the case where the population model P 
has nonnegative support (D2, D3, and D4) this may be an artifact of the kernel density estimator
Fortran 77 library, Mark 18.
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Figure 5.2: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction interval Zq i )Q, when the 
population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, the sample size n is given by 12, 14, 16, and 
18, and nominal coverage a = 0.9.
/  having spurious negative support. When the population model P has nonnegative support the 
use of a kernel density estimator /  which has nonnegative support may deliver superior numerical 
results when used for additive calibration. One plausible methodology for constructing such a 
kernel density estimator, which is similar in style to Owen (1988) and Hall and Presnell (1999), 
would be to consider
f p(x) =  h~l ,
i = i  '  '
where p = {p\,P2 , ■ • • ,Pn) is a probability distribution on the sample X.  To impose the condition 
that the kernel density estimator f p has nonnegative support, select p — p to minimise the distance 
D{p), say, from p to punif = ( £ , £ , . . .  , £) subject to f p(x) = 0 whenever x G (-oo, 0).
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Figure 5.3: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction interval Xq2,q (dashed line) 
and I a c ,Q2,q (solid line), when the population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, the sample 
size n is given by 12, 14, 16, and 18, and nominal coverage a = 0.9.
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Figure 5.4: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction interval Xq3jQ (dashed line) 
and Xa c ,Q3,q (solid line), when the population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, the sample 
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Figure 5.5: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction interval Xq i)Q when the 
population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, and the sample size n = 12, for various values 
of nominal coverage.
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Figure 5.6: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals Xq2,c* (dashed line) 
and Xa c ,Q2,q (solid line), when the population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, and the 











































Figure 5.7: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals I q3,q (dashed line) 
and Xa c ,Q3,q (solid line), when the population model P is given by Dl, D2, D3, and D4, and the 
sample size n = 12, for various values of nominal coverage.
A ppend ix  A
Tables
n 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 30 35 40 45 50
^N,Q2,0.90 2.62 2.40 2.10 1.80 1.50 1.34 1.14 1.02 0.86 0.64 0.54 0.47 0.42
^N,Q2,0.95 — — 2.62 2.26 1.96 1.70 1.50 1.33 1.13 0.90 0.71 0.52 0.41
^N,Q3,0.90 2.78 2.46 2.20 1.91 1.63 1.45 1.30 1.14 0.96 0.73 0.50 0.40 0.28
^N,Q3,0.95 — — 2.79 2.50 2.12 1.78 1.60 1.42 1.14 0.90 0.68 0.48 0.30
Table 1: Optimal bandwidths. Tabulated are bandwidth values that minimise absolute coverage 
error for a standard normal population, various values of sample size, n, and nominal coverages 
a  =  0.9 and 0.95. Bandwidths / i N ,Q 2, a  and / i n ,Q 3 , q  are appropriate for prediction intervals XAC,Q2,a 
and 2 a c ,Q3,q , respectively.
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n 12 14
P Dl D2 D3 D4 Dl D2 D3 D4
% Q l,a -0.054 -0.051 -0.051 -0.055 -0.035 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033
^ Q 2 , q 0.0082 0.011 0.010 0.012 0.0068 0.011 0.010 0.014
^AC,Q2,a -0.0023 0.0063 0.0022 0.0082 -0.0025 0.0054 0.0012 0.0095
ZQ3 ,Q 0.0044 0.0076 0.0068 0.0081 0.0022 0.0061 0.0053 0.0088
^AC,Q3,a -0.0017 0.0048 0.0018 0.0058 -0.0019 0.0032 0.0034 0.0063
n 16 18
P Dl D2 D3 D4 Dl D2 D3 D4
^Ql,a -0.018 -0.018 -0.017 -0.017 -0.0049 -0.0036 -0.0023 -0.0046
^Q2,a 0.0062 0.0090 0.0080 0.013 0.0032 0.0059 0.0059 0.0073
^AC,Q2,a -0.00078 0.0038 0.0020 0.0083 0.00038 0.0034 0.0021 0.0046
^Q3,a 0.0020 0.0039 0.0046 0.0072 0.0012 0.0033 0.0039 0.0037
^AC,Q3,a -0.00042 0.0031 0.0013 0.0050 0.00061 0.0025 0.0012 0.0026
Table 2: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals J q i)Q, l Q 2 ,c n  Tac,Q2 ,a, 
-Eq3,ct> and Tac,Q3 ,q when the population model P is given by D l, D2, D3, and D4, the sample size 
n  is given by 12, 14, 16, and 18, and nominal coverage a  =  0.9.
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D1
a -^Q l,a ^Q 2 ,a ZAC,Q2,a ZQ3 ,a ZAC,Q3,a
0.20 -0.045 -0.0050 -0.0018 0.0052 0.0014
0.25 -0.022 -0.0048 -0.0048 -0.0017 -0.0010
0.30 -0.070 -0.0036 -0.0034 -0.0018 -0.0019
0.35 -0.043 -0.0030 -0.0027 0.0023 0.0019
0.40 -0.014 0.0027 0.0026 0.0014 0.0013
0.45 -0=063 0.0017 0.0017 0.00085 0.00083
0.50 -0.038 -0.00018 -0.00018 0.00010 -0.000034
0.55 -0.0090 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026 0.0025
0.60 -0.058 0.0025 0.0025 0.0024 0.0024
0.65 -0.034 0.0023 0.0019 0.00093 0.00077
0.70 -0.0075 0.0010 0.00077 0.00026 0.00024
0.75 -0.059 0.0028 0.0027 0.0012 0.0012
0.80 -0.030 0.0045 0.0013 0.0012 0.00023
0.85 -0.0067 0.0040 0.0033 0.0026 0.0025
0.90 -0.054 0.0082 0.0063 0.0044 0.0033
Table 3: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals 2 q i)Q, Tq2 ,q , TAC,Q2,a? 
Xq3 )Q, and Tac,Q3 ,q when the population model P is given by D1 and the sample size n =  12, for 
various values of nominal coverage.
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D2
a Zq I ,a ^Q2,a ^AC,Q2 ,q ZQ3 , q ^AC,Q3,q
0.20 -0.044 0.0024 0.0025 0.0014 0.0014
0.25 -0.019 0.0014 0.0014 -0.000035 -0.000039
0.30 -0.070 -0.0017 -0.0017 -0.0015 -0.0015
0.35 -0.043 0.0019 0.0019 -0.00015 -0.00016
0.40 -0.015 0.0021 0.0020 0.00050 0.00048
0.45 -0.065 0.00066 0.00065 -0.00024 -0.00024
0.50 -0.039 0.0037 0.0036 0.0010 0.00098
0.55 -0.0089 0.0048 0.0045 0.0032 0.0031
0.60 -0.059 0.0044 0.0044 0.0029 0.0029
0.65 -0.032 0.0063 0.0052 0.0033 0.0029
0.70 -0.0062 0.0036 0.0026 0.0019 0.0016
0.75 -0.057 0.0046 0.0045 0.0020 0.0019
0.80 -0.028 0.0089 0.0045 0.0043 0.0015
0.85 -0.0065 0.0054 0.0037 0.0032 0.0025
0.90 -0.051 0.011 0.0090 0.0076 0.0053
Table 4: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals Zq i,q, I q2 ,a5 ^AC,Q2,a? 
Zq3;Q, and Xac,Q3,a when the population model P is given by D2 and the sample size n = 12, for 
various values of nominal coverage.
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D3
a ^Q1,q ^Q2 ,q -CaC,Q2,q ^Q3,q ^AC,Q3,q
0.20 -0.046 -0.0022 -0.0021 0.0016 0.0016
0.25 -0.019 -0.0013 -0.0013 0.000071 0.000071
0.30 -0.072 -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0013 -0.0013
0.35 -0.044 -0.0020 -0.0020 -0.0012 -0.0012
0.40 -0.017 -0.0022 -0.0022 -0.0021 -0.0021
0.45 -0.067 -0.0034 -0.0034 -0.0032 -0.0032
0.50 -0.038 0.00034 0.00034 -0.00030 -0.00030
0.55 -0.014 -0.0018 -0.0018 -0.00075 -0.00075
0.60 -0.063 0.00061 0.00061 -0.00030 -0.00030
0.65 -0.037 0.0010 0.0010 -0.00095 -0.00095
0.70 -0.0082 0.0029 0.0029 0.0019 0.0019
0.75 -0.056 0.0042 0.0042 0.0027 0.0027
0.80 -0.027 0.0072 0.0060 0.0040 0.0039
0.85 -0.0065 0.0037 0.0036 0.0022 0.0022
0.90 -0.051 0.010 0.0062 0.0068 0.0042
Table 5: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals Xqi)Q,, Xq2)Q, Xac,Q2,a? 
Xq3)Q, and Xac,Q3,q when the population model P is given by D3 and the sample size n — 12, for 
various values of nominal coverage.
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D4
a Zq i ,q ^ Q 2 , q ZAC,Q2,a ^Q3,a ^AC,Q3,a
0.20 -0.046 0.00072 0.00077 0.00084 0.00079
0.25 -0.017 0.0027 0.0026 0.0020 0.0019
0.30 -0.069 0.00035 0.00035 0.00010 0.00011
0.35 -0.043 0.0025 0.0024 0.00045 0.00037
0.40 -0.015 0.0027 0.0023 0.0011 0.00094
0.45 -0.068 0.0020 0.0020 0.00055 0.00055
0.50 -0.037 0.0034 0.0027 0.00050 0.00015
0.55 -0.0094 0.0049 0.0036 0.0028 0.0025
0.60 -0.062 0.0024 0.0024 0.00057 0.00055
0.65 -0.036 0.0049 0.0022 0.00069 -0.0012
0.70 -0.0066 0.0043 0.0012 0.0020 0.00062
0.75 -0.056 0.0055 0.0055 0.0027 0.0023
0.80 -0.027 0.013 0.0084 0.0074 0.0029
0.85 -0.0052 0.0043 0.0017 0.0010 -0.00060
0.90 -0.055 0.012 0.0083 0.0081 0.0078
Table 6: Coverage Errors. Values of coverage error for prediction intervals Tq i)Q? ^ Q 2 )C n 2 ac,Q2,q 5 
Xq3;Q, and TAC,Q3,a when the population model P is given by D4 and the sample size n = 12, for 
various values of nominal coverage.
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